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Th been prepared in Co

cont 13 Mental !Teal

n with an thitaa evaluation

seven yearS after their formal

introduction into the system in 1966. (IHS Contract No. H 110-73-342) A_

originally conceived the repor to be lased upon a sanrpUa of about three

programs in the e±bt major Areas One outstanding, one average, and one new

or otherwine struggli Iminist tively, Area Chief- of Mental Health and

their staffs found It impossible to participate in such a sele tion, rind instead

the staff has been required to inform themselves about over 90 prograns and

resent their findings about each as objectively as possible.

The chapter for each Area follows a standard arrange nt of tion,

varying in detai he Area d_Velopment indicates. There is first a des iP

tion of the geographic and cultural context within which Area nr grams and

Service tjnits work. Secondly, there is a retorting of th hi torical roots of

mental health activities in the Area as far back in time as it has been Possible

to find evidence hem. In some instances this is coincidental with the fo in

tim of IHS in 1955, but in most it an-nears a few years before introduction

of formal budgetted mental health staff. The latter sections of the report

develop in chronological order (usually in two year ents) the ersonrie1

and activity of the Mental Health programs for the Area. Unicue and special

programs are prese ted in detail. Finally, an overview and summary of achieve

meats and problems yet to be-resolved, concludes the description of the Area,

which was completed as of the sprimg of 1973.

The concluding chapte of the report and the extensive sections on

inpatient programs will be of interest to all Areas. It is also hoped that

staff in one Area will find it of value to see what other Areas have dome

or are facing in the war of similar problems, and differing ones. Howev

vhen need arises, or interest is focused on only one Area, it is hoped that

that chapter may be used. as an independent unit.
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TUE CONTEXT: GEOGRAPHIC AND Pr ITICAL

A. The Ithoeni:x Area

1. States Inclu e

With its adtninistrative functio

Arizona, this Area serves part

entra1izd in Phoenix,

all of four stat s'

Utah and Califor ia, Nevada and California are completely Wi

Area, Utah is also served in the southwestern corn r by the avajo Area

Office where that Reservation extends across state borders. Brigham

Nevada,

City,_ Utah, the location of a DIA Boarding School no

involved

of it Take

d from the Billings Area Office, although most of students

from the N vajo Reservation. Arizona itself i divided

betveen te Phoenix Aroa Otfice and the Navajo (Window Rock ) Arca.

.What is approximately equal to thc northea-tern quarter of the state

is included within the Navajo Rervation, and is separately a ministered.

Tbe rest of Arizona, and appro:Lmately half of its total Indian population

are the responsibility of the Phoenix Area Office. This ineudes the

Hopi, whobe reservation lies wholly within the southwestern portion of

the Navajo Reservation. Since there are jurisdictional disputes and

unclear boundaries for the Hopi territory, it seemed wise at one point

in LIB history to forestall any conflict of interests bY plaang the

Hopi facilities at K Canyon under the Phoenix Area Offic- even

though geographically they are much d.oser to Window Rock. This has

contiaued, with mixed re kilts so far as the developme t of Mental Health

Programs is concerned.

rhis vast territory is dominated by two distinctive geographic

regions: The Colorado Plateau, which is made up of the estn slopes

ii



of the Rocky Mountains and the valleys associated with them,

north aad south from a point nearly opposite V1-ioeni and eas

west across nioSt of Utal , and ext nds al ng the familiar northern

sect ons of Arizona where one fi Grand Canyon and large dans,

ation and water control projects.

Th- second large region is known as the rasin and Range, an arid

val _y punc uated by small mountain chains that lies between the Rockies

and the S Nevada Mountains. This vast region is the desert land

of the continental U_ ted States, and includes practically all of the

state of Nevada, parts of Utah, parts of Calif rnia, and the southern

portions of Arizona. The Basin and Range characteristics continue into

northern Xex d long that \rizona xican border t is often

referred to as the Sonoran Desert.

A small t p of the Columbia Plateau cxtnds into Nevada along

the Washington, Idaho borders and is the location of the Duck Valley

Reservation. The Sierra Nevada Mountains are included in the area arouad

Renc, Nevada and of course form a major region for the ate of Californi

A number of smaller tribes, the best known of whom a_e probably the

Washoe, live in these nztains and relate to both Reno and the Cali

cities for their urban needs.

As w ll be discussed in more detail later, most of the Indian be

activity i n raiifo

orn. a

La has not been an immediate concern of IRS during

the years covered in this report. Therefore, only those populati as

borderiag Arizona and 14evada have figured in :_he program pLanning and

development of resources by INS, and the complex

of California has not been a major concern.

1 2

f the geography
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'The tendency at the Phoenix Ar ffice is to view the t.ribas iM

serves ic arixona clse1y, then tc ectend concern to the gevada and

Ch Utah reservations and last of all the Cailfornla installastions

comtiguouis with Arizoms. By starting in the East anc3 stovirg across

the Arca ietiard, the same relative erephasts wilL be used to- descTib 0

the. factors of geogra-phy, clirnate;and where it seem relevant)the somial

con.te6d cf each region befoie enter in into a descriptica ef the

torical deNeloornent f ilental Elealth ?zograrn ithin IRS im this _rem..

2. The PFioerlix Area Office and Pho Facilit ies

The Pheenix Area Offices axe located in buildirigs with in

siEzitt of a large 1,!edical= Center arid llospital , out are not attain-1y a vat=

f it. lhe Chiefs of ?rograrns have relatively easy access to one the

as do their secretaries and aupoxtLig technical s taff. The reault s

f airly harmonious r esoluton of probleme of turf and terxitoriality

t the top adcinistrative level ell as fairly smcoth flow of

4dniinist rative decision.5 free the field of tte Chiefs, and back agmin

So major facili ties relevant to the Iegital La1th Prcgrzta also

located in Phoenix the IRS Medical Centet and the IIXA Scheol,

he eiedial center Ia a mul ti-sto ried facii

cLitpatierlt programs, which serves as a refertal h 4ttal for the Xxea

'cih peia1ists are iieeded, as well as providLng Ae via; to the urbail

th many inp-atleat arid

Phoenix lation, arid the nearby reservatiee of Salt Riv r. brug li

the social Services b ra di, facilities for cordiating an outpatiaat

program with a staf f at least (Jae p y hiattist eal-tima, and gri t

n a part time consul tation basis exists. About trarea octal wo rkera arm also

available as therapis ts and in a variety of app late roles . This
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at each of the schools, and mental health consultat±on is provided

either by staff or by contract err igements.

Regional Characteristics

1. The Colorado Plateau

The south estern slopes of the Rockies acead into Arizona,

mad form the ranges along its northert and western portions. Nuch of this

region, which tncludes a large proportion of Utah is known as the

Colorado Plateau. There are high hills, triesa and valleys becoming more

open in the south as well as more spectacular. The southern etremes

of this region include the familiar Grand Canyon and parts of the Navajo

Reseration. In general, the mountaitsides themselves Invite exploration

and offer vistas looking across the valleys and along dhe peaks whose

slopes seen somewhat gentler th the east of the Continental Divide.

The lite tribes are located on the western slopes of the Rockies at

Fort Duchesn.e and in the valleys of the Colo ado Plateau in north ventral

Utah. The Apache Reservations, San Caries and White River, lie in the

southern portions of these mountains in eastern Arizona. All three of

these reservations are characterized by forested mou tains, lush valleys

and streams diat flow with conside able force fed by atin

Hunttng, fishing, mining, and potential tourism resoiirces supplement

stock raising as means of livelihood and economic development. Isolation

from major metropolitan resources also characterizes these reservations,

that al tlier roa- d access to air or rail t

an important aspect of planning for dheir develop

services by IHS.

Not all of dais Colorado Plateau Region is green and well watered

however. The Vavajo Rese-vation ir north eastern r also fiaclude-

ispC Ion becomes

for delivery of

17



arid desert as well as timbered slcpes and grassy mesas. This sector

is largely outside the responsLbilities of the Phoenix Area Offace of

IRS. Even though more than 507. of Axizona's Indian population resides

there, the Navajo Reservati n iS organized as a separate administrative

unit.

However the Health Services to the Hopi Reservation, lying wholly

within Navajo boundaries, is administered from Phoenix through the IHS

Hospital at1eams Canyon. The Ropi are located mainly on three steeply

sided and ancient nesas, formed as the plateau eroded by water and wind.

The countryside is in marked eontr st to the wooded, gentler slopes of

the rest of the Colorado Plateau, a factor which has helped the Hopi

preserve their Isola ion and kept much of daeir culture inta

The reainiuig pockets of Indian population in &ion to whom

THS provides services are those living in the valleys and canyon bottous

the North

w est q uadrant of that state. Both the Hopi and these small tribes,

the nualapai and Havasupai, share m,itFi the Apache and Ute tribes a sense of

isolation. All but the Hopi have geographic settings that contrast

with the a id regions that make up the vast deserts that dominate the

rest of the Phoenix Area.

2. The Basin and R g American Deserts

The Basin and Range, as the geographers designate the

vast region between the Rockies and the Sierra Nevada Nountains, is the

region of American Ueserrs. It eztends east to west from mid Utah

across the entire state of Nevada, and in its southern sectors across

all of krizona and parts of Southern California. It is boi.nuded by the

west of the Grand Canyon, served frmn Peach Springs A

18
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Columbia Plateau on the north, Eorvd when lava overflowed the northern

portions of the Basin, and ther fore its n edges are found iu

the States of Washington and Idaho. To the south the Sonoran Desert.

Mexico is an ex_ -sion of similar terrain and vegetation found in

southern Arizona and California.

This high plateaulike country is t e valley bed formed as mountains

older than the Rockies eroded away under glacier action and dnrough the

silting up of the riverbeds that once flowed across them. Unlike the

Rockies or Sierra's which invite climbing and exploration, the remnants

f these mount-ins which. exist as fairly isolated stubs and smallchains

scattered over the region, are typically view d from the valley floor.

They are isolated, rugged escarpnents, particularly in the southern

portions of the region, which remain pysterious and inacces ible. The

tndian populations if this reg- n often utlized the mountains seasonal y

for hunting or gathering of pirtyon_ nuts (particularly in Nevada) but

made only seasonal visits, preferring to live most of the tine along

the valley floors. The seasonal nature of their trips were often

associated with religious observances, and with the gathering of mate ials

needed for ritual and hea ing purposes during the rest _f the year. This,

together with their use as natural fortifications by raiding Indian parties,

gives rise to m--y tales of ghosts, supernatural powers and heroic exploits.

Their rather brooding appearance, together with these accrued associations,

makes exploratio- even less inviting. Among the more famous of these,

and illustrative of the atmosphere created aro nd the mountain r-:ges of

the Basin and Range Regionlare the Superstition Mountains just outside

floenix.Arizona. The San Francisco Peaks near Tucson seem to be

19



succumbing to white exploitation as sites for observatories, mnd even

for suburban development, but few o the others hove been tamed.

The Southern or Sonoran Desert is characteristically covered

large cactus--of which the,Saguaro is the most famous. Organ pipe cactus

and Joshua Trees also cover large tracts, some of which have been set aside

as national monu_ nts.

This southern portion of the Basin and Range is settled by the

Papago Tribe, whose holdings to the west of Tucson and along the border

of Nexico equal the approximate size of the state of Connecticut. The

Papago have been an agricultural people as far back as historians can

trace them, although they do not have a lie eloped irrigation system. More

information about their culture and customs is given in the section on

the Tucson Sub-Area, in the body of the report.

Related to the Papago linguistically and culturally are the Pirna

whose reservation, along with the Maricopa, lies along the bed of the

Gila River s u h of Phoenix. This tribe was not only agricultural in

its culture, but had an extensive Irrigation system that has been

virtually destroyed by the dams and diversion of water by non-Indian

reclamation projects. The traces of the ditches canals and aqueducts

can be seen across the desert, but most Pima land is useful only for "

farming" using natural precipitation and

Hospital is the IHS Service Unit.

The Salt River Reservation, in the foothills just north of Tucson,

is facing the collision of urban development and is not served from the

Phoenix Indian Medical Center as one of its satellites.

To the west, small pockets of Indian populations are located along

the Colorado River and their reservations straddle the Arizona-California

-off waters. Sacaton Indian

20



border. With the exception of Winterhaven in the extreme souch, the

facilities are all on the Arizo a sLde of the border. These tribes

the Chemuevi, Maricopa , Hojave, and some migrant Uopi among others, are

served by contract consultants for mental health serviees provided by

IHS, with a focus at reach Springs al the tribes such as the Havesumai U.ving at

the bottom of Grand Canyon in its escem extensions. As naturally

agricultural people they have te ded to be ignored in their isolation

or to be ianundated with pressure to migrate to more urban settings,

depending on the development of water resources. Except when they speale

up to battle the development of further wa er resourc es for California

iu places which would destroy their natural living places, as Vas

recently done in connection with a proposal to place a dam across

Grand Canyon, these tribes are relatively unknown and Ignored.

In the northern or Nevada portion of the Basin aa 4 Range region

the veget tion is somewhat different. In the valleys an a level areas

there are mesquite, prickly pear, aad rough grasses suitable for grazing

cattle. In tne hilly to mountainous sections, pinyon d juniper are

the dominant trees, al ng with a few other evergreens. This hilly region

has been the subject of tension recently as cattle risig nom-Indi.

seek to clear the land of the pinyon and jumiper and thereby hope to

increase the acreage available for cattle. This strikes at the hea

f both the economy and the cultural traditions of the Shoshone nd Palute

tribes who are scattered over N vada, and who have uttIlzed the pinyon

nute lor a major food source for as long as man can remember.

Three IHS Service Units are l cat d in Nevada

Reno which has same responsibile

much of the

f

4,eid Station is ill

urban programe and also coordinates

ark needed by the widely scattered reserv4ions. Art IHS

2 1



Hospital 100 miles away at Schurz nevada serves die central and southern

Nevada populations, Mod= IHS Hespital is located at Owyhee, on

the Duck Valley Peservation. Duck Valley technically is part of the

Columbia Plateau, along its southern boundari a region not unlike

the Basin and Range, but covered by lava flows from the western mountains

and northern Rockies during their formation period. It is even more

fertile than the Dasin amd Range lands, and of a slightly higher elevation.

Duck Valley lies across the ashington-Nevada state line, but since the

Hospital serving the reservation ls in Nevada, the entire reservation

is included in the Phoenix Area. The population of the Duck Valley

Reservation is a mixture of Shoshone and raiute tribes, as are most of

the s riller reservations scattered over the central parts of the state.

3. Californi

Geographically Califo ia is a varied state, well known

to most people for its major features of Sierra Nevada Mountains on the

east, coastal ranges and seashore on the west, and its central irrigated

fertile fruitgrowing valleys. Hany scattered tribal groups still live

in California, as e 1 as a large number of Indians who have migrated

from reservations elsewhere. However, with the exception of Cae Colorado

River trfles and the ZIA school there has been relatively 1 ttle IHS

activity within tte atate.

In Californii he situation with regard to health care for Indians

is quite complex. Federal responsibility for direct health care for

American Indians in Califo ia was te minat d in 1955 with an expectation

that the State o f California would assume the responsibl ty for the health

needs of its Indian citizens. In fact since 1955 there has been a

general deterioration of health care for Indians up until recently when

22



e has beLI some slight irnproeD1ertc.

The Indian population in California is numerous. Descendants of

1 Californian tribes still exist, some on scattered and isolated

ancheros and reservations, others as urban migrants in the cities. In

addition the Los Angeles, San Jose and San Franc sco BaY areas have

large numbers of American Indian migrants from all over the United States

who have come to seek urban employment opportunities. Because of this

dispersal and scattering of Indian peoples, there is no convenient or

efficient focal point for delivering Indian Health Services to these people.

In recent years (since 1969) several factors have resulted in

increased attention to the special health needs of Indians in California.

ifornia Rural Indian Health Board was organized in June of 1970

and incorporated as a non-profit organization. The purpose was to

estab ish health clinics on reservations where there were still some

substantial numbers of Indian people to be served. Funding for these

clinics has been from federal grants with supervision from the Indian

ealth Service. The effect of this program has been to reestablish a

federal responsibility for Indica ealth but through an Indian-controlled

non-profit corporation.

Following the successfuj.. ndeL of the Rural Indian Health Board,

a California Urban Indian Health Corporation has been incorporated to

provide the impetus for establishing urban Indian Health Centers. CUIHC

has become a conduit for federal funds to a number of urban Indian

Health Centers in major popaation areas such as San Francisco, Sacramento

d Los Angeles.

Both the CRIHB and CUIK: programs have emphasized general medical

23



services such as well-baby clinics :ind dental services but have not

placed a priority on mental health services. However the service

delivery systems represented by these program has the p tential for

incorporating a variety of mental health services and some such as

alcoholism programs are being started. Psychiatr. c consultat on to a

cluster of Urban Health Centers in the Lcis Angeles Area is being offered

on a part time basis.

2 4



II. CENTRALIZED DEVELIDPNENT OF NELUAL HEALTH PROGRAMS IN TilE PROENLX AREA

A. 1967-1969: Anthony Elite, M.D., First Mental Ilealth Area Chief

In 1967-68, two years after the initiation of Mental Health

Programs on a formal basis, Anthony Elite, M.D. recruited to IHS

and assigned to the Phoenix Area Office as Chief of Mental Health Programs.

Hi5 mission was to exiolore the possibilities of developing mental health

services. His first year was spent largely in visiting about. the Area in an

effort to understand the needs both of the populations to be, served and the

-HS staffs already active in other programs of service del ry. During this

d he was available while visiting for consultations wi S rvica Unit

staffs, although there are no Area Office records o dire -ices being

pro vided.

Men not out in the 1e1d, Dr. Elite spent tine planning and developing

dination within the Area Office. He developed an appr- iation of the

needs of several Program Chiefs for cooperative resources of the type

usually offer d in a mentaL health program. He also found it possible t

plan ways in which training and staff development patterns coUld be

initially organized. These ideas were set down in a detai -d program

of objectives, paired with assigned responsibilities and acti ns for

lenentation. This plan, drawn up in December 1967, while AOC followed

conscientiously as one mdght follow a blueprint in building a house, never-

heless provides the outlines of what have become the important 4Spects of

Phoenix Area ',attal Health Program. For these reasons it is included

here, slightly recast into a form which is compatable with identifying

objectives and distinuishing methods to be used in accomplishing them.



SECTION V M AGEAENT/ADMINISTRATIVE PLANS - MENTAL HEALTH

STATEMENT_ 01 EALTH PROS

It is necessary at this time to tie together various aspects of what
can be termed Mental Health Programs into a unified area wide mental
health program -which is an integral part of the comprehensive health
program.

DEFINITION:

Mental Health ean be defined as the au lity of coping with life
around Us; that is, with our life situation. The level of mental
health of an individual or a group is 'deternined.by.physical,
intellectual, environmental, constitutional, and emotional factors.
The essentials for high level of mental health include basic sustain-

ing requirements of food, clothing and shelter, freedom from physical
and emotional illness, having the capacity to adopt to ebonize, deal
constructively-with reality, relate in such a manner with others
within the community and outside the community in a consistent
mutually satisfying give and take relationship.

Therefore, an effective mental health Program Is one designed
identify problem areas and to systematically 'plan the investigation

of the problems, accumulate available resources, organize them in
some meaningful interrelationship geared to attaining positive mental
health goals, and finally, explore new technicues and approaches to
solving individual and community mental health needs.

STATEMENT OF ACTIONS

To assist in the organization, development,
area wide mental health programa.

I. OBJECTIVE No. 1

immlenientation of

Improve data collection systems doci entIng mental hes
lems for purposes of identifying problem areas, priorities, and
increasing staff awareness of the problems,

Action Statement No. I
Encourage ell medical officers and health records p ersorinel to

accurately document and code Psychiatric diagnosis. Encourage col-
lection of mental health data on all patients admitted to PHS Hos-
pitals and those seen in OPD.



Tieeponsibility Distribution
Service Unit Director - Medical Officers, and Medical Record

Librarians, would use appropriate APA classification. Whether this
is primary diagnosis or secondary, this should be reported no as to
be available on an area level.

Action Statement No. 2
Encourage Social Workers and Public Health Nurses to document

problem families and individuals they encounter in their routine
activities.

Protocol to be_Used
Standard APA nomenclature.
Mental Health Data Collecting Sheet currently being tested

at Sacaton)
Area of Reononslbllity and Content
Restionsibility Distribution

Service Unit Director - Content for any additional method of
data collection should be determined by primary staf:r.

Action Sta ement No. 3
In areas already described as p oblem areas, encourage rurther

documentation of the studies as well as development of similar
studies on other reservations.

Responsibility Distribution
Health Educator, Anthropologist, local aid'.
Secondary Staff
Local informants, tribal health committees, translators.
Protocol to be Used
The Mail and Hayes studies can be used as a base for further

alcohol studies on San Carlos Reservation. Encourage health educa-
tors on various reservations to use their approved protocol.

Content and Area of Responsibility
Content to be determined by team. Responsibility to be the team

leader's whether anthropologist, health educator, or other professional
research person.

II. OBJECTIVE No. 2

Development of a mental health c nsultation team at the area
level which can function in various ways depending upon the needs
of the individual service unit. Such runctions might include diag-
nostic evaluations, crisis intervention, service unit staff consul-
tation, staff training, mental health supervision, mental health
education, mental health program planning and program consultation
and training of MH workers.



Action Statement No. 1
a. Methodolog
Diagnostic evaluations - UtilIzation of available professionalresources for psychiatric evaluations in those ceses where suchservice is needed. Promote good vorking relationship between ServiceUnit staff and local community mental health clinics where they exist.Provide limited services directly'in areas where no such resourcesexist.

Responsibility Distribution
Stalf

(a)
Area Mental Health Team, Service Unit DIrector, and Social Worker.
Secondary Staff Involved (a)
Public Health Nurse.

Action Statement No. 2
b. Methodology
Crisis Intervention - Develop mechanisms for handling of acutecrisis situations which might develop on the reservation. This

could range from telephone consultation to staff, to providing brief
crises-oriented treatment for individuals or groaps when possible andindicated.

Pewee:1Ibility DIstrIbution
Mental'Health Team, Service Unit Director, Social Worker, blicHealth Nurse.

Action Statement No. 3.
c. Methodology-----------
Service Unit Staff consultation: Provide consultation to any

taff member at the Service Unit concerning problems of management
of individual patients, groups or on any aspect of the Service Units
Mental Health Program. This includes mental health programs outside
of the hospital such as school health programs and tribal community
development projects.

Pretocel_to be_Used
Consultations could be set up on an individual or group basis.These could be on an informal, as needed, basis or at regularly

scheduled field visits of the mental health team.
Responsibility_Distribution
Primari Staff
Area Mental Health Team.
Secondary Staff

Service trait Director, Medical Officers, Nurses' aides, Social
Worker, Hea2th Educator, school teaching and guidance staff, tribal
community programs' staff, tribal health committees.



Action Statement No. 4
d. Methodology
Staff Training: Provide training in mental health concepts and

approaches to Service Unit staff in either group or individual sessions.Set up area-wide workshops on Mental Health. Help staff members learnhow to recognize mental illness and when to make a referral forpsychiatric evaluation and at the same time help them learn technioues
on dealing more effectively with disturbed patients and their families.

pesponsibility Distribution
Area Mental Health Team, Health Educator Hospital and FieldMedical staff.

Action Statement No. 5
e. Itql2,42_o:71:

Mental Health Supervision: Provide supervision to Service Unit
staff members in the management of crisis situations among the indi-
gent population as well as provide follow-up consultation with staff
members who continue to deal with individuals and families,presentingemotional dysfunctioning.

Respowqbility Pistribution
Area Mental Health Team

Action Statement No. 6
f. MethodologX
Mental Health Education: Provide for development of mental health

education and training programs on an area-wide level. Plan local
Service Unit based mental health worker program where local, Indian
individuals from the community who demonstrate empathy, sensitivity,
integrity, and skills in dealing with his own people can be trained in
basic mental health skills and technicues. This person eventually
can become a key member of a Service Unit based mental health team.
This aide could eventually do follow-up visits with patients dis-
charged from mentalhospitals and mental health clinics as vell aswork with alcoholics and their families in the community or home
setting.

Resronsibility DIstribution
Primary Staff
Area Mental Health Team, Health Education Specialist, D.Lit.

Training Center in Tucson.
Secondary_Staff
Contract Educator and Trainees frt the Phoenix Area CHR trainees.

Action Statement No. 7
g. Methodology
Mental Health Program Planning: Provide an ongoing operating

scheme whereby existing mental health programs can be evaluated and
plan for future developments coordinated with the existing programplans. Professional skills also will be'made available to Service
Unit staff, so as to give them technical assistance in their own
Mental health program planning.
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Responsiblity Distribu n
Primary: Staff

Area Mental Health Teal..
Secondary Staff
Area Program Services Branch Chiefs

Action Statement No. 8
h. Methodology
Program Consultation: Provide consultative services to any of the

Area staff on all or any aspects of the total heelth program which is
in any way related to mental health

Responsibility Distribution
Primary Staff,

Mental Health Program Director
Secondary Staff
Other members of Area Mental Health Team as designated by Branch

Chief.

III. OBJECTIVE No. 3

Propose a prototype, broad based, multidisciplined mental health
program that concurrently attacks all factors contributing to poor
mental health in the beneficiary population in a designated community.

Methodology:

The need for a concerted, coordinated joint action and support at
the Area, as yell as the Service Unit level, is strongly felt. A scheme
whereby mutual participation in the form of an Area team or Ad Hoc
Committee is suggested. This team composed of Area Chiefs of Mental
Health, Social Service, Health Education, and Nursing, should be given
the responsibility as well as commensurate authority, for development
of a study design, organization, evaluation, reporting and Coordin-
ation of the project. Once a specific location and Service Unit has
been selected, the Committee could add the Service Unit Director and
Tribal Health Representative and KA staff to the Area team.

Action Statement' No. 1
Program Proposal:
17;17,7;71-7.77TT§79

1. Development of a prospectus including resources document,
Preparation of a budget, delineation of responsibility, etc.

2. Identification of the problems.
3. Development of protocol.
4. Evaluation



chase II - FY 1970 - Future
1. Testing of protocol
2. AdaDting and adjusting Dr tocol as needed.
3. Putting program into action.
4. Evaluation

Phase III - FY 1971, 1972, 1973
1, Continue Program Action
2. Evaluation
3. Documentation

Phase IV r FY 1974
1. Documentation
2. Recommendations
3. Summary and Conclusions

Responsibility Distribution
Primary Staff:
Area Branch Chiefs: Nursing, Men al

Education. (Later) Service Unit Director
Secondary Staff:
Area Mental Health Team. Cont-act

ces in the area.

*NOTE:

Health, Social Service, Health
and Tribal Health Representative.

services from available resour-

This program does not conflict with the Area-wide Mental Health
Program actions previously mentioned. This proposal is designed
as a prototype program utilizing concentrated broad based but high
level skills on a local level as a demonstration project of a truly
comprehensive health program. The broadest scope of this approach
can most effectively be obtained through multidisciplinary partic-
ipation.
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By the prin of 1960 Dr. Uit had become sufficiently familiar with

the poteutials and problems in each Service Unit to prepare capsule sumniarie

of the status of mental health services provided through the Social Services

Branch, dhe 1 cal alcoholism programs, contracts with institutional and

private p ychiatric services. These capsule summaries are cited in the

subsequent aections, which develop the description of local programs.

However, the general introductory paragraphs to this report summarize

succinctly the status of mental health programming at that time. They are

therefore quoted below;

The current status of mental health in the Phoenix Area of the Division
of Indian Health is essentially in the early development stages. Facili-
ties and resources are about as reported last year; however, there seems
to be a genuine increase in interest and concern about mental health,
not only among service unit personnel and the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
but among the Indian beneficiary population. Since my arrival in
Phoenix in 1967 as the first mental health program officer, I have
spent the greater part of my time discussing mental health concepts
and programs with service unit staffs, BIA and tribal health committees,
as well as attempting to open channels of communication between DIH
and other local, state and federal agencies concerned with mental
health planning and delivery of services.

Before I branch off into a descriptive analysis of the status of mental
health on various reservations, let me emphasize the point that we do
not have sufficient quantity or quality of data from the service'units
to present an accurate picture of the prevalence of pathology as it
exists today. It is hoped that in the future these kinds of valuable
information will be routinely reported by each service unit.* However,
I feel wa can make some gross evaluation of the mental health picture
on each reservation and from this establish certain priorities where
mental health programming is being concentrated.

* Dr. Flite's observations about the lack of epidemiologic and other
information about mental illness among Indian population deserves comment.
This observation was not unique to the Phoenix Area, but was true in every
Area of IHS, and continues down to the present (1974). The introduction of
an automated reporting system in fiscal 1974 should begin to remedy this
deficiency, at least in terms of problems seen by IHS Mental Health and
Services staff.. Population-wide demographic studies are another matter, and

only on the Papago Reservation in connection with a special programmdng
situation for health information systems, is this type of study being approached.
Those programs with closest relationships to tribal roots -- advisory programs,
development of Mental Health Workers, or tribal contracts -- most closely
approach the expectation voiced by Dr. Elite that some study of local needs
would become a regular part of local Service Unit tasks.
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1969-70: Marjorie Myren, PN, PIPH, New Chief of Mental Ucaith Programs

1. Increase in Staff

Due to the successful description of program needs and

?otentials, as well as cre 'ng federal support avaiable, Phoenix Area

ff increased threefold in 1969. Although Dr. Elite had fulfilled his

military obligations he remained an additional year. However he wished to'

be f eed of administrative details in order to concentrate on his role as

psychiatric consultant. A second psychiatrist becane available at this

time. Eric Anders, M.D., who was on a Wntal Health Career Development

Fellowship, elected IHS servico. Both Dr. Elite and Dr. Anders flew small

planes, giving them speedy access to the far flung Service Units and earning

them the affectionate title of "Our Flying Psychiatrists.

The Chief of Area Mental Health Programs position was assigned to

Marjorie

backgro-

health and community health delivery systems. During her first year she

also spent considerable time as a field consultant to the service units,

familiarizing herself with the reservations, the health facilities and

the tribal populations.

2. Description of Program

The third member added to the Phoenix Area staf_ was a

psychologist, Donald Weinstein, M.S., who for much of his time filled the

same role of traveling consultant as the psychiatr±st and the Area Chief.

Mr. W instein also assisted in handling the administrative d tail, since like

all three other Mental Health staff he was based in the Phoenix Area Office.

He was responsible for preparing the Annual Report for Mental Health Programs

en, a nurse with extensive public health and psychiatric nursing

many years of study in the field of developing mental



for the year 1970. Since this is one of the few records available

from this period, it is quoted here in full. It gives a clear description

of the manner in which the centralized staff was attempting to develop

a broadly enceived procram which would interlock 1HS facilities with

local resources in the mental lealth field.
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MENTAL HEALTH BRANCH

I. .Philosophv & ationale

Due to the nature of the sIze of the Phoenix Area, the p ilosophy
of the Mental Health Branch has been to have Service Units utilize
and integrate with local mental health facilities. To this end,
the Phoenix Area Service Unit are receiving mental health services
from county clinics, state clinics, private psychiatrists and local
universities.

II. ASD -ation: HistorIcal C e

A. Immediate Need:

The most immediate ne-d at the inception of the mental health
program was to locate mental health resource people for the
acute psychiatric 'problem on reservations. This was accomplished
by contracting with local facilities, arranging for private
psychiatrists to see patients on a fee for service basis lastly,
and perhaps most importantly, the Mental Health Branch felt that
another way of dealing with patients in crises is by supplementing
the ability of the existing Service Unit Staff.

B. Tribal Awareness:

An all out attempt to elicit tribal involvement in the recogniti
and identification of the specific mental health problems of
their people is part of the-on-going Area Wide Program. To meet
this goal the mental health team has been conducting a series of
community mental health workshops on several reservations.

The workshops are conducted in the following manner:

The first in the series is concerned with general proble
or mental heaLM and mental illness. No attempt is made to
sing1e out specific problems of living on the reservation. A
plea for community involvement is emphasized. The mental
health consultants define their role to the people as outside
professional consultants, skilled in the amelioration of
mental health problems. The consultants are not to be viewed
as experts on the reservation.



This leads into the toat of the second community workshop.
This conference takes the form of a discussion of specific
problems of living. This specific problems discussed are
those identified by the Service Unit Staff (i.e., emergency
room records) as the mental health problems of that renervat on.

An attempt is made to have the community Participate in
identifying and discussing the mental health problems of their
community as they view them. Usually the last in the series
of workshops is directed at what the community can do in relation
to their specific problems. This takes the form of do's and
don't's for non-professional workers.

C. Create an atmosphere of awareness of the mental health needs of the
local people by the Service Unit Staff.

Another m_ or facet of the Area-Wide Program is to help the Indian
Health Service staff be cognizant of the cultural emotional needs
of the indigenous Indian community. To this end, in-service
lectures, informal discussions and staff workshops are conducted.

D. Create mental health committees at the three boardt-g Schools.

1. The BIA Boarding Schools at Stewart, Nevada; Riverside,
California; Phoenix., Arizona are the focal Points of much
energy and diplomacy.

The objective was to organize a viable mental health
committee at each of the schools. The functions of th s
committee would be to scrutinize the total environment of
the school and its effect on the Indian child. Much has
been published in regard to the nature of the boarding
schools. It is sufficient testy that much work needs to
be done in these residential centers. As in the reservation
community, the most immediate need was for the boarding
school staff to recognize that many students arrive at their
schools with social and emotional problems, and that in many
cases there is an exacerbation of the problems in the boarding
school setting. These committees are a joint effort of the
BIA in the Indian Health Eervice. The mental health team
are ex officio members of each of the three committees.

Create mental health committees and begin involvement,within the
elementary boarding schools in the Phoenix Area.

NO Progres



III, Current Progress and Prob

Service Units

The Primary approach in dealing with the Service Unita is to
implement the action statements that they have defined in the
Service Unit Program Plan.

Because the Mental Health Branch bas no des gnated counterpart
on the Service Unit, it is difficult to implement and follow
up many of the programs initiated. On some of the Service Units,
the hospital social worker takes on the job of the mental health
field worker. It is interesting to note there is a general fear
and apprehension regarding mental health and mental health per-
sonnel by the Service Unit Staff. This, therefore, makes it more
difficult to implement mental health program.

Recently some of the physicians have been asking the mental health
consultants to interview patients with them. This enables the
consultants and physicians to discuss a management tlan and
encourages the Service Unit Personnel to see patients on their
own. In many cases, the public health nurses are actually the
field therapists in regard to family consultation and follow up
for psychiatric problems.

B. Boarding Schools

Once the three mental health committees were established in the
series at mental health workshops and conference were initiated.

1. The first conference entitled "An Exchange of Ideas" was
held in Phoenix, Ar zona.

2. Second conference vas conducted in conjunction with the
NIMH Center for Studies of Suicide Prevention in Reno,
Vevada.

The third workshop will be held_in Blverstde, Ca.liforn
on December 10-11, 1969.

With the recent addition of Mr. Ray Sorenson, BIA, Assistant
Area DireCtor (Education) we now have a counterpart in the Area
Offlce with vbom to relate. This should help to foster the
advancement of attitudes in program for better mental health in
the boarding schools. To date, no evaluation has been made as
to the effect of the mental health committees at the boarding
schools. Staff impression have been that the personnel on the
committees have begun to re-evaluate the very existence and
philosophy of the boarding school concept,



bal Consultation

The focal point of approach to the tr bes historically, has
been throUgh the tribal health committee and is currently through
the CHR's and health counsels. The Mental health program staff
views the CHR's as mental health field workers. Because many of
the workers see the necessity for additiona training in mental
health work, ye spend a good part of cur field trips working with
the CHR's. At the last Area Indian Advisory Board meeting in the
Spring of 1969, it was suite satisfying to hear the tribal leaders
report that mental health problems are their number one health
concern. This indicates to us that oUr approach to the tribes
bas begun to bring dividends. That is to say, recognition of the
problems have begun. In another aspect of our tribal involvement
has been working closely with the Nevada I.T.C. Alcoholism Proffrom.
As with the CRR's we view the alcoholism counsellor as front line
Mental health workers. It is only fair to add that we have been
dilatory in our relations with the Uintah and Ouray Tribal Alco.
holism Program. Our defenses are that men and monies do not
permit us to service Utah as indefensively as we do Nevada.

D. Desert Wino s Tr ining Center

Due to the proximity or the PhoeniX Area OffIce to the
DildSion Training Office at Desert Willows, the mental health
team has taught the mental health component of the CHR curric-
UlUm. The mental health team is also available to the Desert
Willows staff for any other consultation and evaluation in which
they wish to utilize us.

Miscellaneous

1. Indu trial Development District of Arizona. The Mental
Health Program Personnel perform as consultants in all
aspects of mental health to this non-Profit Indian-rum
corporation. Example of our involvement are: Mount Lemon
Project in Tucson, Arizona and a proposed grant for Crises
Intervention Center in Arizona.

Arizona State University - I.C.A.P.

Periodically we are asked toconsult with the .C.A.P.,
usually in:regard to training workshop for our headstart
personnel.



B.I.A.

In addition to our involvement in the B:I.A. BoardingSchools the mental health team is working in conjunc.tion with the B.I.A. Area Office, Law and Order Branch.Our involvement has been in such as:

1. Mt. Lemon, another I.D.D.A. sponsored progrmm,2. S.T.O.P., (Southwestern Tribes on Prevention
3, lastly, in-service Education for tribal police on

reservations.

F. One challenging problem is the abstract nature of a mental healthprogram, the evaluation and criteria of success is a most difficultthing to determine within the field of mental health. This prob-lem manifest itself in determining to target date for program plansevaluation of workshops, impact and effect of field visits, etc.

Unlike the dental program ve are unable to predict the numberof people to be seen, the amount of professional time needed,and the eventual outcome performed. This problem is one thatfaces mental health personnel throughout the profession.
IV. Contracts and Agreements for Services

A. The folloving is a brief acoeunting of the contracts and
agreements arranged for the Phoenix Area Service Units.

1. University of Arizona

Department of Psychology is unden contract with the SellsService Unit to conduct a mental health clin c on the
reservation.

2. Arizona State Un vers

The Psychological Educational service under the direction
of Phillip Gaffney* Ph.D., has agreed to do psychodiagnoetictesting on the reservation in Arizona at a reduced rate forthe Indian Health Service.

University of Nevada

The Nevada Service Units have recently begun utilizing theservices of the Department of Psychology for pshcyodiagnostictesting.



4. University of Utah

The Department of Ps- A.atry has expresseciinterest in the
Roosevelt Indian Health Center. They woule like to arrange
for their residents to have field experience working vith
the Indian population on the Uintah and Ouray tribe reser-
vation.

State and County

A. Final County Mental Health Association

The Pine. County Mental Health Association psychiat ist
spends one-half day each week-at the-Sacaton Hospital.

B. Northern Arizona Comprehensive Guidance ClInIc under
the direction of Ronald Peterson, Ph.D.

The N,A.C.G.C. has arranged with the White Mountain
Apache tribe to open a local mental health center in-
order to Provide services and train indigenous mental
health workers. This program was initiated by the
tribe The expected date of commencement is January
1970.

In looking to the future Dr. Peterson:has-been
touch with the Hopi Tribal Council to establish a
similar clinic at Oraibi. This clinic is still in
the planning stage;

6. Graham County Mental Health AssocIation

The facilities at.the Graham County Mental Health Associ
ation are available and are utilized "by the San Carlos
Apache Tribe. There has been same difficulty in orienting
the clinic staff to the cultural needs and problems of the
San Carlos Apache Tribe. An attempt is being made to cement
better relations with the clinic.

7. Nevada State Bureau of Community Service

The Bureau of Community Service conducts field clinics in
numerous areas of the State of Nevada, although to date
utilization of these clinics have been sparse. The Nevada
Service Units are being encouraged to utilize these
facilities.

Verde Valley Clinic

-To be negotiated.

4 0
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B. Inpa ient Facilities

1. Arizona, Nevada and Utah S ate Hospita

Self-explanatory.

2. Camelback Hospital - Phoenix, Arizona
Director - Otto Benheim, M.D.

C. Private facilities that are currently utIlized by the.Phoenix
Area Service Units

1. Arizona Children's Home - Tucson, Arizona

Valley of the Sun School - Phoenix, Arizona

Accommodation School - Phoenix, Arizona

4. J :e Wayland School - Phoenix, Arizona

Yuma Child's Guidance Center - _ Arizona

Drs. James Kilgore & Otto Benheim are under contract for
general medical and surgical patients with paychiatric
problems at the Phoenix Indian Medical Center.

Dr. William Maier - Child Psychiatrist under contract
with the pediatric department at the Phoenix Indian
Medical Center.

8. Psychologist - Various psychologist are paid a fee for
service for psychodiagnostic testings.

9. Dr. F. LeMarr Heyrends, Psychiatrist from Boise, Idaho
travels to the Owyhee Service Unit, one-day per month.

In association With him, the Phoenix Area Mental Health
Branch has hired Mrs. Janice Sorabella, MSW, on a part-
time basis.

10. Dr. Kinne Tevis is the contract tisye 'a_ ist at the
Phoenix Indian High School.

11. Dr. James Barter is the contract psychiatrist at Stewart
Indian School.

Dr. Guy-tmy h - private psychiatrist in Flagstaff, Arizona
conducts a mental health Clinic at the Peach SprIngs Center
on a weekly basis.
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13. Dr. Robert Brown - private psychiatrist, Reno Nevada;
is utilized as the needs arise by the Schurz Service
Unit.

14. Lyman Ravsden, PhO. . is a Clinical Psychologist who
provides service on the Uintah and Ouray reservation
subsidized by the Indian Health Service in-conjunction
with the and State of Utah.

V. Miscellaneous

A. Demonstration Cita

1. Three members of the Mental Health Branch are conducting
community mental health clinics at Gila Crossing, Salt
River and Ft. McDowell. The fourth member of the Area
team is working in training pediatric residence at the
Phoenix Indian Medical Center.

2. Nursing In-se :ice Education

A. The mental health team has conducted two-15-hourly
session and one-6 week hourly session with the nursing
staff of the Phoenix Indian Medical Center.

B. The Mental Health Branch in cooperation With the
Nursing Branch is in the 'Process of conducting
three Regional Mental Health Workshops for
nursing staff personnel.

4 2
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III. 1970-72: DECENTRALIZATION AND iliE INITODUCTION OF MENTAL HEALTH TECHNICIANS

A. Professional Staff Changes

At the end of 1970 Dr. Elite and Dr. Anders both left the IHS.

r. Elite entered private practice in the San Francisco Bay area, while

Dr. Anders elected to spend the rest of his Mental Health Career Development

Fellowship with the Peace Corps in NalaYsia. While there had been four

professionals available the Phoenix Area had been divided into four regions,

each served on a regular schedule by one of the Area Office Consultants.

How ver, this proved too demanding and comments about this period suggest

that not only was the travel time a problem, but that time spent re-

entering the system" when visits to a reservation were a week or more

apart was wasteful and distracting from the tasks of establishing cansultin

and clinical relationships.

Carl Hammaschlag, M.D., was recruited as a psychiatrist in 1970,

and as igned half time to the traveling consultant role and half of his

time was alloted to the BIA school. A psychologist was given a full time

assignment at Sherman Indian School in Riverside,California. Neither were

attached to the Area Office, as had been the custom with previous professional

staff.

Mental Health Technicians

In addition a program of recru -ing and training mental health

technicians was initiated and a number of local contracts were developed.

These changes are given highlighting in the annual report for the period

ending June 1971, and forwarded t- the Ar a Director.
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Excerpt of Annual Report Fiscal Year 1971

St ffing:

The Mental Health staff grew from four positions in 1970 to 12 in
FY 1971, in addition we had one mental health consultant assigned to
the Area from the NIMH-MHCD program. Formerly all the mental health
consultants worked out of the Area office. This past year we de-
centralized and personnel were stationed in the field. This has
allowed us to w9rk more closely and effectively with the Service Units
and Indian people.

Six Indian Mental Health Technicians were added to the staff. Training
rather than service is being emphasized during their first year on
duty. Their first five week phase of training was completed at Desert
Willow Training Center in June, 1971. The second phase at DWTC will
be held in October, 1971. On the reservation level, the MHT's are
training under a preceptor who is either a mental health consultant or
medical social worker. They are following the Social Work Associate
Lesson Plans in addition to participating in other meaningful learning
experiences on the reservation level.

The first full time mental health consultant was added to the staff of
Sherman Indian High School this year. With the cooperation of the BIA
staff he was able to implement a mental health program_which was well
received by students and staff alike.

Bi-weekly mental health consul ation was provided to Whiteriver,
San Carlos, Parker and Yuma by Eric R. Anders, M.D., our flying
psychiatrist,. Dr. Anders also held a weekly mental health clinic at
Gila Crossing and worked with the staff of PIMC on,their alcohaism
program. Dr. Anders was assigned to us from the NIMH-MHO program
and left June 30, 1971 for Malaysia and the Peace Corps.

Professional mental health consultants were also added to Phoenix
Service Unit, Reno, Nevada and Yuma, Arizona. The psychiatrist at
Phoenix Indian Medical Center devoted the major part of his time to
Phoenix Indian High School, weekly mental health clinics at Salt River
weekly conferences with the social work staff at PIM and in addition
participated in training sessions throughout the area. The Reno
psychologist divided his time between Owyhee and Schurz Service Units
and the Yuma psychiatric social worker served both Parker and Yuma
Service Units.
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In addition to IHS staff we contracted for mental health services as
follows:

Mohave Mental Health Clinic; Kingman, Arizona (1/2 day per week
at Peach Springs, Arizona)

F. La Marr Heyrend, M.D., Boise. Idaho (Psychiatric consu at o
monthly - Owyhee, Nevada)

James Barter, M.D., Sacramento, Californ a (Psychiat _c consultation
- monthly - Stewart Indian High School)

d) Lynn Ravsten, Ph.D., Provo, Utah (Fort Duchesne, Utah - -tekly)

Con

Kinne Tevis, M.D., Phoenix, Arizona (Psychiatric consultation
- weekly - Model Dormitory - Phoenix Indian High School)

James Kilg_ e, M.D., Phoenix - Phoenix Indian Medical Center

Otto Benheim, M.D., Phoenix - Phoenix Indian Medical Center

acts h Tribal Councils

A contract was made with the Tribal Couacil of the Reno-Sparks Indian
Colony_as a follow up of an Epidemiological'Study of Their Youth. The
Council identified and set up a program for 20 potential school drop
outs. The latter were each assigned a University of Nevada student
who'acted as a tutor and model. Positive relationships were established
between all but 040 of the pairs. Los self-esteem and not lack of
ability was thought to be the Indian High School students' major problem.
The program was thought to be successful and the contract will be renewed
in FY 1972, with some basic changes. The Chairman of the Tribal Education
Committee stated "we learned a h--- of a lot this year" and will be able
to carry on a more effective program next year. Another contract was
developed late in the year with the Walker River Paiute Tribe for
preventive mental health program for their youth. The objectives of this
program are to increase student's self-awareness as an Indian of worth and
dignity, to increase his achievement goals, to motivate him to remain in
school and to improve communications between the youth and adults.

Mental Health Medical Social Work Branches

The Medical Social Workers were the price contact persons for the mental
health consultants at the Service Units during the year because of
,closely related interests.and roles. The MSW's are preceptors and
supervisors for the mental health technicians on three of the
reservations. The MSW's were included on the curriculum committee and
preceptors training sessions at DWTC, as well as attending the annual
IHS-MH meeting and selected training sessions.



Tribal Mental Health Committee

The Owyhee Mental Health Committee which is a volunteer body of tribal
members existing under the authority of the Shoshone-FaiuteRusiness
Council has been very active this year. They are interested in
reducing the suicide rate amang their young men and raising the general
mental health of the community. Among their activities, they sponsored
a suicide prevention workshop conducted by the staff of the L.A. Suicide
Center and also have submitted a proposal for a preventive mental health
program for their youth. The latter would be directed by a full-time
IRS Recreational Therapist.

The WhiteMountain Apache 1:antal Health Committee is also active. They
received a grant from NIMH in FY 71 to establish their awn mental health
clinic. In FY 1972, they will hire a full-time mental health consultant
with the addition of IHS, State and Tribal funds. The Tribal Mental
Health Committee and Service Unit staff have been workift on a protocal
for interagency management of patients and families with mental health
needs.

D. Tra ng Activities

From this repo evident that by the summer of 1971

the number of staff involved and the quality and extent of programs had

developed from the embryonic stages described by earlier reports to nearly

a dozen fairly complete programs located throughout the Area. It is not

surprising, therefore, to find that a heavy emphasis at this time was put

on training through the Area Office. An impressive number of workshops,

seminars and courses was attended by all levels of staff, with expenses

paid by the Mental Health Program budget or the Area training budget.

Included in these activitf s were contract consultants and others whose

roles were a key to community and tribal coordination, or in some other

m ner essential to local and Area programming. Some of these training

sessions were the following; Suicide Prevention workshops in Los Angeles,

and also at Owyhee, Nevada; School Mental Health workshop held at Lake

Tahoe; five staff members attended Alcoholism workshops held at such

locations as the University of Utah, Atlanta, Georgia, and Boston,
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Massachuse s; and f u- others attnded seminars or workshops of

1,articular interest to themselves and their local responsibilities in

the areas of couunuriications, yodthful offenders, and dying patients.

In addition to these learning experiences, the staff also held
.

regular meetings for the exchange of information, discussion of admini-

strative policy, etc., at both the Axea and National level. Orientation

of new staff (both contract and regular IHS employees) was considered

a legitimate training function as was a special meeting of those IHS staff

who served as preceptors for the Mental.Health Technicians. The three

largest items in this Mental Health training budget are for the month

support of the Mental Health Technicians during their basic training course

at Desert willow T aining Center, and for two workshops in which IBS staff

presented materials and information to a larger mixed group of pa ___cipants:

the workshop on School Health and the workshop on Suicide Prevention held

at Owyhee. This, as in the preceding description verifies the fa-t that

"training- ' was der -d as gOing both directionsinservice training

opportunities and training offered to colleagues and to associates

outside IHS.
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IV. 1972-73: CONSOLIDATION

A. Annual Report

This general commitment to training and an appreciation of the

teed for staff to secure new perspectives and new skills by studying for

shorter or longer periods of time away from their usual assignments still

characterizes the working policies of the Phoenix Area, at least to the

extent that external controls on funds permit. Orderly progres

indicated by another succinct statement which summarizes the program

highlights for the following year (FY 72):

General

The Phoenix Area mental health program continued to expand during
FY 1972. Program emphasis has been on recruiting for qualified
mental health consultants to provide leadership in developing men _1
health services on the reservations and in the BIA boarding schools,
mental health training and individual therapy and primary prevention
on the reservation level.

Mental Health Technician TraininR

There were significant changes in the MHT training program during the
year. The course is now accredited through Central Arizona College.
Training is conducted at Desert Willow Training Center, on the
reservation under a preceptor and at Central Arizona College. Trainees
will receive an associate of arts degree after successfully completing
two years of training. If the MHT desires he may then apply to a
university to work toward a higher degree. The mental health technician
training program is optional, however,, and the individuals can work
toward an IHS certificate rather than college credit if they desire.
MHTs in the training program have been primarily from the Phoenix area,
either IHS, BIA or Tribal employees. Four trainees from other areas
participated in the program and it is open to any area who would like
to participate.

Mental Health Prorani in BIABoardinR_Schnola

Mental health consultant positions,were obtained for the three BIA
Boarding High Schools in the area. The psychologists are working closely
with the Superintendents and administrative staff. The three school
mental health programs appear to be developing effectively.

Tribal_Programs

Contracts were made with five tribal councils for Preventive Mental
Health Programs For Children 6, Youth. These are pilot projects. The
Tribal Councils had no traditional programs to use es a model. The
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programs are developing in a variety of ways. The Indian people involved
feel primary prevention programs will help their youth learn to effectively
cope with problems of living. They are looking for on going funding for
such activities. .

Training Sessions

Among training sessions sponsored by the Mental Health Branch w_ e the
following:

Fort Duchesne: Crisis interven i n Workshop. Purpose of this was
to train Indian people to man a 24 hour "Hot Line"
for the reservation.

DWTC:

Reno:

Phoenix:

Three day mental health seminar for Phoenix Area
Advisory Health Board.

Crisis Intervention Training Workshop for CHRs pnd
Alcoholism Counsel°

Weekly Experential Sessions for Indian leaders
conducted by PINC psychiatrist.

. Mew Staff Recruited

Dr. William Hanna, Psychologist, San Carlos.
Dr. Ronald Teed, Psychologist, Sacaten.
Mrs. Glenna Pedro, Mental Health Technician, Sacaton
Dr. Daniel Brown, Psychologist, PIMC.
Marvin E. Buckley, Therapeutic Recreational Specialist, Owyhee
Mr. Ronald L. Willis, Psychologist, Stewart Indian High School.

Add To Tribal ProBrams

A contract was made with the U & 0 Tribal Council at Fort Duchesne
for the services of a mental health technician. He is under the
supervision of the MSW employed by the tribe and is participating in
the DWTC-MHT Training program.

Tho Tribal Mental Health Clinic at Whiteriver is partially supported
with.$10,000 contract. Additional funds come from the Tribe, State and
NIME

A $10,000 contract was negotiated with the Hopi Tribe to help support a
Recovery House as part of their a coholism program.

MARJOR]E E. MYIT..
=Chief, .lenal Health Branch

MEM:vbn
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One factor in the smooth development of the programs for Mental

Health in this Area seems to be the lack of rivalry between Mental Health

staff and other program branches. The key role of Medical Social Workers

is noted in the annual report. Observations and interviews during 1973

indicated that this was also characteristic of the attitudes of the

NUrsing Branch, particularly with reference to Public Health nursing,

a relationship which should not be too surprising considering that this

is the discipline to which Miss Myren belongs. However, the Maternal

and Child Health, Field Health, and other programs also seemedjto:have

excellent rappo t at the local and Area level. If there was any problem

it was in lack of staff and time to cover all the needs which each Branch

could see as being of mutual concern. Planning and priority-setting

seemed to be easily handled at the top echelons.

B. DanIel Brown, Ph.D. -- Special Consultant 4.91274

For Fiscal Year 1973 Dr. Daniel Brown was made available

to the Mental Health Programs Branch to assist in plannIng and developing

more localized training curricula. It was anticipated that at the end of

f of the Research andthe year he would become a part of the regu

Development Office in Thoson, where his speCial knowledge of Mental Health

Programs would facilitate integration of these activities into the formal

programs and information systems being developed by that office.

By the end of Fiscal 1974 there were twelve Mental Health Technicians

and 11 Drofessionals within the Phoenix IRS Mental Health Programs Branch.

Their activit es were supplemented by 5 contract consultants and 12
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individuals or nstituUons c1assiiied by the Area Office as "other

resourc These other resources included state hospitals in Arizona and

Nevada, private wad public mental health clinics, and individuals with

special expertise £n child psychiatry, detoxification, or inpatient care.

C. Summary of Policies and Problems

A statement prepared for the Area Director by the Chief

of Mental Health Programs provides a general summary of the concerns

and poli ies of the Mental gealth Program Branch. It is therefore quoted

here as 4 final general comment before proceeding to the description of

individuaL programa.

Mental health problems are considered to be some of the most significant
and urgent health problems facing the Indian people today. Chief
among these ate alcoholism, suicide and juvenile delinquency. On one
southwest reservation with a population of 4700,, 2,401 persons above
15 years of age have been identified as drinkers and 4% or 94 persons
as chronic alcOolics. Of the 2,401 drinkers, approximately 239
persons ate considered pre-alcoholics and 29% or 708 mainly week-end
drinkers, 333 are considered problem drinkers and slightly over 1,000
are considered potential problem drinkers.

Over a six-month period in 1971 on this reservation, 677 individua s
were arrested for disorderly conduct and intoxication. The total
number of alcohol rafted arrests equals 3,428 from a reservation
population of 4,700 -- 87% of all juvenile arrests ware for intow-
ication. Although alcoholism is considered fourth among U.S. Publ c
Health problems, on tbis reservation, it is the number one health
problem.

In the city of Phoenix last year of 17,000 arrests for intoxicati
5,500 were Indian, although Indians probably account for less than
2% of the total population. During a six-month period in 1971 of the
44 deaths we had at Phoenix Indian Medical Center, 23 or more than
one-half were due to alcoholic cirrhosis or chronic alcoholism.

Suicides are also a significant problem on many reservations. In

a study done on one of our small reservations the suicide rate was
100 per 100,000 population per year on an average or tan times the
national average. What is distressing is that these suicides
occured mostly among young ment with an average age of 22.
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The high school drop out rate af Indian adolescents is also indicative
of their problems. 42% (almost double the national average) drop out
'before completing high school.

The tribes recognize and are extremely concerned about the presence of
mental and social illnesses on their reservation. Since our Mental
Nealth Program began in 1967, we have had requests from all the tribes,
for Professional mental health consultants to assist them in developing
comprehensive mental health programs. We are also training young
Indian men and women as Mental Health Technicians. They are dedicated
individuals who are eager to learn more effective ways to helo their
people. They are a motiviated group, the six who began training two
years ago are still with the program even though they are expected to
carry a workload on their reservation while earning their college
credits. Our program approaches coincide with the identified needs of
each tribe. On each reservation we offer direct patient care but
possibly more time is spent on community activities. Preventive mental
health programs for children and youth have been developed on several
reservations. The results of these programs seem promising -- in one
there has been an increase in the expectation of the Indian community
for its children, the children selfimage is improving and their
attendance at school is becoming more regular. Suicide prevention
workshops have been held for several tribal groups. As a result one
tribe has developed their own suicide prevention program including a
24 hour "hot line". School mental health is being emphasized.
Viable programs in which both students and staff participate have been
developed at two of our off reservation boarding schools.

The roots of mental health problems on the reservation are many and
complex. They are problems IHS can not solve alone. We are endeavoring
to coordinate our efforts with other agencies, groups and the Indian
people themselves to provide an environment that would promote mental
health.
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SERVICE UNIT PROGRAMS

In describing the Service Unit programs Introductory ooeut will

attempt to give some indication of the cultural background of the tribe

or tribes involved, and something of the economic activities significant in

their lives at the present time. This will be falowed by the summaries of

program development as given in annual reports, supplemented by any obser-

vations made during actual vIsits or interviews with staff from these various

programs.

A. Reno Field 0 ice: Schurz Hosnital and Stewart Indian School

The programs at this ServIce Unit are largely for the benefit of

parts of the Shoshone and Paiute tribes on a reservation not far fro Reno,

often known to the general public for its association with PyramId Lake.

This group, which most probably also includes the Washoe remnanta of a Cali-

fornia t ibe, were basically hunters who t ok naturally to the use of the

horse to extend their range. Only those near Reno had sufficient water to

do any farming, rather than depending on gatherin fo ds fruits, nuts,

and vegetables -- In their travels.

With the coming of modern farming and irrIgation technioues, the whole

region around Reno has prospered, and the development of touri t attractions

and recreation sites has also brought employment both on and off the reser-

vation.

In his observations Dr ElIte describes the needs of this Service Unit

as f llows:
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Mental health problems are becoming more evident in this area. It would
appear that more patients are seen with psychonenrosis overlying minor
organic illness. It is also of aote that there La more effort to un-
cover these types of problems, and aid the patient in solving them.
These patients are counseled and the more severe are referred to contract
psychiatric consultants. Tilts type of problem is particularly nrevalett
among the younger age groups and it would appear to be cultural identity
related. At present psychotic patients and the severely retarded are
handled primarily through consultants and comprise a minor portion of the
mental health problemm at Schurz.

A major problem for the service unit is the hoarding school at Stewart.
It is estimated that 70-80% of the children at this school are in need
of psychiatric care and counseling. A Mental Beath Program was started
in May 1966, following a joint BIA-DIH conference or mental health. A
social work educator and group worker was assigned to the boarding school
for six months. Due to lack of funds the orogram has temporarily been
iropped. Contract psychiatric services are still utilized and nroposals
sre currently in BIA headquarters for fuading thm mental health program.

Ote of the biggest problems faced. by Schurz is alcoholism. In fiscal
year 1967, about 50 chronic alcoholics were seea at Schurz and most of
these were put on antabuse, plus receiving considerable counseling while
hospitalized. Of the 50, only about 10 remained dry more than 4-6 veeks
and only two or three remained dry for more thaa three months. At pres-
ent the Nevada InterTribal Council is working on this problem with the
University of Utah and(ther organizations (DIH Hospital at Schurz, Owyhee,
A.A., eto.). It is hoped this will provide the impetus locally through
the Tribal Health Committees fOr progress in finding solutions to this
most difficult problem. It is also hoped that the InterTribal program
will "be well coordinated with the State of Nevada alcohol program so
that arious resources are utilized efficiently wad effectively,

It is the philosophy of the service unit staff that with education as to
what society expects, and to help the people understand their own prob-
lems, the major step will be along the educational line. The seryice
wait plans to work with cooperating programs, 4.e., Alcohol Program, State
Mental Health Program, etc., as approached, or as th4 service unit approaches
the other agencies for help. It is plannedto utilize the psychiatric
coasultant mt Schurz and Stewart for patients, both adult sad children,
at lezust quarterly ormore often as need arises. This will be increased
during F.Y, 1969 to a monthly psychiatric clinic.

a 1972 a nsycholog Dean HofPm _ Ph -s assigned to the Beno

Field. Office to serve as a mental health conuJ.tarit to both the Schurz and

Oywhee Service Units. An active elcoholism program hadbeen developed,



intertribal auspices was serving both on and off the reservation Indians.

The program was based on AA themes and also emphasized interagency as well

as izdividual inte dependence.

Ronal& Willis, MS, also a psycboaogist, was assigned fall time to the

Stewart Lndian High School, beginning ir January 1972, and one Rental Health

Technici Priscilla Waehsmuth, worked out Of the Reno Field Office. Although

these sites look close on the map, they are all three 100 niLes apart a

coordinatiom of activities is difficult and minimal

B. Owyhee Service Unit Duck Valley Reservation

ng then.

This reservation is quite extensive and overlaps into Idaho along

the common border between that state and Vevada. The desertlike character;

1stcs r_ der this reservation more remt than many, since the nearest large

cities are Elko, Nevada and Mountain Iome, Idaho.

In 1968 Dr. Elite's summary of his observations of the needs o- th

reservation were as follows:

The major mental health concern at Owyhee is alcoholism arith its many
amifications of family disruption amd auto accidents. Suicide is

uncommon. Other forms of mental disturbance are seen occasionally.
These are asually referred to contract psychiatrists in Boise, Idaho
evaluation. If hospitalization is indicated and cannot le successfally
handled in the service unit hospital, arrangements are na&e either in
Phoenix or directly with the Nevada State Hospital in Sparks, Nevada.
There has teen little use of the new State Mental Health Clinic in Elk
It is hoped that this resource will be utilized more rally in the future.

A commuaity service staff conference meets monthly to discuss amd resolve
mutual problems. The membership is composed of representation from the
Tribe, DIH, State Health Department, BIA, Nevada and Idaho Welfare, Public
Education, Agency Extension, and lam and. Order. They have established a
subcommittee (representatives from DB, WelfarP, Public School, Law end
Order and Tribe) on problems of excessive drinking. Aa educational
approach has been carried out concerning excessive drinking wtorg Indian
youth. The service unit gives medical treatment in the form of hospital
ization and sedation for alcoholics with impending or active DT's. An
A.A. program is currently in operation. A four-phase progran is planned
and partly in operation:
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1. Medical treatment and detoaificati n (i,e., Librium).
2. Education on use and misuse of alcohol.
3. Antabuse program to be medically supervised.
4. Rehabilitation program for alcoholics in the program.

This yould include job finding and training, family services, etc.

This inter-agency arproach led_the,Tribal Council to appoint a mental

health committee, vhich included Council members, m Medicine Man, and student

representation along with BIA and IHS consultants. This committee spent the

year 1969-70 examining the potential suicide problem -ervation and

making recommendat' ns for a preventive progran. Their repo t of June 1970

is included here because of the richness of detail concerning both the Duck

V lley Reservation and the program recommendations.

SUICIDE AMONG THE SHOSHONE-PAIUTE ON
TEE DUCK 'VALLEY INDIAN RESERVATION"

A. Survey Report, Jun- 1970, Prepared. by The Tribal Mental Health
ammittee of the Duck Valley Indian Reservation.]

"Long range planning with Indians failed to include the need of human
resource development. Lack of spiritual training of young Indian people
has usurped the strength for better meeting the emotional problems ofliving." -- Alex Cleveland, Indian Medicine Man

In recent years there has been an intens fication of interest in the
problem of suicide mmong American Indian groups. In the past few years
there have been several reports concerning the disproportionately high
rate of suicide on some reservations.compared to-the national rate ofsuicide. Many theories have been advanced to exvlain this phenomenon
including the etress of poverty, the breakdown of Native American culture,
the changing role of men and women in American Indian culture, the result
of alcoholimm, a high rate of parental loss or surrogate child rearing,
the disrupting effect of being sent away to boarding school at an early
age. It is more probable that a complea of factors operate together on
any given reservation to produce high or low rates of suicide. There is
a need to understand the situation on each reservation. Cne needs to know
what is unique about a given tribal group at a given point in time that
may be playing a role in the problem of Individual suicide.
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In every suicide there are both personal and cio-cultural factors
which have combined to lead the individual to the conclusion that his
life is no longer worth pursuing. An understanding of these factors is
essential if one is going to develop a rational approach to suicide
prevention.

This report concentrates on providing a description of the Duck Valley
Indian Reservation and the people who live there. The nature and extent
of the problem of suicide on the Reservation iS detailed and finally some
recommendations and conclusions are presented.

A concerned group from the Reservation and the Tribal Council formed a
Mental Health Committee esnecially concerned with the:problem of suicide .

ee was Formed

The Tribal Council members of the Shoshone-Paiute Business Council
became especially concerned when three young male suicides occurred a
few weeks apart. This was a precipitating event in light of the high
rate of suicides in the past. The Council adopted a resolution for the
study and mrevention of suicides on the Duck Valley Reservation. A
Tribal Mental Health Committee was selected fren all age groups represent-
ing all areas of the Reservation. This Committee included the Indian
Medicine Man.

The Chairman talked with the various people mentioned by the Council to
serve on such a Committee. Ten people were selected and seven responded,
The Committee first met on January, 1970, to discuss goals, procedure,
and to select their leaders such as a chairman, vice-chairman, secretary
and consultants. Various meetings followed sometimes formally and some-
times over steak and fish fries. The Tribal Council Chairman of two
Reservations, Fort Hall and Duck Valley, arranged a visit in June or
July to the Fort Hall Reservation Mental Health "Half Way House."

Dr. James Barter, Deputy Director of the Sacramento Mental Health Clinic
was chosen as the psychiatric consultant to help the Committee with
organizational methods. He was chosentecause of his rapport with
Indian groups in suicidal conference studies and. because of his back-
ground experience in work with the Wyoming Shoshone Indian suicidal
studies and his anthropological background.

HOW Study was Formed

The Committee got a contract from the Public Health ServIce to conduct a
study of suicide, end decided to look at every suicide in recent years.
The Committee members made up the list with the help of relatives, hos-
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pital and Bureau of Indian Affairs records. They devised a form togather basic demographic and other information about the suicides..member of the Committee took responsibility for.interviewing closerelatives about each suicide mnd filled out the form based on thisinterview. Every available source of information was used to checkaccuracy of data.

THE DUCK VALLEY RESERVATION: A B IEF S .TCH

A. HISTORY

The State of Nevada, or what is commonly referred to as the Great Basin,contains three major grours of Indians, viz., the Vashoe Indians, thePaiute (Northern and Southern) Indians, and the Shoshone'Indans. Gen-erally, the Washoe Indians occupy the extreme West-Centra:e bart of theState, the Northern Paiute occupy the Western half of the State, theShoshone occupy the Eastern half and the Southern Paiute occupy theSouthern tip of the State.

The people of the Duck Valley Reservation a-e basically a miYture ofshone and Paiute with there being several such grours of these twotribes represented on the Reservation. Early immigrants to the Reserva-tion included Shoshones from the Owyhee Canyon area and fram the RubyValley, Clover Valley Indians, both Paiute and Shoshone from nearGolconda, and Paiutes from the Malheur Reservation ia Oregon. Thelatter group of Paiutes were originally from Idaho but were moved toYakima, Washington and then to the Malheur Reservation in Oregon by thefederal government as punishment for sympathizing with the Bannock Indi-of Idaho in what was termed the Bannock War of 1878.

There were three major allocati ns of land made to the Duck Valley Reser-vation, in the years 1877, 1886, and 1910. The first was with creationof the Reservation by Executive Order of President Rutherford B. Hayesin 1877. Originally the land had not been occupied by Indian groups buthad been settled by White ranchers with only possessory rights. By 187Tthe situation among Indians in the area had become rather bad primarilydue to the lack of available water and good land, much of this land hav-ing been purchased by White ranchers from, tha'government_lands on vhictthe Indians lived and farmed:_ The Government had for many years promisedto set aside prime lands as a reserve, such as the lands of the Ruby
Valley, but never kept their promises and eventually sold off these landsto White farmers and ranchers. This in tura had a very demoralizing and
disenchanting effect on the Indian people of the area and spurred onefforts by Indian leaders to set aside the Duck Valley area as areservation.
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Soon after the creation of the Duck Valley Reservation a large number of
Indians moved to the Reservation from a nearby reservation called the
Carlin Farms that had also been created in 1877. Although the reports
of the Indian agents on this Reservation ere filled with stories of
great success the fact was that the'Reservation had deteriorated, large-
ly because of mistreatment of the Indians by White soldiers.

In 1678 the Bannock War raged immediately to the North of the Duck Valley
Reservation between the Indians around Fort Hall, Idaho, and White
ranchers and authorities. The Bannock desperately tried to recruit Sho-
shones and Paiutes in :the area to join them in their fight against the
Whites, but to no avail. Indeed, many of the Duak Valley Indians assist-
ed the White man in the war.ty acting as scouts and reporters and by
keeping lookout and giving ranchers warning. The reasons for this atti-
tude by the Duck Valley Indians were (1) the Bannocks were as opposed to
The Duck Valley Indians as they were to the White man, and (2) the Duck
Valley Indians felt an obligation to keep the terms of the peace treaty
they had signed with the White man.

Another threat to people of the Reservation occurred in 1 84 when Whites
began to realize the potential of profits from the beautiful lands of
the Duck Valley Reservation. Pressure by Whites built up to move the
Indians to lands around Fort Hall but an 1884 decision by the Department
of Indiau Affairs ensured that the Indians would maintain their lands in
Duck Valley. In May of 1886 an Executive Order by President Grover
Cleveland set aside more land in Idaho Territory to be included in the
Duck Valley Reservation. The land was set aside primarily for the
Paddy Cap Paiutes (Paddy Cap vas the leader) that were being allowed to
return to their native lands from the Malheur Reservation. Those
Faiutes settled in the Idaho portion of the Reservation and started a
cultural pattern that can be discerned to some degree even today, via.,
that the Idaho lands consist mostly of Faiutes while the Nevada lands
consist mostly of Shoshones.

The third and last addition to the Duck Valley Reservation was made in
1910 by President Tafts ecutive Order reserving certain lands in the
State of Idaho,

In the early years of the Reservation the Government supplied rations to
the Indians which the Indians augmented with native foods of their own,
and the Government supplied a small sum of money to certain of the
Indians to construct crude cabins. Two flour mills were constructed on
the Reservation by the Department of Indian Affairs but proved to be the
first victims of what was to plague the Reservation to this day, viz
its isolation from major distribution centers.
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A police force wee autborized for the Reservation in 1879 and in 1911
the first church, a Presbyterian Church, was established. To this day
the Presbyterian Church is the largest Church on the Reservation in
terms of size of congregation, with there also being a Church of Latter
Day Saints and an Assembly of God Church.

The Government built two boarding schools on the Reservation, one in 1884
and one in 1910. Both were abandoned by 1911. The Government subsequent-
ly built and operated three day mhools, one in Owyhee, one In Miller
Creek and one in Chinatown, which operated until 1931 when the Owyhee
school classes were added to the school in 1946 and a high School addi-
tion was constructed in 1955. In 1956 the local school district at
Owyhee consolidated with the Elko County School District, an arrangement
that is utilized to this day.

-

The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation completed the Wildhorse ReserVo_r, imme-
diately Southeast of the Reservation, in 1938 that stored waters of the
Owyhee and tributary rivers for irrigation purposes on the Reservation.
The Reservoir also provides fishing and boating recreation or people of
the Reservation as well as for people in the nearby areas in Nevada and
Idaho. A new and larger dam has recently been completed taking the place
of the original Wildhorse Dam.

The Reservation today consitts of almost 290,000 acres of land, and is
divided almost equally between the States of Nevada and Idaho. The focal
point of the Reservation is the town of Owyhee located in Nevada approxi-
mately 100 miles North of Elko and-housing most of the major facilities
and services on the Reservation, as well as the largest concentration of
people.

B. THE PEOPLE A GENERAL PROFILE

As mentioned, the people of the Duck Valley Reservation are basically of
two major tribes, Paiutes and Shoshones, hit are descendants Of several
subgroups within these tribes. Although the greatest concentration of
people is at Owyhee, the settlement pattern of the Reservation is basical-
ly scattered and rural. At present there are approximately 1350 enrolled
members of the Shoshone and Paiute tribes with approximately 175 non-
Indians living on the Reservation. Althotgh the population has been
rather stable through the years, total population figures will vary at
seasoaal emoloyment among the people that are off the Reservation.

Reservation development and employment prospects could further stabli e
the growth pattern. A very high percentage of the tribes speak and
understand English well. Understanding future population prospects is
important to the planning efforts on the Reservation.
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The following table shows a population profile of the people of the Duck
Valley Reservation:

DUCK VALLEY RESERVATION
AGE CHARACTERISTICS COMPARED TO NEVATA

Duck

Male

Valley Indians
Number
Female Total

Percent
Total

Nevada
Percent

Under 14 163 173 336 35% 30.6%14-17 49 42 91 10% 5.7%18-24 70 50 120 12% 4.1%25-34 79 70 149 15% 14.1%35-44 44 32 76 8% 152%45-64 61 65 126 13% 20.5%65 and over
TOTAL

32
497

34 66 75 9.8%----F
100100%

SOURCE: U.S. Public Health Service, Demographic Survey of Duck Valley
Reservation, 1970.

As can easily be seen by comparing age groups of the Reservation with
State averages, the Reservation has an abnormally young population pro-
file. As indicated in the above Public Health Service data, there are
964 persons residing on the Reservation as of January, 1970. As mention-
ed, this figure varies with the season. Three different estimates in
1965-1966 derived figures ranging from 799 to 990. When the 150 non-
Indians residing on the Reservation are added to the 964 figure for 1970,
there is a grand total of 1140 persons residing on the Reservation. The
above figures also inacate a problem that is prevelent-nat'only on the
Duck Valley Reservation but on numerous reservations, especially the more
rural ones, This is the Problem of out-migration of younger people on
the Reservation, primarily due to the lack of employment opportunitieson the Reservation.

.SuicIdes on the puck Valley Reservation

In recent times there have been 25 suicides on the Duck Valley Indian
Reservation. This section of the report details some.of the results of
the study conducted by the Mental Health Committee.

The known suicides that could be remembered by v_rious members of the
Committee dated back to 1938. However, the majority of the suicides have
occurred since,1950, there being none in the decade from 1940 to 1949.
For each five year period from 1950 on there has been approximately an
equal number of suicides. The greatest number of suicides in any given
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Sheep Creek
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Living off Reservation 717
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year has been three in 1955 and 1969*
since 1940 when there was no suicide.
ly stable for the last 20 years. That

increasing rate of suicide in the past

There have been only four years
Thus the rate has been surprising-
is there is no evidence of an
five years.

Table 1.

1935-1939

Number of Suicides in
to 1969.

Five Year Period from 1935

1955-1959 7

1940-1944 0 1960-1964 6

1945-1949 0 1965-1969 5

1950-1954 6 1970- 1

Some contributory fac ors may be the repeal of the Indian Prohib_

Act of August, 1953, tribal rivalry, prosperity due to increased, cattle
prices, the Korean War lasting from 1950 to 1954, World War II veterans
adjustment to reservation life and improvement of the highway through
the reservation to neighboring towns*

As of January, 1970, there were 964 Indians and 150 non-Indians residing
on the Reservation for a total Population of 1114. The total population
on the Reservation has been rather stable throughout the years but fluc-
tuates somewhat due to seasonal employment. The average suicide rate per
year then is roughly one per thousand oe ten times the national average.

Figure 1 (facing) is a sketch man of the Duck Vallay Reserv tion on
which the place of residence of each of the completed suicides is indi-
cated by means of an inverted triangle. This distribution roughly follows
the pattern of population density on the Reservation and there is no
striking pattern to indicate that one cr another area of the Reserva-
tion has a disproportionate number of suicides. A total of seven
suicides occurred off Reservation. Twojndividuals were living off the
Reservation at the time of suicide, one was working on a ranch and the
other was in the Air Force in California. The other five were technical-
ly living on the Reservation, and four of these suicides occurred while
the individual was incarcerated in Jail.

Most of the suicides occurred either inside a house (10) or lust outside
the home (8). Three of the suicides occurred in a car in a remote place
on the Reservation. One in an Air Force service barracks, rNelve were
veterans.

As has been reported in other studies of suicide in American Indian
groups, most of the individuals who completed suicide were yourg males.
Of the 26 completed suicides on the Duck Valley Reservation, 24 were
males and 2 females. The age range was from 16 to 64, but almost 85%
were under the age of 34 and 61% were under the age of 24.
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Table 2 shows the numb r of individuals in each age group as well as the
Percentage and cumulative percentage for this study. Half of the indivi-
duals in the study were in the age range 19 through 23. This age group
represents only about 12% of the total Population of the Reservation,
but accounts for 50% of the suicides.

Table 2.

Age Group

Number of Completed Suicides by Age Groulo on the
Duck V lley Indian Reservation.

umber of Percent in Cumulative
dividuals Age Group Percentarre-iLt1422,_

15 - 19

20 - 24* 12

15.4

46.1

_

15.4

61.5

25 - 29 5 19.2 80,7

30 - 34 3.8 84.5

35 - _9 1 88.4

40 - 44 7.7 96,4

64** 1 3.8 99.9

*This Group Contains One Wanan Age 22
**Woman Age 64.

The average age at death for the sample as a whole was 26.2 years. With
the ages of the two women excluded, the average age at death for the
males was 24.8 years. If one Jooks at the tribal affiliation of the
suicide victim one sees that there are more Paiutes (14) than Shoshone-
Paiute (9) than Shoshone (3). Whereas on the Reservation there arp pro-
portionately more Shoshone-Paiute than Shoshone with the Paiute being
the smallest group. There is a difference in age at death for these
three groups as well, although it is perhaps not pertinent to emphasize
these differences because of the mall size of each of the groups. The
average age at death of Paiute male suicides was 22.5 years, for the
Shoshone-Paiute males a6.9 and for the Shoshone males 28.0 years.

More than half of the suicides (16) occurred during the cold weather
months (November through April). Eight suicides occurred during the
warm months of May through October. April was the month of the greatest
number of suicides (5) with November (4) and January (4) close behind.
Unemployment is between 80 and 90% during the winter months.
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The suicides not associated with alcohol (males) were married. Most of
the suicide victims had used alcohol just prior to the suicide. Nine-
teen of the suicides were felt to be associated with the use of alcohol,
four were believed not to be aesociated with alcohol use and the data
were not known for the other three.

In terms of the method of sutc4ce, there is a heavy preponderance of gun-
shot wounds. Eighteen of the 26 suicides were completed with guns. This
is probably not unexpected in a hunting community where almost every
family has one or more guns. Thera were six deaths from hangitg, and
four of these occurred in jail, Both women injested eeisons. One single
car, single driver accident is included as a suicide because almost
e ,srone considered it to be ueh.

In contrast with the study of uicide on the Fort Hall Reservation as
reported by Diemen, et. al cst all of the suicide victims at Duck
Valley were raised by their &rents and did not have other principal
caretakers. That is 2/26 1 ved their childhood with their parents,
4/26 were raised by relative and 1/26 had multiple caretakers. In this
regard it is also interesting that only two individuals spent time in
boarding schools. 19 out of 26 were dropouts (did not finish high school).

ADATIONS

The following rec mmendations
Mental Health Committee Membe

A. Improving the Indian Image,

e been discussed among the Tribal

1. i.e. , helping people feel good abput being Indi n.
2. Tribal Cultural Center.

Orientation

All Agency leaders and tes should respect Indian ealues,
employees should have some orientation using the Tribal Council
Tribal Mental Health Committee as its resource.

C. Tribal Mental Health Committee and other mental healtli resources
work together to prevent suicide (Public Health Agencies, State
Health Agencies and other voluntary agencies).

D. Resource

Someone to confide in

1. Dr. Lamar Hayrend, PübJic Health Indian Serv ce Psychiatrist,
2. Alex Cleveland, Indian Medicine Man, enhance spiritual strengths

in time of need.
3. Tribal Mental Health Committee continT- to be available to

potential snicidals.
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Set up a suicide register at the Public Health Hospital.

F. Place mo e emphasis on vocational training progr

G. Provide more employment.

timated Annual Cost and Proposed Staffin

Meeting per year $1,200,00

Orientation two weeks 2,500.00

Medicine Man Consultant 300.00

Psychiatric Consultant 2,500.00

Records Secretary, Mental Health Case Aid 6,500.00

Office Space Per Year 60o.00

Travel Training and Transportation 1,000.00

Miscellaneous Per Year ko.00

Telephone 500.00

Supplies, o ked Filing Cabinet, etc. 500.00

Respectfully submitted

TRIBAL MENTAL HEALTH COMMITTEE
Arthur T. Manning, Chairman

"Our people learn best when knowledge served from warm hands."

-- Alex Cleveland
Indian Medicine Man
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This report is the ea liest official request found in this Area for flSH
payment to a Medicine Man as a Mental Health consultant. With the addition

of a Mental Health Technician in 1971 and a tulltime professional conslatamt

at the Mater's level y avenues of approach were explored. A full-time

Recreational Therapist was secured to develop a youth program of a pre entive

orientation, as well as to provide therapeutic involvement of teeners who are

having p oblems reso1ving i identities and dealing with the cultural

stress not only of Indian life, but of a rapidly changing major ultur as well.

This step was taken as a result of planning by the Shoshone-Paiute Health

Cornmitee as summarized in the following memorandum.

The original objective was to plan and implement a therapeutic
recreation program for children and youth to promote good mental
health and nrevent alcohol sm for those who are at a high risk of
developing mental illness.

During FY 73 the first pilot year of the program, we Identified
80 children from grades to 12 through the Tennessee Self7concept
and the Piers-Harris tests and evaluations of school staff personnel',
mental health staff, etc., who are zo: 12.gh risk of developing mental
illness.

Our target group this year will be these 80 children and in additIon,
any other students who become ideAfied as being high risk this
year, although all children Je included in all aspects of the
program.

This year the pro _am will be coordinated more with the school. The
school counselors and teachers will cooperate and also work with the
same high risk children. Each high risk child will be evaluated by
the recreational therapy staff, mental health staff and consultants,
and school counselors, and an individual treatment modality planned
for each child. Examples of these are, individual counseling, group
sessions, planned recreational activities to meet the child's needs,
nositive role modeling, etc.

The tribe will em_loy two recreational aides, one male and one female,
who will work with the Recreational Therapist and the mental health
committee to assist in developing and implementing the program. Both
aides will be chosen for their interest in youth and will receive
continuous in-service training in child mental health.
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The rogreiiL this year will include.more speCID:interest:-actiVities
to Increase and maintain the interest of the children in the program.
The recreational therapist, aides, and mental health committee will
wmrk withother persons involved in other recreation programs in
locating and scheduling persons to conduct these special programs.
EXamples of this would be oil and water color painting, arrowhead
making, lapidary (stone Cutting and polishing) and fashioning
articles of polished stones, and others rebuiring special knowledge
and skills. Special interest films will also be obtained and shown,
with tIe children determining largely the selections.

A wider range of activities and arts -nd crafts will be available so
that each child will be more able to find one in whiers he will feel
comfortable and secure. Hotefully these activities and arts and
cfafts will result in a carry-over of interests int- the outside
world.

gore Indian culture and heritage oriented activities will be presented
which vill be designed to elevate the,self7imege, self-confidence,
ard self-pride of Indian children. This will be done 'primarily with
the help of volunteers (well qualified) which have been found and have
expressed a genuine willingness to help

An effort will continuously be made to involv marents in the program.
This will be done throtigh personal contacts and community educational
meetings to increase awareness, interest, and insight into the needs
of the children. More field trips, on,and off the reservation, will
be organized for the children for cultural and educational enrichment.

to expose them to future opmortunities in education and vocations.

Psychiatric consultation is provided on a contract basis and the

psychologist at Reno is also available for active program consultation.

Eleanor Jones has been active as a Mental Health Technician since January

19T1. This staff, together wjth the servIces provided by inter-tribal

agencies and the IHS hospltal, form the nucleus of a comprehensive local

orogram 'with a somewhat different flavor than many, due to the close interest

and participatIon of the Tribal Co-:oil.



Fort Duchesne, Utah

The Ute tribes have three reservations that overlap into Utah,

but this is the only one under the Phoenix Area. Tensions betveen

Indians of the nlairs'culture and the white settlers typifies the Ute

tribes as late as 1879. The Uintah Band is settled in northeastern Utah,

in the slopes of the Rocky Mountains and fairly well :ft' the he _en tracI

of_most tourists. rowever, vacationers, Lber1ng interests, sid. some

potential Skiing sites prevent th b etely S.solated from

outside contact.

The invol ement of the tribe in develonitg loce,1 resources Ls

Elite's renort on his visits luring the f5rst y ears of I

Program development.

By cooperattwe agreement with Vintah County Health Derartm nt, KA and
Dili, mental health servicep to the Indian beneficiaries we eexpanded.
(Uintah County paid for transportation and professional fees for serv-
ices provided in Vernal; BIA ifft7ovided office space, and DIE paid $85
monthly for nrofestional fees for services provided at Ft. Duchesne.)
One day a month visits were provided b.y- a psychiatrist fran Salt Lake
City. Unfortunately, his services are no longer available, Mis
monthly fee is now teing used to pay for psycholoeical referral and
treatment of Irdian school childreh. Uirtah County and Ft. Duchesne
have negotiated for a mental health center in Vernal to be staffed pri-
maarily by State mental health perdonnel which would include monthly
visits by Dr. Washburn of the State Hospital who heads up region III
of State of Utah mertal health setup.

A fey mental retardates receive services of the Utah State Crlpyled Chil-
&ren's Program and secure routine medical services from the service unit.

The Alcoholism Program has moved forward considerably this year. It is
fairly clear from service untt staff wad KA that alcoholism and tts re-
lated problems, are the No. 2 health problem faced on the reservation. A
Tribal Alcoholism Committee has leen nmrmed to organize a comprehensive
alcoholism program in cooperation with the Basin Alcoholimm Committee, a
non-Indian county'group. The Tribal Alcoholism Committee includes the
Service Unit Director, Tribal Judge, State Welfare representative, mem-
ber of clergy, atd three metbers from each of the three Indian communities
represented by the Uintah Ouray Indlam Agency.
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Workshops have been conducted by the Utah School on Alcohol StudieS.
Since that time, loth Indian and non-indiam alcohol committees have de-
cided to pool resources and unifY under the name of The Uintah Basin
Committee on Alcoholism. It is hoped by cmmbining forces that the group
can apply to State of Utah for the establishment of,a regional mature
hensive alcohol treatment and rehabilitation center in the Utntah County.
This would be a great Ttep forward for both the Indian and non-Indian
communities, not only for the obvious benefits for the alcohlic and
his mIly but also for the Indian and non-Indian communities who would
work hand-in-hand with each other in a cooperative effort which could
only lead to greater mutual understanding.

Dr. Church, current SUD, cited suicide and family disintegration as oc-
curring in greater frequency. He estimates that, if one pools zether
the money suent on treatment of mental disturbance plus conditions re-
sulting from mental health dysfunction, such as injuries from fights
and exposure as results of being intoxicated, the category of menbal
health by far outweighs any disease category in terms of morbidity and
mortality.

Perhaps because of distance, no further reports on this program wer e available.

Since Fort Duchesne's Mental Health program is tribally operated rather than

IBS staffed, some idea of how it came into being &md how it well it is functioning

would le of great interest.

D. Hopi

Along the Mog lion Bin, an escarpment that crosses much of central

ArIzona and New Mexico, &re found huge caves sheltering the ruins of a cliff-

dwelling, pueblo-like population. These ruins suggest that the ancestral homes

of puello-dwelling people were far more extensively distributed than the present

Pueblo populations. The only true Pueblo group in Arizona are the Hopi, whose

reservation liesin the vest-central portion'of the Navajo Reservation. Most

of the Honi villages are. located for safetyrs sake along the tops of the First

Second and Third Mesas. Oraibi competes iith isleta and Taos in New Me co'

as one of the oldest towns in the whole or the U S. still in its orlginal site.

The other villages were established within recorded history when expanding Hopi

populations responded to a need to protect themseLves against warfsring neigh-

bors especially the Navajo and Apache.
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Unlike most other Pueblo groups the five Hopi-speaking villages

located am or near the three mesas have managed to form a liovi Tribal

Council and function as a single unit in relation to federal Programs and

officials. This does not mean that there are not distinctive characteristics

in each village, or that local autonomy in natters of religious and civil

governance is not handled by Lndividual villages. At some level of abstrac-

tion the Hopi have m .agrd R kind of city-state parallel in their political

organization which makes it possible to function both as separate pueblos

and as a unified group, depending on what is apnrooriate at a Riven time

and in a particular situation.

Perhaps one reason that they e- successful lies in their

history of comparative freedom from harrassment by a succession of white,

non-IndIan attemots at governance. Sranish efforts to coaonize,and convert

the Hopi were ineffective, especially since the Hopi j ited the Nev Mexico

Pueblos in Pope's Revolt in .1680 and succeeded in externin ting all the

miu-onaries, Not until the US took pos ession of theselands from Mexico

were the Hopi troubled by non-indian contacts. For these reasons their

mythology and religious customs have survi ed In greater etall and com-

pcity than rmst Indian cultures, and are in some v ys better understood

because of their coherent whoeness. There is a cospi

observa4

1 cycle of

_lost of which take place in the Kivas, or special underground

meeting places ay from the contaminating eyes and curious

siderT However, nearly every suh holiday has its public

a closing obse -an e, and these are well known (such as t
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called 'Snake Dance") since touri ts are not only tolerated. but have been

welcomed as participating observers.

One amusing anecdote is told. Of this observance, and it illustrates

the fact that the Hopi not only believe in the unity of all living things --

including non-Indian tourists -- but also perhaps suggests the economic

importance of tourist trade to the villages. The Snake Dance occurs during

the summer se son when vacatione are willing to spend money on food,

souvenirs and crafts articles, as well as on a modest admission fee to

satisfy their curiosity about exotic performances and costumes. However,

the growing -ilit -t mood of a number of pan-Indian groups has emphasized

the imtortance of returning to old ways as a private right. One of these

g oups, an AIM chapter mainly of youthful non-Kopi, decided to make a

demonstration by stopping tourists from entering the pueblo from the m in

highway. Seeing what vas happening the older Hopi women snatched brooms

and rakes and dashed,down off the mesa and routed the militant demonstrators,

to the great, amusement of all spectators. The combined ridlcule and

humiliation of being chased by Indian women caused the group to look

elsewhere to begin their purification of old rituals from white contamin-

tion.

What they perhaps did not realize was that the Hopi have plenty of

privacy for other times, and choose to share this blessing wIth the curLou,

along with garnering its small but appreciated cash income. The role of

the women is not accidental, for the Ho,4 are organized in a matriarchy

where each person belongs to his ther's clan, and where the women own
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the household and its contents in their on right. This is offt by the

nonfamilial organization of the religious societies, which are of a single

d where men'S societies outnunher.the omes for women and girls. Thus,

some balance of equal rights is part of the working relationships of Hopi

life, and each sex takes its own responsibirty for appropriate actions as

they see occasion for them.

Even more familiar to the enema publir than the famous Snake Dance are

the Kachina dolls that are sold for,0011ections and as souvenirs. The Hopi

themselves focus much on the observance of the Kachina's visit each winter.

According to Hopi mrthology, the Kachina are ancIent spirits who once dwelt

among men, but left either because their teachines were neglected or in death

in battle with Hopi enemies. However, they left behind their clothing and the

memory of their ways, so that each year they can be reincarnated for several

observances, The highly decorative and diversified costumes are made by men

and boys, and gifts of baskets, dolls, and other objects are accumulated at the

appropriate times for the Kachinas to distribute.

It is estimated that about 500 to 1000 persons take the roles of Kachina

in these reenactments annually -- admonishi g a few bad children and rewarding

many for good behavior. The Kachina remain available, teaching and enjoying

the festivities during the winter months. With that many personalities t

identify, each of whose special characteristics need to be remembered, the

presentation of dolllike images so that the children can memorize the Kachinas

of special interest to them and their families has always been a custom. Same

of these fIgures, elaborately carved and dressed, are sold in art galleries or

collected by muse s. Less expensive ones are rreq,uently found in tourist
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a, There is a cultural center operated by the Hopi themselves 'which has

Kachina Dolls, basket , weaving and other crafts for sale.

The Hopi languag is distinctive but in ale of the Hopi pueblo

T gua or Tewa, a language of several New Mexico puebaos is spoken. This

suggests a migration took place at some time, and there are some stories

about strangers being incorporated into the Hopi to substantiate this. The

Hopi are also found ie mnall but significant numbers in the Colorado River

country, mainly on the California side of the Arizona-California border.

This migration can be dated as a resolution of an internal dispute over

whether to be friendly or unfriendly to the United States in the 1850-70

period d perhaps sign fic tly the descendent group that migrated West

seems to contain a preponderance of Tewa speaking people. Some faMily ties

and certainly many cultural ties keep these wandering groups in touch w2.th

one another, but the home and basic Hopi orientation involves their present

location.

This tie to specific locality, which is a trait shared widely among

many Indian tribes, must have been poorly understood in early stages of U

Indian relationships. While the First, Second, and Third Mesas are definitely

Hopi owned,, there is a large tract of land stretching to the north and vest

of these mesas that was designated to be shared by the Hopi and Navajo. As

population has increased in both tribes, and as the need for an economic land-

base vith its Mineral and grazing rights has become more important to the

survival of each tribe, there is deep bitterness over the possible loss that

will le involved as attempts are mar: to establish boundaries and decide exactly

what land belongs to whom. Feelings run deep, and tempers flare OSt, so that it



will take the wisdom of Solomon to arrive at a final solution -o this problem

vhill clouds the horizon for Hopi and Navajo alike. Some of the stresses and

strains no doubt will be reflected in the mental health problems addressed by the

IHS staff, although little of this is reflected in the official Mental Health

Programs reports.

It is at least in part because of the tensions over this 1 -d dispute

that the IHS serves the Hopi Reservation from the Phoenix Area Offi-e, even

though Kea= Canyon is closer geographically to many of the Navajo Service

Units. In his initial visits Dr. Elite made the following observations

about Mental Health activities among the Hopi.

Mental health programing is beginning to take more positive form with
the introduction of a skilled DIH Social worker. Referrals are made
through the social worker to Phoenix or to the nearby Navajo qental Health
team in Window Rock. Explorations are being made into the feasibility of
utilizing State mental health services as they develop in such communities
as Winslow and Flagstaff. Conferences with Reservation school personnel
concerning school problems are held monthly (between Public health nurs-
ing and school staff).

The pilot program Ttar ed last year to aid me tally retarded c ildren
is still in operation. This vas initiated as a cooperative program with
BIA, PHS, State Departmeet of Special Education and the Indian Education
Department of Arizona State Public Schools, The purpose is to evaluate
the need for special education classes on the Hopi Reservation. The
children selected are slow learners, those that had received social pr'
motion and those that seem to be having emotional problems. Teachers
have been asked to write their observation of the child thvolved; a physi-
cal examination is done and social history written about the child and
his family. Several workshops have been held and plansare :being made
for special education classes this year. Follov-up services are being
given to children with special problems, emotional and learning problems.

In terms of an alcohol program, the Kearns Canyon Service Unit continues
to participate in the ONEO Alcoholism Treatment program which deals Pri-
marily with Navajo alcoholics. The patients included in this program
are followed by a Navajo comMunity worker from the ONE() Project. Most
of the community workers were formerly problem drinkers and also recieve
medical supervision from DIH medical staff. In terms of the Hopi benefi-
ciaries on the reservation a Program of antabuse and education is being
initiated, with the help of the local Judiciary, to aid the chronic
drinker.
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Dr. ders made some of his flying consultations to Kearns Can:Ton, and

assisted with the selects A of Percy Pavatea as one of the Mental Health

Technicians trained in 1971. Dr. Maria is, M.D., who is on the Window

Rock staff (Navajo Area Office) makes regular weekly visits to Keams Canyon.

There does not seem to be any real conflict being engendered by this arrange-

ment. As a matter of fact, 4r. Pavatea has also supplemented his training

by participating in many of the i service sessions offered to Navajo Mental

Health Workers7 and he seens to be well respected by 'both tribes. It is

ironic to note that this in many ways ties the Hord Mental Health Program

closely with the Navajo Area, even though administrative consultation visits

from the Phoenix Area Chief are made periodically. This duality of relation-

ships may be realistic in tes of the geographic and oolitical position of

the Hopi Reservation. However, t is not clear whether or not it facilitates

IHS effectiveness.

At the present time the activities and demands for service are sufficient-

ly nerous and complex that the Hopi are requesting the establishment of a

full-time professional person by the Mental Health Programs Branch. This can

probably be taken at one level to indicate there is steady progress and some"'-

satisfaction with stiiices presently received. At another level it may be

symptomatic of dissatisfaction with the diffusion of authority and continuity

that derives from the actual involvement of two IHS Area staffs each with

different orientations and administrative support systen,=.:.

7 7



E. Apache

The Apache as a tribal type are well known to most movie watchers,

whether from Saturday matinees, late night TV or other vantage points Among

the Hopi, Navajo and Pueblo tribes of the Southwest they had a reputation as

raiding Indians, and were also well known to the Plains Indians whom they resemble

in some characteristics. In point of historic f ct the Apache seem to be

most similar in language structure and belief systems to the Nava o. Apache

spoken as a language can be understood by the Nav Jo ar'i equally Nava 0 i

intelligible, although not exactly familiar sounding to the Apaene. Anthro

pologists trace the appearance of both Apache and Navajo in the southwestern

part of what is now the U.S. to about 1000 AD and seem fairly certain that

they were the result of a migration from Canadian and Alaskan regions.

The Zuni word for enemy -- "ap che" -- was nearly universally applied to

this Athabascan type of raider, whose economy was based upon hunting and stealing

from farming and other more sedentary or thrifty coznmuxities . ne horse was

a great boon to groups organized on this principle of a fast rizing attack

and equally fast departure, carrying as much as possible along as loot. However,

unlike most other Indians using the horse, this seems to have accentuated, rather

than changed the ways of life of the Apache as a people. Cochise,eroitho,

Victorio, and other leaders are famous for extending the raidIng way of life

well into days of U.S. settlement.

The Apache were organized into rather 1 e bands 1,h a clan structure

descending matrilinearly, as in the Navajo and Hopi. Brush arbors and other

dwellings were constructed, usually in naturally defended places. Traders

and others who knew them and lived within the same terrain usually cment

on their wilTness, keeness in planning and solvi g problems, and inte
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loyalty to those to whom they gave any respect and trust, Skill in surviv

in taming and using anmals, and i wresting a living from what was: apparently

barren land are also mentioned,

The colorful dances of the Apache are not so well ?mown away from the

.areas in which they live, One of the few which has become rather popular in

public meetings and intertribal gatherings is the dancing usually performed

at the time of initiation of pubertal girls. In this dance, men masked by

black hoods, not only pe

chasing and "capturing" the

the personalities of the co

an intricate formal dance, but also engage in

ls or women spectators, and much satirizing of

ty and audience.

There are about 12,000 Apache in Arizona, qually divided between

the two reservations: White iver and San Carlos, in the eastern central m unta ns.

At one time an effort was :lade to confine all Apache to the San Carlos area,

but natural divisions within the group of bands and the size of the ponulation

led to the formatIon of the two reservations. The Indian Health Service

maintains a hospital and a fal range of health services on each reservation.

Their separate Mental Health Programs are described below.

1. White Mountain Apache

a. Description of the Reservation

The wIlite Mountain Apache have a large reservation in the east

central ranges of the Rookies as they descend into Arizona. The Mogolion Rim,

a sheer drop off from a plateau that extends rougly e t est across Arizona

and New Mexico, is in the northern stretches of the White River Reservation

The southern boundary is formed by the White River which after it meets the Black

River, forms the Salt River. The Salt River in this part of the state flows throug.

Deep Canyon and provides on ler scale scenery as apectacular as that of the



Canyon of the Colo At its northern edge the reservation is in_ a region

being developed as a ski resort and summer cottage recreational area. scattered

over the reservat ion are a great many )..&es arid both fishing and hunt,pi&

for elk, deer, bear and other gameare managed by the tribe. The fores,

cover of the mountains -ostly DIne, provides lumber for a large sawmill

at the t_wn :iteriver, which is tribal headquarters.

b. Mental Health Fr gr = Northern Arizona GuIdance Clinics

The delelopment of a comprehensive Mental Health Center

for northe'm Arizona was made possible by organizing a series of mnaller

units, each of which while affiliated, alao 11-s some local.funding and

responsibilities. The Arlache Tribal GUidance Clinic at WhiteriVer under

the direction of Donald Ostendorf, a Clinical Social Worker, is one of

these, with multiple funding sources, Sane of its funds cone from the

Whiteriver Anache Tr-bal some from IHS, some from arious other

federal sources for .artIcu2sr projects and the bulk of the funding

through the Northern Arizona Comprehensive GuIdance Clinics and Mental Health Center.

This multiple funding base results in a total bu4et of around

$80,000 00 per year, and involves a Staff of three professional persons,

and various numbers of clerical staff and Community Mental Health Aides.

The Director has a social work background and had had experience at two

other 1HS programs in other Areas before taking this position in 1971,

A psychiatric nurse and a special education teacher complete the 11 fes-

sional team. IHS not only contributed to this budget but also encourag _

close working relationships with the Medical Social Worker and Mental

Health Workers attached to the hospital staff also located in White River.



The Mental health Workers of the Apache Trfbal Guidance Clinic have

generally had similar training to that of the CIIR's et Desert Willow

Training Center, and serve as case finders, translators and transportation

providers. Their oay scale, being independent of IHS, is not as high as

similarly titled IHS staff in other Areas, and they have not generally had

the,continuous trainIng provided through the Social Work Associate Program

or Other advanced work to develop them into clinici

The White River Apache Guidance Clinic has undertaken a number

comm ity-related projects in addition to its clinical functions. One of

these, originally designed to help remove the stigma associated with

seeking help in a mental health facility, was a women eject in reviving

fts skills. Eperienced needeworkers, and bead workers were invited

to hold classes at the Guidance Center, hdch is based in a typical house

in the community. Supplies, particularly beads, were bought wholesale.

and made available at cost, a considerable savings for craftswomen over

the trading post prices. At regular weekly sessions, women and their

children gathered to make medallions, sew -lothing and dolls,

articles for themselves their families or for sale.

During these sessions talk flows freely, and members of the clinic

staff are available for counseling individually or as contributors to the

group. Needs of the comm -ity, as well as indi idual and family problems

can be discussed, and not only are some immedIate problems resolved but

other

return visits not stigmatized or feared as had been the case earlier.

Growing out Of these sessions have been several.community projects.

One of the projects which the wamen's craft group has developed in con-

junction with other community agencies is a m tlsit to all of the
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elderly Apache in nursing homes aw the reservation. Local facil-

les for the elderly are not available, and the most used resources aro

Phoenix, over 100 miles away. Each month a trip is planned and trans-

portation provided for 4 fanlly member if they want to visit. Home

prepared foods, especially of Apache traditional types, such as acorn

stew, are prepared, and other gifts and necessities gathered together.

Overnight accommodations ere ar ged in Pho _ix, and a group travels

together to ensure that each reservation elder rec ives visits and respec

and that families stay in touch. Much of the financing of this proiect

comes from the sale of the beadwork and other c -ft articles made in the

Guidance Clinic sessions.

A similar use of the Guidance Clinic facility by teenagers was being

developed in 1973-T4, th the Guidance Clinic funds supplying a pool

table and some staff to help keep a teen center acen during the afternoon

and evening hours. The treads toward low self image, school failure or

dropping out, n.d other problems common to this age group are hopefully

being co ter-acted.

A special education progrsm that provIdes kindergarten and school

preparatory experiences for children with special needs was housed in the

Guidance Clinic -- utilizing a remodeled area thEt had been a two-car

garage. Work wIth these children could thus be coord.Inated. with IHS clinics

and with the Headstart and local schools,

Much of the counseling case load was carried on by the psychia ic

who traveled to homes well as maintained fi



contact at the Guidance Center tself. She reported that her cli -tele

was mainly women and young couples in their 20's and 30 . Where needed

the resources of the specialists throughout the network of Guidance Clinics

could be called upon for psychiatric examination and consultation or for

psychological te ting. IHS also provces psychiatric consultation and treat-

ment through the Indian Medical Center in Phoenix.

Although tir are many values .een in this Guidance Clinic arrangement,

detached from IRS, it poses some proolems as yell. For instance, since all

housing is either tribally controlled for iniian use, or federally for US

government employees, the Director, Don Ostendorf, must comute 25 miles to

the re-ervation border. Personally, -s'p t of neither of the two tightly

knit co ities -- the federal employees Lor the Apache 7 and entree into

social and community life is thus more difficult. The salary differential

has also been mentioned, and usually leads to relatively high turnover of

the paraprofessional staff, -ith the Guidance Clnic providing entry level

traininc- but other organizations providing upward mobility in terms of pay

and status. In spite of these problems, however, the arrangement seems to

be working well, and some basic patterns seem to be established for collabor-

ative problem solving.

2. San Carlos Apache

Description of the Reservation

The San Carlc Apache Reservation lies just south of the

Black River, and south and east of the Salt River which form the common boun-

daries between it and the White River Apache Reservation to the north.

Situated further down on the slopes of the mountains, the San Carlos
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Reservation includes some more dese wide valleys and brushy

foothills, as well as some wooded slams. The southeaster- -rner shares

the northern borders of the large lake formed by the Cooli,, 4am on the

upner Gila River, permitting recreational facilIty development. The San Carlos

Apache are known as stock men, with special herds set aside not only for

breeding purposes but also to provide work for those unable to find mployment

elsewhere. In addition there are nineral resources to be developed, particular .y

along the Salt River canyons. Iron-free asbestos deposits have been oroductive

of sought. ?,.fter insulating materials and one of the two known sources in the

world of the gem stone Periaot is presently being mined as a tribal enterpr se.

The San Carlos Apache are no longer feared by outsiders, but their aggres-

sive and secretive traits tend still to cause s me disturbances within the

6,000 member tribe. Particularl,,- it is noted that gossi and "bad talk"

have ,,end. travel rapidly, that good news, achievements, and recog-

nitio uot spread as widely' Ind .ieedily. This is most probably complexly

related to cultural traits, some of which ,_11d survival value _n the past, but

which many Apache now recognize as divisive and destructive of group morale,

A new tribal newspaper,

show results.

_y cornniunity activities characterize the reservation but onlyin the

very recent past have we.fare and health-related activities emerged from,

feder l domination to become community sponsored, tribally directed and

actively devel .61 by the Apache people them-selves.

effort to reve -e these trends is begi ning to



Early Report.on Mental Health Needs

For a more specific understanding of the p( oaation and activitie.

the San Carlos Service Unit, Dr. Elite's 1968 report on San Carlos follows;

Unfortunately, there is a paucity rta regarding mental health prob-
lemns on the San Carlos Reservation. However, it is the strong, general
impression of all professional DIH staff that alcoholism is the major
mental health concern affecting both male and female Indian Population.
Again, it was emphasized that many other problems, such as child, neg-
lect aad family break-ups, are invariably tied in with excessive drink-
ing. The emergency room has been receiving more trauma connected with
excessive drinking. However, this may pot represent a true increase
In numbers of different patients within the community, but an increase
in the number of repeaters seen for emergency treatment.

Within the. San Carlos Reservation there seems to be a concentration of
mental hea2th problems in the Bylas community. Child neglect and excess-
ive drinking among women is particularly prominent. In general, it hae
been observed that the community of Bylas is quite resistant to changee

. of any sort. It is felt that the basic morale and attitude of ehe
people In the Bylas community is the lowest on the reservation. Social
Servicf. evaluations are provided ay the DIH Soaial Worker and appropri-
ate raychiatric referrals are made to Phoenix. Negotiations are in
Process for utilization of the new State Mental Health Clinic currently
being set-up in Globe.

In mental retardation cases the _service unit staff has been working
closely with public school official- and BIA. They have joint de-
veloped an evaluation program of Ind.an students on reservation vno are
considered "slow learners." There are PHN-teacher conferencee regarding
students having Problems.

In the area of alcoholism several surveys have been conducted by nthro-
pologists to determine the extent and etiology of alcoholism and to
document Apache drinking patterns. Negotiations are in progress at the
Area level foe continuation of these studies, with emphasis on treatment
application. The social worker and other key staff have been -working
with community resources and are trying to develop a comprehensive alco-
'lel program. To date, only moderate success has been obtained, pri-
marily using tha A.A. apProach.

Tribal

Later Statement - 1973-74

The f-llo, ng "Resume of Problems" was prepared jointly by the

arvin Mull, and the SUD Gordon Jensen, with consultation from

William Hanna Ph.D., IRS Mental Health staff person at the San Carlos Reservation.

This report not only sure:I:Lies detailed information on points raised ',ay Dr. Elite,

but it also suggests both the developing awareness of difficulties, and. sore steps

being taken to resolve them.
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Rc.SUME OF PR

rview

A reoume of our probLems could )ecome a very lengthy document. Nany of
these problems are not uncommon to other Servicc Units. Host of the
specific problem areas are picked up and deall with in Program Plans
and Program Packages, yet the situation which we find ourselves
today goes beyond the individul problems enumerated, There are basic
philosophical issues to be fsf.:esd. Ontil th-sc are addressed, and
resolution initiated, little meire than fire fighting, crisis monaetint,
and crisis Tedical care can be provided. The Service Unit is caught in
the middle attempting to deAl with two sides over which it has little
contr(51. On the one hand, higher level Federal Bureaucracy shacklw;
the p-7)gram, places demands on lower level, aad yet remains unrespons
or i Adisive to numerous requirements. On the other hand, the Trib,11-
orgization is ambivalent, uncertain and unable to determine its roi
in health core. Often Tribal leaders, confronted with Federal ambiva:.Alce
i-nd their own insecurity, escape by avoiding prolonged and involved

In no effoic to conce
tne Service 1_ iit and
issues:

The icsL

lize major ihilos phical problems ccnfron
h Tribe, we call a

SJ

to the following main

The San Car 04 _pache Reservation celebrated its 1 0 anniversary last
year. Over one nundred years ago the Apaches were a self determined
people, frce to roam and function indeperiently throughout the Soutivlest
and Mexico. With the subjugation of the Apaches and the establishment
.f the reservation, their autonomy was destroyed. They were relegotoc.
to the position of °children"-the Federal.Government assuming a parents
role. They were essentially tpld "vy their new "protectors", nyou.-be 9ood
Little Indians and we will take carc of you." This conditioning to abase-
ment and succorance continued for iour or five generations. Recent
this has all changed. The Federal plan now calls for nndia% "$elf
Determination'. This is done with little Ineparation-they saJdenly
expected to change a life :style taught and enforced for genexation!,,
make the problem more clearly understandable, it might kle case h'Istoc
in a humaa development model and illustrated as follows:

San Clos Apache
Res ';ioa, 1974

Cht)dhood Adolescence----
ependency Ambivalence Uncercai

re: Dependency-Autonom

ctultiw.od/
Potonotry
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As shown on the above graph, the current status of the San Carl-s Apache
Reservation ie seen to b "adolescence". For the Indians, ther: is an
identity crisis with typ _al ambivalence and uncertainty. Unto tunately
the Federal ,:;overnment (as parent) ins o lit1e. acGLstanco
it, too, seems to be very unsure of its role ia the mauy issues centered
aro nd the maturing Indians.

's a result of the basic issue of.self determination vs. dependency
lustrated above, wide aro the ramifications and numerous are the

problems faced in [en Carlos health care planning and delivery. Oaly a
few will be reieLoweti in succae4Lng perag 115..

The Indian Health Service talks of the itn,rtance of Indian involvement in
decisLom makieg, yet will not allow ptticipatiort in personnel selection.
Self determination should mean learning to work within the system, yet
there ig no formal plan for community input. With the "Chain of Command"
Gystem, ail dLnieLns necesnarily come from the top. One wonders if
consumer involvement is really vlable in the Fade:rat system. Is talk
of Indian centrol a game we aee playing?

Tribal leader, say they want more i velvement in health matters but provide
little more then occasional criticiem of health delivery. The Health
Committee seldom meets and has frequeetly "stood up" hospital staff whee
nnnounced meetings failed to coovene. The Tribal Cnuacil has refuned to
deel with certain touchy health reInted concerns, reCerrtng them back to
the Health Committee where they become lest to action. When negotiating
for an important $45,000.00 Materaal t. Child Health contract the Spring,
174e a Health ComMittee quorum wan 40t present efter two scniuled meatingee
Finally the Tribal Chairman hed to arbitrarily sign fer continued funding
beccuse the Committee failed to b its job.

M ne individual Apaches and fa. 'lies are perpetuating institu
dependency regarding their health care and seem ready to let
worrying about delivery. They often cake little initiative fo
c,-Are, knowing that someece will be around to take care of them. 7e_ there
is n seose in which each reminder or follow up attempt is A "put down" of
the Apache.

Indian tiospital employees are often reluctaen _o assume l .dership in
special projects, deforrine usually to Anglo counterperts. This
particularly true when it involves extra time and effort win-heat eopGfl5ti
For too long there has been a dependency on white profeosionele---esp
epmmiseioned Corps personnel--to do this. In their zeal, insecurity
:ommitment, these professionals have often been only too eager to
into this trap of continuing paternalism. After two years of service they
frequently leave San Carlon bitter, and the process is repeated tnith the,
no: crew coming in. Unfortunately local persons have not'been perpare4
to de this work.

To corny the analogy one step farther, there is a typica ommun catioes
sop" between those playing "pnreat" end "adolescent" or emerging aduit
roles. Zoth within the Service Unit aad the community, there !Ads bean a
cntiouing preblen in communication between Federal bureaucrats ond
coflmuntry memhj. Apenhas often feel "someway" but repress Ehu
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to discuss it. Chalon eristically this feeling leads to on apparent Lack
of initiative, alcohol abuse, or other escape behcvior t4ureaucrsts often
do not try to break through this communicatban barrier and are content
to go on without "rocking the boat". These barriczo, hovevcr, build
up resistance on both sides and impede the maturing process.

The Issue of P 1_ ical Conflio--

It is ial1 known behavioral hcnoueuon that where a major conflict exists
w-Lthi n organism or organization, blocking or statemate to some degr
always occurs. This has been clearly demonstrated in recent events
surrounding politics at the Federal level. Tribal leaders 4nd members
have also been frustrat d by their own infighting. Rather than workkng
together, the people are divided and the community is disorganized.

D, ring the past four years, numerous gains have been made in health. re.
Professional. services have b,..en increased and environmental health
changes are well underway. Tribal programs for community health represen-
tatives, maternal-child health, alcohol abuse, juvenile concerns, etc.
have been initiated. Yet most of theue programs have been instigated aad
funding secured by civil servants assigned to the reservation. The Tribe
itself haa dune little to oifect these changes except to note a problem,
or agree to a plan, or pass a resoiution, or s4Po. the necessary documents.
In some cases even this was not required of thn. Changes were made
completely independent ni their input.

Political Opatcr 3nd irifiOting hva. Pleid bac14... C rLaL1i peorAmo
which are reco -ied by the Tribe as deF,irable. Key directorshipz and
positions have frequently been decided in respect to politics ratLer than
qualifications. Ineffective directors have often been moihtained for
nolitical reasom1 even though their programs are failing for lack*of
effective readership. Afroram accountability to the Tribe (as grantee) is
SeleOM required. Atteww, to reqq.ir e. program or personnel performance
sometimes fails b..-,Icauso pressure for thios Is countered by the threat of
poiitical blackmail. The evderal Government has talked much of "thten
dotNi" and making the ararite 1:,Le, but there is little cencrete
evidence that this is 4.1.og-oL-4... At the expense of indloins, "political
football" is being olayed by Federal anci who provide fundina and
advisement.

la on Conlos, as in al. Yi socLet:s politics are 411 pervasove Hetevcr,
due to 17 hical unity, aad social interdeper)deNcia oS -the
community, everyone seams directly influenced by the mechan:e5. Vhc., cr
come of on eloction could mean jobs, dOgnity, and life. It is a $0kt
commentary on the leors and conflicts centered in politics-to recos,
that the approaching 1974 Tribal election brought increes6A
alcohol consumption, no0 violence. The immediate effectoof tha compaitn
las been dirution, destruction, and demoralization. Literpersonal

_Ires occu during, the process may take a long ttne to heal.

This poll.ticit: ng of all lf life in San Carlos ,areates severe. problems
both the Tribe and the Service Unit it dtreotty effects th_ heali7h
del:.vey syatem at mony levels. Although Indian Health Service 0i'4.1aia
atnya out of politics, our programs ood personnel are Lt.:financed lay
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As n bec,innine in .resol ing these problems, the erviee Unit arces with
the Tribe that there must be an employment system established wL
based OR merit nnd is, zs mmch as pol.sible, free from politics. A1GO
the Service Unit recognizes a critical need for a viable Health Board or
Committee which represents the community and its people, is accountable
-0 them, and, in turn, makes tha Service Unit responsive to community
need. Finally, the rizhts of Ardie hospital employees must somehow he
clarified so that they can assume places of responsibility in Tribal
government.

Con rlu.s ior

In conclusion we lish .to state, again, that the problems which have been
verbalized are not unique to us nor to our coinmunity. They are, however,
underlying issues with which we ere daily confronted. It ia important
for us, end for Indian Health 3ervice, to avoid the trap of tunnel vision

iling to see the xnele due to a microscopic concentrahon on the parts.
_ must not bu:sy ourseive:; treatAns,s7ympt4pms Of eu.r5ng effects. Wle moe
aware of underiyinF conditions and look to an uvlerstanding of causes

if we are to heal art e healed: The increased emphasis on mental hesIth,
preventive health, and community health are good sins that we are beginning
to look atthe "whole" person or community.

Verhaps, and more, the Tribe should look to 1HS, 1oci1y and aE A
level, as a "resouvce" to help them in the development _of their ova human
resoucces. No doubt San Ca.,'!los IhS should assume aa incr -tains consultative
role---especiahly in community health. Perhaps we should do much move to
prepare.ividiviewOs ansd cnmmunity to assiAle the'responsibility
true "self 4ete=iontion" implies, i4yb I can assume a greater tea '-
ins role and less of a ''Uving" role. Perhaps 'Tribal members should ber:cmo
more active ond e.ager in the Learning process knowing chat
always has the potential to surpos tht teacher if both L_

lc at it. Possibly now is the time for the Tribal Edua- 'nolmittee,

to begin affirmative action in identifyins bright young peo= .nd re-
eruitin% them to be euctd for posi.tirwio in hum: n the_fUllure

There is no more approprlote ateno or-domain for testing human m ca
development than in community preventive health. ilere.zezscao pw-ofes
sio'nais can work side by side with apprentice community members. Case,
Conferences can be held. Study should be ongoing. Apaches can learn
by doing. In a short tk:I..tie, it will be clear that well salee, eager,
committed, and trnined Native Americans are more effective th&n their
Anglo counterparts and tutors. If nil this is to take,pla,ce:,9 hovleveri,

there must be a commitment by both the Tribe and 11=6 to moke Lt hIppen.
Continued fire fishtins and crisis intervention could occupy efverionial,s
time and no prosress will be made in prevention and viable selP determi
nation. Tha time LS overdue to move beyond mere health mainten.annaeruct.
rear up for effective progra s in the developnent of the vast pafrelNi7:4-1
in Apache h6rnan resources.

In 01- Emphasis 21ans which follow, interest in corrimuuity .anci preverrti.
health is demonstrated. More than half of the Plans are community I-eta-him&
and almost hall deal with preventive health care. If these plan.;
realized, we will be taking steps in the right di oction. A tot41
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re.solution,of the problems we hnve described may take many years. Even

s the 0resent condittons sf.fectins San. Carlos were not emoted ov-rnisht

they will not be t.mmediately re!;elved,

I.ealin, health, ana pr resc. ble!,4L, rtrK1 %hriyvti nonee;t communi.e.a_

We need more dialestie. cnttiu. 3 M1071A.51. understandinz of where

tha-Apachns cnine rom) 01017ct ae3 nnfi Nhe they wistl te 3c) It

moves forward alrouoh hoge,vi7t.-11 r,f iN "xpected of each

member of the team,..am assesliale *hat pech needs and

hoy ho czn help. Above LAO. else. Pe mult ic:r_Zy, self

resrect, and :-.)elf datermiarationviAt azai bc :,:w3 U t AL;

them and if the Federal Oevernment is bi.41 to for zhnm,

vhem, and all-4 them to harpeD,.

This 'P.eume of Prob.ems" s -

Program Plan Mnnual, FY 75.

Uarvift Null, L.

Tribal Chairman
aon arlos Apache Tribo.

for inclusion in the SrvLc

_Tense.-

7rrLt., Unit lai.reLclzor.7

San Carlon Tmaisn gmieth Strvice



Alcoholism Program

A second tribal agency is the gr ing alc

counseling agency which also utilizes the IHS consultant. The Mental Health

Technician is a mernber of its board of directors. The alcoholism program

does not have a complete range of services, but is working toward them in

many ways. It has, in addition to an active counseling staff, a work

progri utilizing the Perf.dot mines and other tribal pro,e ts

The IHS Hospital serves as a medical back-un, and occasional d ox-

ification facility. There are also resources in Phoenix for hosoit lization,

but these are at such a distance (100 or more) thst there is reluc-

tance to use them except in cases of extre e urgency. A halfway house

or group living arrangement is badly needed and is high on the list

goals of the group. Interestingly enouffn, some borrowing of ideas from

the jicarilla Apache in New Mexico is being discus-ed, pa iculrly that

o tribal -fork

-ities of the

reservaticu, and enables a physical slid mod,,iunal rertwl 4 take place

in an Apache-controlled setting, with a tive r artjepat1on by the alcohol-

ism counselors. At the present time some use is made of the Peridot

aspect of their program which enables them to assl

projects woodlot) located at some distance from tirle c

facility for both ual labor aad d- eloping crafts skills as part of

the rehabilitation process. There is frank discussion of the fact that

both men and women on the reservation are utilizing the alcoholIsm program,

and that both sexes have an elm_ t equal need of the facilities Preently

available and pl 7ne6 for the future. This contrasts with many svh ro

grams are oriented almo d the male alcoholic.



e. Emerging Health Care Facility

As part of an emerging trend foward planning which

involves San Cailos Apache personnel working with non-Indian profes iona

a Comprehensive Health Center planning proposal was presented to HEW Y;

and han been tunded. This proposal has received slIpport from IHS,

White Mountain Apache Tribal Alcoholism Progrnm the Nat one/ Apache Councl,

and the San Carlos Tribal Committee. It 1. -tented in a somewhat shortened

farm because the planning grant and the p_ it projects are an illustrative

modes. of programs which could be developed in other settings, This pronosal

required several years o work before the t ibe was able to devIse a plan,

and the local effort is essential to ts success if paternalism is to be

overcome. Successful implementation will depend on being able to recruit

and hire 1 de ship wIth appropriate personality characteristics and cultural

empathy as well as technical expertise. Nevertheless, as one of several

examples, the progr u format itself is worth carefu .L stuly as a product of

tribal/IHS collaborative vent es.
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WhEREAS, The San Carlos Apace Tribe hen alwaya been int rested in

total welfare of its members. In the pant this conce has

been responsible for general health, welfare econ mic develop-

AndnC aud du cat inl

/acc agen

ctivit es iAvolving Federal,

cot Recently specific tribal pr

,he prob of alcoholism, juvenile delinquen

p1ced childre have be n initiated. Tha most sophisticn cd

.- of Lh000 prc

ich in receivinr,

and .

It in the str

to d i the Juvenile Diagnostic C

on as a significant pil

ny tribal 1 aders tha.t efforts

to correct existing cocial/pnycioiogical/medcal problems

t be expanded if reneriatlon needs aro to be met. The

Alcoholism program In only at th,1 beginning stage of velop-

meat. tlesi prorrra-ms focusing on th

the o

urnlng criminsl and

reservation residential care of the elderly must be

initiated a-d

WRERYAS, The Tribe has at Ito dispos 200-b d facility, formerly

used fo Job Corp training cent- could nerve to pro-

'vide cent alized thernpeutic care for p. )as in all programa

mentioned and

TL0 xclea of a culturally oriented, central -cd coprehennive

care facility is unique and innovative. Coop=ration uith

vation

corniraltIeg i,fii 11%ewise be interested in coopera ng with

; .thelnlite Mount

oleo enhences it

n Apaches in cc n aspects of

adjacenppeal. Conce vably

-reapeet



municipalities and;

first logical step in developing the overall program is to

request a planning grant from tha Tepartment of Vealth, Educritlon

and Welfare (}1C17) to provide well rraearched ground vork for the

Lltal program.

EOLTD that the San Carlos Apache Tribe initiated and

fu]ly 5uppotJ the concept of a comprehennive care facility and

riz 5 th- tribal Chairman to-make immediate application f_

planning fuads thnt uould develop the total progrc on a sound

-basis. The Tribe trill mshc facIlitlan at the Job cf:rpo training

'certer available for wic as they are needed to sisort the

prou

CERTIFICATION

che undersigned, Se-retary of the San Carlos Counci
certify C the San Carlos Council is composed of

ii .T.!.11-1_..7. and 8 :cre present at a Special Meeting thereof

held ,% 31J,.. day of October, 1972;. and that the for
goit: rOUtiou o. 72-55 "60 duly adopted by 4 unantmoua
vote of die Council, pursuant to the provisions of Section
I, (a), Article V, Amendad Corctitution and Bylaws of the
San Carlos Apache Tribe, effecrLve February 24, 1954.

Secretary
n Carlos Tribal Council



ACCOMIT:

COMP AIEMSIVE AR CENTER ( IG)

INTRODUCTI ,

onulntion to be served. The San Ca los Apache
Reservation constitutes the primary population and is comprised of
approximately 6,000 residents living on 1,877,216 acres of land located
in the Gila, Graham, and Pinal Counties in Arizona. Adjacent to Son

Carlos, to the 7.orth, is the White Mountain Apache Reservation where
6,500 Apaches live on the 3,600,000 acres. It is estimated that 1,000

additional Apaches live off reservation within commr, close

proximity to these two reservations.

Officials and citizens from both rose, ns and surrounding
communities agree that alcoholism constitutes Lhe prhmary social,
medical, econemiC and psychological problem for Apache Indians.
Virtually every reservation family is affected adversely by its impact.
In San Carlos alcohol wns a dominant factor in over 70% of all arrests
in 1972 and more than 50% of all deaths were due to alcohol-related
problems.

Other Apache trIbes, and populations, in the newly formed Apache
Nation Alliance include Mescalero (1,933), Ft. McDowell (345).,
(1,928), Yav-apai (105), and Tonto (65). The extent of alcohol-related
problems on .each of these reservatIons is similar to that stated .for
San Carlos. These tribes have all expressed an iaterest in this proposal
and ,'1,11 be included in the planning phase of the program. It is hoped

that each Apache tribe will benefit from. the research, training, and
treatment generated by both planning and implementation phases of a
Comprehensive Care Center, For the purposes of t.U.s proposal, however,
infor=tion and statistical data will relate to Saa Carlos principally
and White Mountain to a esser d

Current efforts to deal wi tho Problem and
. _ -olution

. -
idea. Both Fort APache and San Carlos reservations have recered
continuation 3rits for existent alcoholism programs. In each case,
the program is minimal and only heginnthg to scratch the surface.
Additional related services provided by BIA, UM:3, and other tr:'
programs bring ther,;e agencies into frequent contact with the al

family. All present services and programs, taken jointly, arc u.
sufficient and usually lack coordination. There is duplic
service in some cases while dangurous g:n2a others. Appro-
mately $2,000,000 in federal mosey is bling pumped :nto programs and
services to the San Carlos Tr'bc. Care V..vers feel that much of this is
necqssitated by alcohol related medical and social problems.



Increasing negative statistics s ouridin aicohuliSnl dictete

we are not preeently doie the jo:, n eiher prevention or teontment.
MoeatIng personalifee'ele ceeuelcies associated with alcoholism do eoL
denote apethy ea our earc. They do underscore our frustration and cot-

us somehow to do something by vilv af intervention in the destruction

our people.

For a long time we hove thotiht nnd debated what we shabld do for

this ovrlie1rin , emblem amone the Apeche people and other Indians who

live among ua. Tribal leadeee ood cemmittooe have ceeorcd yariees
poosibilitieo. We hnve made several slow sterie. Finally we came up

ith the idea of a Comprehensive Cnre Center to be located at the old

Job Corp fncility in San Carlos. We invited USPHS and BIA personnel to

advise U3 in the desien of an appropriate pro2rame Though t.. idea for

Lase of the center oeigineted in San Carlos, our other Apache -ethers

have been quick to express their desire for a joint effort in ea assnult

on our mutual problems. The tribes will appoint an alleepeche steering

committee of interested persons to provide the impetus and inspiration

-0 cee that the program is felanned, designed and implemented. No

mere concerned about our people than ourselves! We -rovide our awn

hcst ndvecnev.e
Clarification flieeeeeeabeiere. AL previously stated this proposal

recogn zes alcohol abuse and alcoholism as being the greatest problem

facing Apeche Leil-!ens. Traditional and current efforts to deal with

the problem are net sufficiencly successful. Tribes are losing ground

in the battle against ilcohol abuse.

Some cf the spocial aspects of this prohlcri include the folio ins

considerations:

1. Indian drinking vatterns have distinctive features as reflected
in mest of the literature on the subject. Causes of alcohol
abuse and stracegies fez treatment must be sought within the
framework of tribal historical, economic, socinl, and cultural

circumstances. Mero i8 little doubt that Apache camp (fnmily
living uaits) and community interdependence presently provides
the setting rir aioonol 'Y'o. Could it provide a treatment
base as well? A planning grnnt, research and a demonstvation
project could e:-plorc relevant ead innovative socio-eulturel
approaches in alcohol abuse treatment and nreveutien for.
Apaches.

2. The multi-ageney/progcae nework on eeserva ions leaves
much to be desired. Prcgrnms are sometimes competitive,
repetitive, overlapping nnd fail to provide coordinated
and progressively adaptive strategies in alcohol abuse
study and treavment. Agencies and pros-en:as are else

grossly overworked. If the tribes cee teke the lead in
solving this problem (self determinism) with various
agencies eencributing e:portisc irid monies, we could be

on eur way with the framework for a progressive, working
system rather than the present one which is fraecionnlized
and often inefficiene. Is this tribally operated umbrella
program feasible? Cou d the tribe serve as coordinator and

P S.1913
Ruvg.6



Source Lor the rio itl rtrh of alcohol elatocI rob

a er piing lack of informed leadership on Apache

reacrvatLon 5 to deal with the prohlerm of alcohol abuse.

rlinv people ace interfflt.ld and colicol:nod, Tribal governments

want to do somethiv; about the problorn. Current tlhn I. alco-

holism workers awl ovoromental proCessionals are overwhelmed

by the my,nithd f tb- oust he n (he

ohjactivo stud of ApPche alcoho)lw. Porent-inl ou-A:

he oriented rroin,H in ntratcp,ie will bc effr!otivc.

umntAry, there Is n growin3 alcohol cpidic on Apache reservation5

whic in cnmpounded hv cultural and faMily inteAcpcnder.ce, bureaucratic

111-2f '-nc7. and lact of oriented communities ind trained wozkers.

.
coNc= or & Call'IlEllEFSTVE CARE CENTER

mise and interdcoendenec. ie have long known that many

0,1 prr1nrz Apcho people aca are siniply differing faceb of a many-Ncec..ed

ronsrar hTc ha:e seen, again and again, the snowballing of economic, fzmil.

lel, social and health problems that occur when an adult in an Apache household

becomes addicted to alcohol. It is clear to us that a single alcoholic in

4 fr.mily, and particularly when this individual Ls a parent, can wreak havoc

in all. di UQ know that the alcoholic parent often

--drivos drink, tlo s wideniu g the d cvas tation,

--forces the family to endure the more deneLvatins aspects

of being w lfare recipients

--ensures that his children will have a high probability o

becoming truants, school dropouts, juvenile delinquents and

alcoholirs,

--guarante, everv drunken act and word will

ever Laore deeply in the nnt of alcohol dependenc

--drinka himself and/or others to death,

n 1 him

--sets in motion a syndrome of mutually retriforcinn handicaps

which iil1. affect every member of hii frunily and reverberate

in the community for years.

As have pointed out elsewhere in this proposal, mnny dollars are

spent by Individual. Apaches, by the various governmental agencies and by

religious institutions, all in a somewhat futile attempt to deal with the

problem of alcoholism, Our idea of a comprehensive care center could bring
the Ineffective programa, money and personnel into an in egrated offensive

sain5t our rumber One enemy.

-- -Probable cr,rnronents of the Cprehcniio Care Cente_ If It is true

that 5n, t of difficuitic2 It creates comprise the rijori ty

of problems our people face daily and if it is also true that our cotriter-

attack is clumsy and poorly coordinated, then we must, quite literally,

pull our,- _vos together, The comorehensiYe ccirc center is visualized zs one .

VHS.-
Row,

Page
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-oc un 1 1 a va ii nh 1c relxw ce, it the ta-,I:s et- o I CO hol iC recov
cli
abilitatian and rebulidi=ayi. hit to acc(mplish theso yo1

more than ;,; irr 1 y core tu r c.ohm I ic need - -WC mast J 1:;(1 1 id th, o

who5o lives have been ndYl!r:;oly atto,etcd by him.

iUcohoL ism lp Th0 primmry iicine of the Conter wol 10

be to provide the o ic 3hotic with emergeller core!, halfway hour.(-

treatmcsur t JlhI ly umn:;t ,

job p I arcinco t-o i ic h int in r ii ro Inv, ka Iii

I.147141y and cumomn y. Iv, , I ho; 11;1 o

svq11:/, (o1)ti2r" compolacIAL which wOuld conform to the newly

10y ittcd Arizona statutc requiring that drunk people be

ttLIL.JA to iuoLlities other than municipal drunk tanks.

Throah 1.11AAA mid ;tatc of AriConn grants, there Is a small

lcchu U iun progrwil ly in overation, but it is dmittedly

d vticy !otall wcupon a gui tic t Apache alcoholism, The Comprehensive

G4re Center would elipand the program by giving us the residential,

recreational, occupational and personneL tools to really fight

our enemy on even terms.

irainal recov:Iry componoat. Ex-cr minals frequently become-

ved with e:'<cessive drinkiv3 which ultimately leads them

bock to prison. All too frequently die crime which caused

tlIelr original imprisonment Wan committed while under the

influence of alcohol. Our center would provide the releasee

uith 3 place to live a community of his own people, vocatiol

and occupational guinco, job refurral assistance and a variety

of supportive poople to help nim put his life back totether.

Tho center's major emrhasis would be the releasce's socio-

economic return to his home community.

Child ca e component. Alcoholism uproots many youngsters from

their Iioneu Childrcm whose parents arc severely afflicted

with the clitleose are often 2enainely homeless and in lined

emergency care. Ponding custody cases, desertion and the

fear of the violencc of drunken parents would brin2 youngs

to the center where Lundamental physical and mental health

needs could be mat.

As in tire ea5c with the rocovcrLrig criminal and alcoholic,

the major objective %,-,uld be to restore a child to healthv

faMily eYperiences. Our center could make it possible to

work th an entire family in an intensive, graving ond

produc ive mannet-. it is not too far-fetched to imagine

a proces:; where4m.individual family members could bc

systeniatica ily trouglit Lato-a net.ler and hen thier family

relationship.

4 Ymjth component uvenile). Juveni1e delimquency (in all

that the term mans and implies) is a problem that is

keeping pace with the distress caused by alcoholism. Our

reservation presently possesses a Juvenile Court System

but its rehabilitative scope ,is limited by the absence of

adequate: recreational, ctudy ond educational possihil-lties.

These co ld all be constructed within the comprehensive care

4 Cr0110



center. To reitevato an eartiot pint, ye consider ji-ivcnule
delinquency on this rv3ervatioli to be very largely thV result

of parental alcoholism, r this component uoilid be a necessary

one in any inteuative approach to rebuilding the lives of

alcoholics.

The aced component. It i.; a conotant pi-oblrn to adquateIy
Cr1 to fn r the cidcrlY and Oven mlre 7.r.) uhen they ar,e ei t

alcohnlics or th v i ct jul. of nelw._:t caki,ed by alc-Ab!))1srp

'within the family. nfi-vct,crvalioll

is cmifuoin3 and very fi:ip.htening, to tfiderly Apacheo and our

cenLcx could go a long way toward providing them with a
com+outable and familiar environmleat. The advantages to
ale old folks are quite clear and it c4nnot be ignored that

there ;s mucil in tho way of knomledge .and affection they

could pour out on the younger residents of the facility.
im fact, we visualize the comprehensive care center as a
large fainily residence where each individual is both giver
ftd receiver of helpeach is an integral part of the
recovery of others.

In summry, a residential comprehensive care facility would be the major

mechanism by could pull together multiple services to confront

w)Wzipie problems. Alcoholism causes extensive damage to Apache lives and

we believe that our approach llould proAde an integrated attack:.

The 1117oposed faeili. Fortunately, our tribe owns a 200 bed facility,

formerly uscd for Job Corps and nanpowor Training Centers. It is equiped

vith laund.cy, kitchen, storage, eating, classroom, office, recreational
aaintencnce, vocational shop and residrice facilities. With rennovation
arid equipment replacement, it would be an ideal site in and.around which

the comprehensive care center could be deVeloped.

Thtl_advnatals_2f_l_C2aarehe_nive Care Center. There are nunierous

benefiLm in having a centred care centera therapeutic conmunity. luong

t1iec tdv.antag5 are:

Ilie opportunity t_ throughly research Apache alcoholism and
to develop treatment and prevention modalities which will
signiiicantly reduce the incidence of alcohol abuse'.

2. Licorporation of the traditional Apache life stylethat of
extended family patterns. Rather than caring for the Apache
client in an isolated setting, he vot-ild be treata in a
bonogenious cultural, family and lanzuege milieu.

Separate facilities require costly duplication of programs,
staff, and services. This program offers the possibility
cf cne "kitchen, one linen supply and laundry, one motor
pool, one large and diversified recreation program, one
iaservica trnining proraui, me occupational therapy pro
etc.

4. Programs dealing with the multi-problems generated by alcohol
abuse could all he headquartered, directed and coordinated

Rev. 2-
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This should resu in
f _n nIc wrd)ralla
significant cost savings,.-improved cove, and a highor

success ratio,

The center can he a referra ,eurce . A a he cliont° fro

other reaervoLonn, bat also con nerve as a IyaLning centc-r

[Or Nltellite operations on ell resorvation.s.

The viedliA41 u:o ol an under-utili c(1, tiitia -tly warle01

ty which cowl.d provide iaustLmal L ben ttibL.

Whocoti Covporations or institution° might bo willing to pay

wefl to use these facilities but die long term advantages to our

people, iu terms of mental and physical health, could be price-

less if this center could be developed for comprehensive cora

its deucribed.

With A total com :nity (San Carlos ) _ad a total culture (Apache),

we mill be able to research, design., and test an appropriate

rInd innovative therapy for generalized productive living.

Ileczune the population is small, it is conceivable that the

behavioral therapies and preveative strategies developed

cculd have profound influence on the whole community. In

all cases, Apache people will direct and design the ultimate

plans with the help of contracted professioual ernpioyee or

conzultnntn.

A ?iA7lG MST

.Pariose for th_is_gran_tl. Due to the a 1] -pervasive nature o: t

alcoholism problem ia the target population, our long range goal is to mount

a multidimensional attack on the problem. The atimate plan is to develop

a center which can address the needs of the oEctl, youth, and children who

311, ia some gay, have bean victim° of reservation alcoholism. The

abaadcaed or neglected children, juvenile delinquents, roturning crintnel,

and alcoholics in need of a receiving center aad recovery program nre all

included in the plan. The project vill seek to work with the families

within the community cultural milieu. Ue strongly feel that a treatment

center at home, mon; fmuily and tribe, is noed ed and is vastly suporior

to the isolation often encountered in distant places .

lieseareh into Che unique causes and treatment of Apache alcoholism

needs to be done, Plans for n comprehensive ear& program will have to be

carefully nada to provide optimal success. Crant and income sources must

bo identified and tapped. The BIA and USPUS both have expressed keen interest

in this Tribni idea and have committed themselves co cooperate in Lts develop-

meat arid implementation.

Thus, in Prd21:_ta_RILP
affective Apache Coeipr is iv Care Cnr. our
for a _prant which viU,J21Lillahaing toware
Time and miner elpended at this level should pr

of vhieh the ultbmate goal will be achieved.

redid foundation for_ an
Id immedi3te ne _

ch (1E (41]L_MELLE.,
d as excellent base out

OE'1ectvea of a n1onnttnrartt. The objectives for this planning

pos21 are the fola 7113:



(I-cute a qualified director of planni e, with office support,

,Alo will work wiLh the at6ering committee and consultants in

studying Apache alcohol abuse and developing an &oche Cotptc-

iien Care Centor.

2. Identify the var Mies contribt :ing to Aneche alcohol abuse

aad C:esi a a treatment plan which will connteract rho con

butors.

Pro;ide train in ond ti.ld trips for steering c,moittee member

Ar)11 tribal_ leaders to tin )(Oily heni in unmertaildiug

e;Ancs, treatmLet and pyovention so that they triLl make inform d

decisi-ms in onzoing plannSsig.,

Identify amd secure the survicos of 1,!cy consultants. Consultants

1a bc odo up of contract personnel] and also agency exports

o could be uttlized without direct cost to the program.

5. Develop iorking plans for coordination of funds and services

via on-reservation agencies and Interested groups such as

Elk, USPHS, DEO, etc.

Study the most efficient utilization of skill center

end determine remodeling and e:cpcncion needs.

cili

7. Detail personnel needs which will exist if center plans are

implemented. Design presorv-ice training programs for persons

interested in employment at the center. (It is estimated that

the work'force of 30-100 will required when the pInn is imple-

mented). Establish a skills ban'k of potential employees.

Make plans to provide input from the target co= nities

respect to programs, remodeling, etc. Since the idea vas

conceived by the,poople, it is essential that they be allowed

to continue to make it their center.

Explore and make contact with other funding and income sourccs.

Develop and submit program proposals. Invite interested pernons

and groups to tour the center to get "the feel" of what is

developing. (The total budget requirement is expected to be

in the area for $L,OCO,000 for the first year of full operation).

Develop or encourage the d velopment of industries wtich would

provide employment for per o 2 involved in occupational therapy.

IL. Develop relevant training programs for clients out of which

persons graduated might seok.meaningful employment both on and

off the reservation.

12. Establish liaison ith adjacent non-reservation commun
so that Indians picked up on drunk charges could be treated

at the Center.

By the end of the planning stage he -early to implement piens,

w-ith counitced fm.mds, for an Apache comprehensive Care Canter

to be heused at the Job Corp Center in.San Carlos.

PHS .39P
Roy. 249
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R. 2-67

AAvantnqn of a. planntqjjr.int. The printiry advantics of securthg an

immdigte planning grant eloae: (1)"basic research (2) comprehensive

p1annla2, (3) rcoource identification, (4) coordination of e:.:istins services,

(5) pcoviclioa for a centrali:led office aad personnel to "carry the ball",

(6) training for.steering canmittee and tribal leaders so that decisions

can be hnst made, (7) development of a shills bank of trainod and interested

personnel.

Implcmcn-ntion of an Apehe _ben Center wciuld hrinç
nr,10 oduantatces. k\Jus c tae

A u,.!.. understandlng of the causes of Apnche alroholls, how

it lc; reinforcod, aild how it can be prevented or treated. This

to the -recovery and rehabilitation of our people.

iti c'ntiCin into tbic spiraling personal and family casualties

assaciated with alcoholism and problem drincing.

Job opportunities for many reservation Indians, along with

appropriate presCEVCQ or inservice training.

E nanic gain due to new irtdustricc attracted by tho labor

pool created bv the Center.

Atuicul_ rsl ga out of garden therapy prog ,.ms at

tt.e center. Clieato learning to grow vegetables and fruits

coulil carry this to their homes where total families could

benefit recreationally, nutritionally, and economically.

A. significant r
psyolliatrio act
alcohol related ditress on the reservations served.

of police, medical, welfare, and

. due to the lessened incidence of

IXATIGN

Evaluation of the plauiin phase can easily be made in terms of

whether or not tilO thirteen _LI objectives of the grant have been acbicv

If all objectives arc met aili C center is established, the planning grant

will have been highly successful. If only the rosearch and training aspecto

of the proposal are satisfied, the grant will still have produced goad

results in terms of a more informed and efficient operation in current

facilities. A year's focus an Apache alcoholism is bound to result in

numerous onoing benefits.

10 2
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The Aache Youth Movement

The Apache Youth Movement is a strong creative org-

an :zation for adolescents, which places a primary erm,hasis on developing

interests inpschool achievement through high school. All Apache youth

must attend high school off the reservation in public school settings where

discr ination has been a bitter experience for many. The Apache Youth

Movement seeks to reward school attendance and achievement in a variety

of ways. One is a party held monthly for all with a C avera. e or better.

Those falling below C average are tutor d by those with better grades

in hopes of becoming eligible for the next affair. Bo:h those receiving

and those giving tutorin g are paid n minal, sums, with a higher amount going

to the tutors. This group also has recreational projects and participates

through its representatives in many community meetings and activities. The

Mental Health staff has been active in the consultant role from the be

ning of this progrsm1 assisting in gr t and proposal development and

consultant to the leadership.

g. Other Activities of IHS Mental Health Staff at San C rlos

There are close working relationships also with the Community

Health Representatives, the Community Action Office, the various welfare agencies,

both federal (BIA) state d with the school cou-s elors and chur h leaders

on the __ ervation. Th- beginnings of a tribal businessmen rogram

is available as for the first time Apache indi iduals are seeing not

only the need but also the possibility of providing the necessary

ser-ices of newspaper, insurance, _ d possibly even stores and funeral

parlor oper tions themselves. This is s mething which is just beginning,

10 1



but should contribute to the development or pride in both lndtvldual and

tribal identity a3 it slowly builds,

To co flr4ult1flp : to the . and being available to all partc of

the reservation, Dr. Hanna is seen s a facilitator, but not as someone

who takes over and operates a project. There is always some erhiva1ence

about this in any Indian rorai, but It ould seem from obsewation that

both he and the Apache eoie with whom he iorks are derelojng a working

definit on of "consultant" which coincides with this concept. The fact

that in public meetings there is eressed a need for a !ertl Health

Technician in more of the co,numities of the reservation seems to be an

indication of the success of this

and consultation in forms which c

in DrovidIn b th clinical servIces

utilized and which have not fostered

dependency. The suort and close wrk1n / -lati hips of 0 er IHS

staff help to make this possible.

Illustrative of the in which the "ler al Health staff are seen

by the total community was the reaction to an error by ano

service. As ra t of a campaign to cont--1 the sitic screw worm,

which is a 41y larvae, cartons of sterile male flies were being drooed

over the reservatIon at the time of a sIte visit for this project. Either

due to wind shifts or pilot error, some of these cartons fell on or near

the dweii1ns of several Anache comraunjties. Rumors and fears of distorted

nature, some of which t -tified to the efficacy of the health edtcator's

campaigns on sanitation, %were rampant It was considered as a matter of

that the Ment 1 H- lth staff should be included in the coniunity
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leaders' meetings to calm the population that was reacting to the "bombing"

and to nerot1ate with the other federal agency involved for better Planning

and information disemnatioi1 .

Contact with out ources at the state ana national level is also

considered part of the Mental Health st f's function. Out of these has

ies of recommendations to other IHS Mental Health 1'17- con-

cerning the reDort1n g consultation activities, and alsoaanf

discussions of consultation techniques at training sessions and nat

me tings.

3. Salt RIver Fa4tarjcoDa

On the outskirts of Phoenix, and practically surrounded by

the metroPolitan development of the city and its suburbs, is a smaller

group of Pima,Maricopa on what is known us the Salt Favor PARprvntinn, This

reservation utilizes the facilities of the Phoenix Indian Medical Center

and does not have its own Mental Health Progran and staff. However, Carl

Hamersch1e, M.D. consults wIth its leaders and is available to that

communIty as he is to several others as part of hIs PIMC duties.

F. Pima-Maricopa Reservation, Sacaton, Arizona

Thia reservation lies south f PhoeniX, about 5

about midway between Phoenix and Thcsoa, Arzona . It has an overall

extent of about 350,000 acres, about 10,000 people. The western

portion, with a numbe, of the Marjcopa tribe, is served directly by the

Phoenix Indian M dical Center. The rest of the reservation is served

by the IHS hos_ital at Sacaton, which estimates that its on- ation
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population is about 6,000, while another 4-6,000 Indian people not liv ng

on the reservation present themselves to it for health servicen These may

be off-re3ervation Indians or Indians from r the'other Ar4zona reser

vations who Prefer to come to Sacaton rather than use the larger urban

faciliti

The G

Cities program which is serving to concentrate feder_l funds and to coor-

dinate program devc_ pment an d nlanning in many.fields under tribal leader-

Tucson.

River,is uniaue anon ri in having a very active

ship rather than in ented manner among the various agencies. In

1973-74 they were actively establishing a tribal health program and recruit .

ing for a director whose first task would be to coordinate existing services,

especially those which are presently non-federally operated such as the

Alcoholism program, CAP servIces, and the CHR progran and services in the

youth homes for re-delinquent, neglected, alld abused children. IHS and

BIA, as well as st t- welfare and social services amd IHS Mental Health,

seemed logical extensions of this plan, as did same coordination of th

programs in the three types of school systems serving the reservation:

BIA, Public and Par chial schools at both elementary and high school levels.

Formerly the Pima were an egricultural people with a well.developed

irrigation and farming complex. Shortly

lished, reclamation projects for othe

r the reservation was estab-

te closed off the

water supply for the Pima irrIgation system, although the remains of Its

canals and other- -parts of it can be seen as one travels across the dry

d des t-like countryside. However, even though this short sighted
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policy aborted economic Independence for the P manner consistent

with planning on other reserve ions tribally operated farms, usinR mainly

ming techniques, nre zAill being

sidents of the reser

ftc tage of

find employment off the reservation, or

in federally supported prograis on the reservation.

Awareness of the framentarv nature of tribal tradition and knowlede

and the need to preserve

Pima are beginning to be a thread for tribal action and plannln. The

Tribal Cultural Center affords an oportunity for display and sale of Pima

ch the language myths and hist _, the

baskets and other craft articles, and provid--

to organi.,e some of these activIties.

In 1968 a brief description of the mental health needs of the Sacata

Service Unit was drawn up and is quoted below:

round which

The main clinical and field health Personnel ns are that many
Indian families live under social, economic and cultural conditions
that foster personal deprivation, individual ma adjustment and, in gen-
eral, poor mental and physical health. The severity of the problem is
manifested in the high rates of violent deaths, accidents, injuries
suicides, suicide attempts, family disorganization and alcoholism. Et

is felt that although changes in environmental conditions, Joh oppor-
tunities and education may help stabilize this group of peomle, experi-
ence has shown that often those offered the greatest orportunity to
achieve need the most professional help in handling their internal
stress.

M inly through the worac of the OIls River Comrrthensive Health C m-
mittee, significant progress has been made on the reservation in bring-
ing about increased lay and Professional recognition of the existence
of mental health problems aad in heightening the sense of social
responsibility for these problems. To date, the main effort of the

service unit in the area of mental health has been direct treatment
services or referral of patients to contract or State care. Prevent ve

measure's coupled with aronotion of mental health have received little
attention at the present time.
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There are hr e pat ents presently hospitalized a Asiz na State Hos-
and four were hospitalized during calendar -yes.r 1966 for mental

disorders. There are 27 natients suffering ft-om chronic psychosis in
nursing homes.

Like cost of the service units, Sacaton 1.4 actve1y involved in case-
finding evaluating and supervising mesitay tar-ded children. In sone
instances, medical staff recommend placement. Nine Vatients are pres-
ently at the Valley of the Sum School and eigh-t are st Arizona Children s
Colony. In addition, 22 other mentally r etatded -persons are known laze
this service unit. Sone of these children are only wildly retarded and
do not require inst tutionalizat ion,

Intabuse therapy in the treatment of alcoholic patients was begun in
the first part of February 1967. This adclitiorial treatment procedure
is but one aspect of the comPrehensive aloe:alma -treatment program
-which will combine DUI efforts with those cri tre Tribal Community Action
Program (Alcoholism Prevention and Treatment Center staff, in particular
'This center began operation on Auglist 29 1966 3.4ith 0. professional social
-worker as director and two indigenous persons es aides. In F./. 1966,
29 persons vere hospitalized for a period of II-41 days due to tbe effects
of alcohol. Of these, 14 wez-e admitted for 4e3.trivn tremens and one
for- alcoholic hallucinosis. In the sane riscal relr, 59 outpatients vere
-treated for accidents due to drinking, anci 25 cutpetiente were treat
ror auto accidents in which alcoho3. anneared tem be a. factor,

.A word atout homicide and suicide: In 1966 , tVo suicides and one horn
cide occurred. Thirteen patient s attempted sUleide, Violent Death
in F.1. 1966, 21 out of 70 deaths were associseted yith violence,
suicide, honicide or accident,

_As or 1973 the Mental Health and Soda rvies r cial1 v

=lamed. under Mi hael Speshak, an wc- Army Worleer who has been

at Sacaton for at least 6 years. Mr. Speshek devotes st of Ms tine to
administ rative work and liai on with the IRS hosptti viere be attends

Grand. R unds and exchanges referral information witti th various dep rt-

ruent s is a firm supporter of the Mentftl Health TeclinLcian program,

oLting t1e many years of success with this use of rapofessicnal per-

sonnel that has teen the US Array experience with the enlisted specialist.

As he sees it the erital Health Te chn icians when they he bce trained
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becom- the eyes, ear and legs of the professional who is unable

to move as freely about the covnitr or to be as acceptable in the -tit-

cultures it present

A psychologist, Ronald Teed,Ph.D. has leen full-time at Sacaton

since 19T2, following a number of years as a part-time consultstt. Dr.

Teed sad Mr. Speshak axe both involved in crisis intervention sad have

comprehensive case loads of m inly adult ients. The role of t -ditional

psychological testing is only filled when testi g is needed either by IRS

or another agency with whom oint planting for a particular patient 1.

being carriec.I out. Dr. Teed spends another major t me comnitnent in tbe

training or preceptoxship of Mental Ilealth 'Technicians .- not only

tb ad staff, but also Tribal Mental Health Technicians vho al eadv

ha e recta ed same basic training at the Desert Willow Trainizg Center

and are into the on-the-Job experience le 2 of their tvo-or sx training

period. Most of these technicians axe also engved in some scaderd- work

and will kA degree through the training program. Hoveve the

OiA positions of this type which he anticipated supervising it NES have

not matarialiLed. because of budget crutches sir-- he came aboard as a

full-time staff member, Con quently, both he and Mr. Sveshalc f el sone

tstratcn in attempting to reconcile the work that they are actually

doing vith what had been trojected,

Ttere has bi n a long enough established pattern of service avail-

ability tb-t conside able demand for clinical service has built we, along

with communi y and t ibel acceptance of the theraveutic role to a. degree
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Dot always found in reservaticri nopulatioris. Some of this is d -ectly

ttributable to the fact that both professionals have leen available apnger

then the usual two year turn-over period expected. in IES, and therefore

have gained, the confidence of the Pima population, The success vith which

they have rendered services is also a factor in the growing "demand" by

both individuals and agencies for more helm, sooner, and oftener than it

the mast, .

Same of this clinical load is also -arried by a pa ime psych atrist vho

sees patients in the outpatient clinic on a regular, twice a.month schedule. Sanfo

Meyer, M.D., from Phoenix also serves the Indian population as one of the staff

Canelhack Sanita Lint a private hospital to which Phoenix Indian Medical Center

refers its psychiatric inpatients. This provides same continuity of care for

Pima patients who require inpatient treatment

The Service Unit Director and the professional Met al Health and Social

Services staff share a common view ef the desirability of commrehensive

program development with about an eoual emphasIs on preventive and mrative

services. However, with the cl nical direct services load so great, they

have not teen able to implement the pre entive Programs to the extent that

they feel would be desIrable. Accidents are the leading cause of death

on the reseriatIon, and there were about 60 suicide attempts with only

4 deaths during 1972-73. The reservation has one of the highest rates of

Diabetes in the country, and possibly in the wmrld. There are more Persons

40 and over hospitalized for complications of DIabetes than there are

children born in the IHS facility each year. These Pressures for immed-
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e direct service, together with the consultation and t aining programs

for other tribal grouts, mrevent time being freed un for evaluative and.

preventative mental health activities.

Fo tnstance, preventive trogramning and br ad conznitatlon acttvlties

nearly aLiiays given a lower priorIty than dealing with suicide attempts,

threats of h icicle or arson, and serIous marital crises.

It was anticipated that Dr. Teed's work would be cccerxed with com-

munity consultation, and With the training of a cadre of Mental Health

Technicians minimum of 6 was pianiied,. Since funding troblems hare

sulted In reducing the number of available Mental Health Technicians

in 1973-74, the omlzr one available also served as clerk secretary. A

nd was cciriencing training in the 'beginning acadenic year. The result

kept Dr. Teed tied to clinical work rather than permitting rthi as much

community coordination and consultation as he had pursued ma a mart-time

basis.

In 1974-75 further reductions in bud.et changed the staffing pattern

still further, _educing Dr. Teed to one nourth time and nor a brief period

there was no psychiatric consultation. Meanwhile, by- turning to Tther resources

the tribe 'began dev loping its own inter-agency traini g programs. This will

eventually Increase the pool of able Mental Health TechnIcian appaicants so

that at some point, if budget permits, a return to original plans may be

possble1 owel, the 1HS Mental Health Program as such seem to be deeply

depressed wad in danger of collatse.
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G. Co --ado River Tribes

In westet Arizona, along the California border, there are

several reservations such as the Yuma and the Mohave which have relatively

sparse populations, and are served from Tort Yuma or Parker, Arizona.

Many of the Indian residents live on the California side of the river, and

all ar_ fairly similar to the liaricopa Pima and Tago In. their cultural

traditions. A:few Hopi and Navajo mig-ated to this region in the late

1920's. Mental health services have been slover to develop on these

reservations, p--tly due to tht small numbers, and partly Cue to their

distan'e from other resources The Havasupai, living at ale bottom of

the we5tci reaches of the Grand Canyon and served by the Ilealth Center

at Peach Spr ngs, also belong in this group.

1. Service Unit Prcgr

In 19,68 the report of the needs and services available was

suarized for Nental Health as foll

Colorado River Service Unit Parker Arizona (includes Riverside,
Californaa Indian School Health Center and Peach Springs Health
Center)

The magnitude-of mental health problems is not adequately reflected im
our data collection system. At Parker acute and chromic alcoholism is a
significant problem =reservations, accounting for accidents, arrescs,
broken families, loss of job, nutritional and liver deficiencies. Records
of arrest do not show an increase of young people involved; however, the
morbidity in young people under the influence of alcohol seems to be In-

creasing. Mantel health services in general are inadequate. Since Parker
has no social worker, patients are sent to Phoenix for social and
psychiatric avaluntions. AA programs have been attempted on several
occasions to date by non-Indiams from the Parker community but these
have generally been unsuccessful. There seems to be a'strong need for
good =immunity organization to gain support for any mental health program.



A sLmilar situation ex -ts at Peach Springs. Alcoholism, de re sive
neurosis wnd character disorders represent the three most important men-
tal health problems existing with the unit. A general review of charts
reveals that probably 50% of the overall population, including teenagers,
have definite drinking problems. Probably 90% of the population over
25 years of age fell in this category. Mere is a BIA social worker
aSsigned to the Feach Springs area but, headway is slow in finding solu-

tions to these problems. Throughout the year several suiCide attempts
occur, usually surrounding situational depression.

Probably less than 10 out of 300 known problem drinkers receive any
form of counseling. Probably out of 20 to 25 people with mental ill-
ness, with the exception of alcoholism, only a very few receive any
type of psychasocial follow-up. About 75% receive initial psyohosocial
evaluation but, due to the greet distance necessary to be traveled in
order to obtain farther psychiatric help, fey people avail themselves
of such services. Due to the overall socio-economic conditions 'present
within the community, Probably 25 children can be considered as seri-

ously disturbed. At present there are approximately 15 mentally re-
tarded individuals within the community and of these 30%.received
diagnostic evaluation, treatment and rehabilitation at the Fealth Center.

CotnrnunLty lducation workshops are planned by the health staff for
F.Y. 1969, mimed at adult and teenage groups ia an effort to provide
general education ia relation to the field of mental health. Negotia-

tions are underway to utilize State Mental Health Clinics it Prescott

wad Flaggstaff. Although these clinics are still quite a distance from
Peach Springs, they are far more accessible than Phoenix. A mall num-
ber of selected Problem drinkers are seen regularly at the lealth Center

for supportive therapy end often Disulfiram.

Shaman Institute at Riverside, CalIfornia, is served administratively
by the Colorado River Service Unit, mental health services are still in
the developing stage. Dr. D.G. ZapPella, Psychiatrist for Tri-City
Mental Health Authority, Pomona, California, is providing consultation
wad assistance to the BIA and DIE personnel who are concerned with the

general health and welfare of the students at Sherman Institute. Dr.

Zappella's services are available two days per month. In addition, this

year Mr. Paul Gedansky, Psychologist, has been contracted to provide

counseling and psychological testing services to the school, Tor students

having acute msychiatric problems needing psychiatric hospitalization,

care is provided by Dr. John F. McMullin, Psychiatrist, Riverside General

Hospital,
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Inservice traiting has been arranged through 59-10 funds to the counsel-
ing staff by Drs. Brockman and Bates of California State College. The
overall result has been quite good in terms of improved staff morale aeG
imDrovement of services to the students. Mach wor1 needs to be done a0,
Droposals have been sent for funding a bona fide mental health team, in-
cluding one half-time Psychiatrist, one full-time Psychologist, one full-
time Psychiatric Social Worker, and supporting.clerical staff.

A Mental Health workshop is planned for August 1968, and plans are to
develop these into Area-wide School Mental Health workshops to be held
at 'Various Indian Boarding Schools three times a year.

a Se vice Unit

Although mental illness has a Q value* 0f 119 and mortality* of ?LT for
fiscal year 1965, these problems affect a considerable portion of the
families serviced by the Fort Yuma Service Unit, Morbidity, as seen
on a day-to-day basis it the clinics, is considers:fly higher than the
figures indicate. The service unit staff maumerate the following factors
contributing to Door mental health on this reservation:

1. Long history of family deterioration, with emotional, cultural,
and economic deprivation of children.

2. Little opPortunity for youths and young adults to gradually
assume adult responsibility.
Lack of slcills and opportunities for satisfying work.
Frequent stresses or crises with which family members are un-
able to cope (e.g., much violence, alcoholism, severe in-
juries, extended incarceration,. etc.). The general low standard
of living, lack of utilization of prenatal and well-babY fa-
cilities, and poor nutrition also contribute to this problem.

Individuals are selectively referred to the contract psychiatric con-
sultant in Phoenix as needed. Some referrals are made to the Imperial
County visiting psychiatrist when indicated. X guidance and counseling
component has been operating under the Ft. Yuma Cammunity Action Pro-
grams for several years to assist Indian students with school problems.
The PHS Community Health Education Specialist who also is a social
worker.has, on referral, provided social casework counseling to a num-
ber of rndian beneficiaries when indicated in regard to mental health
problems,

A State Mental Health Clinic is currently in o eration as a cooperative
effort of the Yuma community. It is hoped that this will develop into
a useful resource for the reservation residents,

The general feeling of the DIH staff at Ft. Yuma and the Tribal leaders
is that the ultimate answer to much of the mental health concerns ap-
pears to be in the gradual improvement of living standards and education
of the beneficiary population.

VOTE: These are not standard epidemiological terms and the contract staff
has not been able to secure a translation of them. CLA & MB
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A small-scale but expanding alcoholism rehabilitation program sponsored
by the Ft. Yuma Community-Action Program, with technical advice and as-
sistance of the PHS Staff and its facilities, has been in operation over
a year. This voluntary alcoholic rehabilitation work troject is still
awaiting 0E0 funding. PHS participation has loeen in planniag the pro-
gram, medical evaluation, treatment, and supervision of participants,
and selective administration of antabuse. The PHS Community Education
Specialist is one of four local professionals who assist in the capacity
of counselor to the participants. The project evolved from the Ft. Yuma
Council on Alcoholism alhich is composed of representatives of PHS, CAP
Tribal representativesm and Methodist and Catholic Clergy.

It is aot clear how the programs at Parker and Fort Yuzna have evolved

since this early report. Ir ne Sharkey of Fort Yuma _was recruited and train

as a Mental Health Techniciaa in 1971, and a local psychiatric consultant has

been utilized on a contract basis for both Service Units. The Health Center

at Peach Springs which is gr uped with these administratively, contracts with

the Mohave Mental Health Ceater at Kinan, Arizona for Mental Health services.

There were indications 974 of increasing interest in evolving a regional

Mental Health Program for far western A izona and eastern California, both

among t ibal representativea and in some IHS discussions. However, nothing

tangible was reported during the development of this report,

2. Sherman SIA Indian School -- Riverside, California

Since 1970 a full-time consultant in mental. health has

been provided to Sherman Indian School in Riverside, California. This program

se MA to have strong adminiatrative support from the BEA staff and is able

to provide individual and group therapy for students and inservice training

meetings with staff. However, no detailed reports on the program were made

availab Hence it was no t possible to compare this program with other

IA school settings.
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City of Phoenix

The hub for all of these jrograrns is not only the Area Offi e

but also th.e Phoenix Indian Medical Center. Ns, Marjorie Myren is Chief of

the. Area Office Mental Health flogrms, as vas describe& earlier. She functiOns

not only in an administrative relationship but as a consult t on. program

development to all the Mental Health consultants and contract staff. Daniel

Brown, a psychologist, and other supportive staff also function in program

planning and. development and as resource personnel for the Service Unit level

programs.

Wtth n a short distance of the Area Office are both the phoenix Indian

School, and the Phoenix Indian Medical Center rge specialty hospital.

Both have acttve mental health programs and staff. The outlines of activitieE

at the Pho Service Unit level dravn up in 1966 are quoted belov.
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For a number of years the Phoenix Service Unit has had a phase pro-
gram in care, management and prevention of mental illness. First
phase, hospitalization is provided for the acutely mentally ill and
the alcoholic who is in physical or mental difficulty. The choice of
hospital is determined on an individual basis. Camelback Hospital, a
private psychiatric hospital, is used usually tor those patients who
have no record of Previous psychiatric hospitalization, or who have been
hospitalized but are not considered chronically disturbed. It is
through the Phoenix Service Unit that all of the other service units
in the Area arrange for psychiatric evaluations and hospitalization.

A DIN contract psychiatrist, usually Dr. Otto L. Bendheim or Dr. James
M. Kilgore, Jr., provides direct service and consultation. Throughout
this phase of care, PHS staff continue to give social service, public
health nursing, medical and surgical supervision and to work with the
family and community. The Area Psychiatrist:is also available on an
emergency basis time permitting, for evaluation on an in- or out-
patient basis.

The second phase is the outpatient mental hyg ene clinic which utilizes

time purchased by DTI! from a_Priva e psychiatrist. Sixteen hours a
week are purchased in block time from Dr. Kilgore and about five or six
hours of this tine is spent at the Phoenix Indian Boarding School. For-

merly, one hour a month was directed to consultation with the school ad-
ministrative staff, and one hour a week in group sessions with the school
staff involved in the care and discipline of students. However, this
year a School Mental Health Committee has been organized and is currently
intensely engaged in revamping the entire mental health program of the
school. Plans involve establishment of a full mental health team, in-
service training of all school staff and curriculum changes in keeping
with the special needs of the Indian students.

The Deputy Director of Social Service and two graduate students in Social
Service administration continue to work with Dr. Kilgore to increase the
number of students given service. The major goal of this program is to
enable disturbed students to remain in school and mature.

The other 12 hours a week are devoted to psychiatric consulta ion and
psychotherapy to individuals and families. The referrals are made by
a physician through the Social Service Department. The Social Service
staff has responsibility for the develomment of social history and ab-
straction of medical facts significant to the ease, to orient the pa-
tient to the service offered, and to help minimize all Problems involved
with families and community. The 16 hours mentioned above and all the

preparation and follow-up is called Family Clinic.
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The third phase of the mental health program is etill not a clearly de .

fined component but through mmtual understanding and Improved communi-

cations and meaningful intervention, the physician, social workers and

public health nurses become aware of the emotionally disturbed patients

and provide supportive therapy on a structured or crisis basis. Many

of these patients have been mentally ill and in time of crisis psychi-

atric consultation is obtained. For example, monthly meetings (called

Problem family conferences) of the pediatric staff with the social

workers, public health nurses or area psychiatrist are an effort to

better understand certain familiee and to coordinate efforts to nein

families resolve problems.

The fourth phase of the mental health program is the superNision, con-

sultation and management of chronic mentally ill patients Yho are in

the community or'in nursing homes, When the patient is in the home,

efforts are made to prevent further breakdown of family life and to

gain understanding and acceptance of the patient. During the past

year the area psychiatrist, health educator and field health officer

have been working closely with the Salt River Tribal Health Committee

in organizing a community mental health program.

In terms of the problems of mentaa retardation, a cooperative pr gram

with the pediatric staff has been started which nocuses on early iden-

tification of the mentally retarded child and realistic ',lamming with

the family. This is a cooperative venture with BIA andthe county

welfare department. The greatest number of referrals for psychological

testing, pediatric evaluation and social service consultation on the

trainable children come from the schools and the Eead Start program.

Psychological testing is provided by the DIK contract program.

Acute and chronic alcoholics are pro-vide& with hospitalization and

medical supervision as an integral part of a comprehensive medical pro-

gram. Casework services, referrals for vocational rehabilitation and

Alcoholics Anonymous are utilizedwhen indicated. A comMumity-based

alcohol program has not as yet cone'intc existence.

1. Phoenix Indian Medical Center

From these beginnings, with collaboration of the Social Service

Branch, a full-time outpatient program has been developed at the Phoenix Indian

Medical Center with a staff of two social -workers and a psychi trist. These

see referrals from IHS physicians withtn the hospital as well as Indian

persons who present themselves frcm the Ph _nix metropolit

who e referred in from outlying reseryatioris. They also handle much
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ontact work around nursing home placements and other special

programs for Indians living at a dIstance, and help coordinate these activ-

ities with the on-reservation staffs.

There is some planning being projected toward the development of an

inpatient facility for psychiatric hospitalization within the IHS hospital.

However, at the present time both the state hospital systems and a private

psychiatric hospital (Camelbadk) are used where hospitalizatton is needed.

This has worked out farily well, particularly for verbally acculturated

Indian persons or where short term hospitalizations are indicated. Longer

term commitments sometimes pose problems, and for some Chronic psychotics

a nursing home placement with ps chiatric consultation still seems the

best solution.

2. Phoenix IndIan School

Dr. Carl Hanmerschlag spends half-time in the Phoenix

Indian School, seeing individual students, conducting group therapy sessions,

and working with staff and faculty. Ha also supervises the work of a

number of gradu te students in counseling who extend the range of services

available to the school. The other half of his time is divided between the

Phoenix Indian Medical Center clinic and consultation to tribal and Service

Unit programs where he emphasizes community program development rather than

merely delivering direct clinical services. However, he is available

to IHS Mental Health staff to consult over problems of patient diagnosis

and thereapy as is Dr. Thomas Bittaker, a ull-tium IRS psyChiatrist in

the Phoenix Medical Center.
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From his entry into the IHS Mental Health Program i.n the Phoeni): Area

1970, Carl Hammerschlag, M.D. has spent a sIgnifIcant Portion of his time

rking with the students atd staff of the BIA School at Phoenix. This is

one of the older well-established schools, and Its subtle influence on the

developing city is noted by observing that what is now a main traffic artery

is called Indian School Road.

The Phoenix Indian School provides a bas c suite of offIces for Dr.

Hammerschlag from which he sees students and staff, d also super ises

interns in psychology fram nearby graduate academic programs.

Much of Dr. Hammerschlag work in the school setting has focused on

group work with students and application of-systems theory principles t

analysis of the school and the BIA setting. Au well, he uses similar aWroaahes

to demystify stereotypes concerning Amertcanlndian personal -interactioms.

Dr. Haznznerschlag has presented a numberofpapers at professional meetings

on these subjects, among them are the following: Indian Education: Human

Systems Analysis " by Hammerschlag Alderfer, Berg; (Gr up Hel_ ion and

EXpression of Aggression,11 by Alderfer, Humnerschlag Berg Fi h "Identity

Groups with American Indian Adolescents," Hammers hlag;,".'T' Groups with

American Indian Adolescents'," Hammerschleg.

3. Dr. Hammerschlag as Consultant to Service Uni

In addition to these more formal presentations Dr. Hammers Illag

has organized panels of Indian paraprofessionals and tribal youth who have

presented their problems aad points of view at national meetings of both

the American Psychiatric Association and the American Orthopsychiatric Assoc-.

iation. He has asstmied leadership of a,study group on issues relevant to
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social prob e s composed of members of the American Or o-

psychiatric A_ ociation.

These activities ing tribal-personnel seen to grow na urally out

of Dr. Hammerschlag's i.terest in youth, both in the Phoenix School and in

its recent graduates as they enter into further training or return to their

reservations. He combines the school activities with, an active part-tine

assignment as consultant to a number of Service Units and tribes wtthlm falLT

close travel distance of Phoenix. The emphasis of these consultations appe rs

to be less of a clinical nature than in cornmunty og zation and preventative

programs.

From time to time, however, he is withdrawn frcra travelling consultation

to the Phoenix Medical Center, wbich has an eve ex ding rograni. nere

his role is more clinical in mature, but his first hand knowledge of the

situations "back home" on many reservations, as well as his acquaintance with

personalities and agency reactirces, are often usefUl.

4. Relationships vith the Phoenix Area Cffice

As was described earlier, the Phoenix Area Offices axe entirelT

administrative and are physically separated fron bOth the Phoenix Indiam Medical

Center and the Phoenix Indian School. Dr. Bittaker and his staff, and. Dr.

Hainmerschlag and his activitIes, offer separate service delivery mrograns in

a quite autonomous fashion. Their proximity to the Area Office ices alloy

easier access and more freouent interaction than cam be arrsned for staff

in the outlying ServIce UnIts with whom they are equated i -ati ta.bles.

Perhaps because of thi_ and perhaps because the institutions in vhich they a

located serve populations from manT parts of the Area, both are considered by

any persons, within and outside of IHS, as reoresentatives and auxillieri

of the Area Office, 122
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UMMARY -- PHOENIX AREA

A. Problems Yet to be Solved

1. Th- staff at the local level all spread much too

thin to perform adequate cervices of both a clinical and consultative

On larger reservations one or two Mental Health Technicians is not sufficient

to provide coverage of all the vi lages scattered over many square miles,

and the professional staff are not able to travel and still be available

for clinic appointments and consultations to focal agencies and tribal

officials.

e of the Phoenix profe sional staff seems particularly

able to elicit the gestures towa d self-determined ope _tions and

defiance of federal paternalism- but lacks the ability to provide long

support either within IRS or at the tribal level. This tends to

abo t the development of the necessary training, skills, and growth experiences

to turn these gestures into realistic local control. There is danger that

on occasion defiance of the "parental authorities may backfire and leave

local Indian populations more discouraged than ever if their ventures are

not successful. A balance is needed, tipped toward local control, but

with sufficient loading to prevent runaway escalations and oscillations.

3. The closedness of IRS and other federal agency staffs in their

soeal and workaday activities may be accepted by most Indian populatio

but it cuts the Mental Health professional staff off from a true sense

of dhe culture and life of the people they are serving. Too heavy reliance

on paraprofessional staff to make the bridges between professionals and

clientele is not always fair or effective. Particularly, the laa of
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adequate housing and amenitic3 that would make it poss ble for famIlies

of professionals to live on the reservation, together with the attractive-

ness of commuting from larger cities d suburbs, combine to keep IHS staff

olat d. This tends to make Mental Health staff more removed from the

tribal communities and less intimately familiar with local resources than

may be de irable. This characteristic is found in many IHS Areas but

pronounced in the Arizona settings of the Phoenix Area, with the possible

exception of the San Carlos Apache Reservation.

4. A real need for direct clInIcal services in addition to consulta-

tion often creates confl cts since staff has largely been selected with

consultative and administrative skills as a priority. Achieving a balance

becomes something to be attained over time.

5. The vnst distances involved are a factor in the development and

staffing of programs. Those programs closest to Phoenix seem to operate

with more support and access to consultation within IHS, while those at a

greater distance seem to have a smaller pe centage of professional personnel

and less on-the-spot consultation and administrative guidance. The Area

Chief does visit all the Service Units, but those at dIstant and inaces-

sible points are in contact relatively infrequently. Area-wide planning

and training sessions have not been a frequent occurrence in recent years.

6. The budget seems to be bent and stretched to fit rather than being

planned with needs and priorities in mind and then shaped to accomplish

them. This i s endemic to all IHS Areas but seems particularly evident ia

the Phoenix Area since there are many more goals and objectives and desired

programq than are implemented.
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Accomplishments

1. A full-time administrative Olaf, rather than one that

divides energies and attentions between Area administration and clinical

service delivery.

2. Each of the large reserve ions has a nucleus of a Mental Health

Program, either based within IHS or with an IHS contribution of funds to

staff based in tribal and state agencies.

3. Program development and planning with other IHS branches at the

Area Office level seemm tO proceed -ell and with more cordiality than in

most Area Offices.

4. At the Service Unit level the SUD's seem to be able to speak

highly of the programs and to include them object vely in their reports an

thinking.

5. Consult- t fees on a parity with medical specialist fees have been

established for Medicine Men and traditional healers where these persons

can _e locally identified --d in those instances where clien ele of IHS

Mental Health Programs desire to utilize them.

6. Training programs have been established and supported at Desert

Willow Training Center so that most if not all Mental Health Technicians

will be able to achieve an Associate of Arts degree through Arizona

institutions. Specialized field experiences tailor-made to suit the needs

of both the tribes and the.students have also been established. Area staff

participate not only as preceptors but also in teaching some of the

didactic material.
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7. The Area Chief has a sense of responsibility for training that

extends beyond the Desert Willow Training Center to include inservice

opportunities at all levels of staffing. There is also support for active

involvement in community and inter-agency consultation and education

activities.

8. A decentralized program seems to be achieved, with administrative

and professional consultation made available without sacrificing local

autonomy.



VII. THE TUCSON SUB-AREA

Tucson is the second largest city in Arizona and the faste

growing metropolitan area in that state. Located in South central

Arizona, it has a long history of association with the Spanish and

Mexican explorers and settlers, for whom its surrounding mountai

formed a natural stopping place punctuating the Sonoran deserts. To

the west of Tucson lies the Papago Reservation, covering an expanse

equal in size to the state of Connecticut, and served by an IHS Hospital

at Sells. There are a couple of additional pockets of Papago land and

population near Tucson itself, and on one of these surrounding San

Xavier Mission are located the offices of the IHS Office of Research

and Development, with its associated Desert Willow Training Ce ter.

This Papago Reservation complex is the site of innovative

service delivery techniques and systematic efforts to combine tribal

traditions and space age tedhnology in the solution of rural health

problems. Because of its unique characteristics it has only liaison

and neighborly relationships with the Phoenix Area and is administered

as a separate entity sometimes designated as the Tucson Sub-Area.

The Papago Reservation and its culture are well described in

a report prepared by the Papago Planning Department.
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A. Description of Papago Reservat on

Reservation, Terrain and People

The Papago reservation lands lie in the Sonoran Desert and consist
of wide arid valleye and plains interspersed with mountain ranges which
rise abruptly from the valley floors. The elevation varies from 1,378
feet on the northern boundary in the Santa Rosa Valley to 7,730 feet on
Baboquivari Peak on the eastern boundary. The valleys range from 1,378
feet to above 3,000 feet in elevation and the mountains generally rise
about 2 000 feet above the valley floors.

Average mean temperature in Sells (elevation: 2,360 feet) is 68
degrees. The maximum temperatures recorded as 116 degrees and the
minimum was 16 degrees, Rainfall varies from an average of six inches
per year on the northern and western portions of the reservation to 20
inches per year in the vicinity of Baboquivari Peak on the eastern side.
Average mean precipitation at Sells is 11.4 inches. Snow falls occasion-
ally in the higher mountains during the months of January through mid-
April, but, generally melts in several days. There are no live streams
traversing the reservations. Humidity is generally very low except
during the summer rainy season (July and August). Humidity then rises
quite sharply.

The vegetation is typical of the southern desert shrub region with
the dominant shrub being creosote bush. Associated species are the
various cacti, bursage and burroweed. The bottom lands and plains are
characterized by common mesquite and screwpod mesquite with annual gra-
mas and three-awns or saltbrush in areas of saline soil. In the foot-
hilla and mountainous areas with higher rainfall, the various perennial
grasses and curley mesquite are found with traces of other grasses
typical of the high desert.

Wildlife on the reservation includes mountain sheep, desert mule-
deer, whitetail deer, javelina, antelope, jackrabbit, gambels quail,
and doves. Pred,tors are the coyote, bobcat, fax and an occasional
mountain lion.
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atia Et go Tribe ats 1-1 is t or

For centuries the Papagos have lived in the many valleys cros ing
what is now the international Boundary between the State of Arizona, USA
and Sonora, Mexico. At the time of the first visit by Europeans, the
Papago homeland then and now known as "Papagueria" -- extended from
the Gulf of California east of the San Pedro river and into northern
Mexico. The United States portion of this territory would roughly be
founded by the present day towns of Yuma, Gila Bendy Casa Grande, Tucson
and Nogales.

The Papago Indians are members of the Piman fami.ly, racially dis-
tinct from the other Indian groups of the United States. Linguistically,
the Papago dialects still spoken in a majority of Papago homes are clas-
sified with the Pima-Papago division of the Piman Language. The latter

is a subdivision of the Uto-Aztecan linguist stock, which is made up of
Indian languages spoken from southern Mexico to the borders of Montana
and Wyoming. Culturally, the Fapagos are related to the desert tribes
of narth-western Mexico, western Arizona southern California and Nevada.

The first important contact between Papagos and Europeans came when
Father Eusebio Kino the missionary-explorer started his missionary pro-

gram in the late 16601s and early l7040s. Father Kino found the Papagos

to be a peaceful people with permanent homes and farmlands. The Papagos

were settled throughout the "Papagueria" in numerous small agricultural

villages. The Papaga villages were ueually automonous.

Village leadership was more through the personal influence and char-
acter of the headman, the vested authority. In addition to the headman,
each village also had a council of elders, a village crier, a keeper of
the smoke, and other village officers who were in charge of ceremonies
and festivals. Papago warfare, led by men selected for their ability,
was directed against the Apache Tribes to the east.

Typically the Papago family was made up of the parents, their chil-

dren and the wives and children of the sons. Such units were grouped
into villnges with a tendency for village members to be related through
the paternal line. Like other southern and western groups, the family
was the important social and economic unit. Each family was re ponsible

for its own subsistence.

Papago religious practices mainly related to the annual cycle cf
nature. Two of the most important annual events was a rain ceremony in
early summer and a deer dance in the autumn or early winter. In addi-

tion to the annual rituals, there were many curing and personal crisis
ceremonials.

The reports of the past give the impression that the Fapago people
led an unhurried, relaXed type of life, with a dependence upon established

tradition and upon the old people who understood this tradition, rather
than upon individual success and emphasizing cooperation and involvement.
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During the summer months the Papagos established camps in the moun-
tanious regions of the "Papagueria" to hunt wild game and gather mesquite
beans and others plants. The semi-annual movement between summer and win-
ter quarters was a fixed event in the Papago way of life.

The principal Papago crops were corn, beans, and squash, to which
the opanish missionaries added wheat, kidney beans, lentils, vetch,
chick peas, and possibly watermelons. Wheat could be planted in February
and harvested in May, and corn was regularly planted in July or August
when summer rains came. This permitted two grain crops annually, although
the extreme variation and scarcity of rainfall limited the potential.

_ED11.22aricrj_lr_lcorne

The pre-Spanish Papago economy was one of limited irrigated farming
and the gathering of wild food products. Papago agricultural techniques
were simple. Most fields were small, located at the foot of steep
slopes in order to capture the runoff from desert rain storms. Thus,

small cultivated areas could be watered, if rain came in the adjacent
hills at the right time. Along the Santa Cruz River, in the vicinity
of the San Xavier Mission south of Tucson, extensive irrigation canals
effectively supported the largest single concentration of Papagos
within the region.

In the late 1600's the Papago economy underwent a great change
due to the introduction of cattle and horses. Father Kino had stock
from the missions of Sonora driven north and cattle and horses quickly
became established in many areas of the "Papagueria". Unfortunately
for the Papagos, the Apache in the mountainous areas to the north and
east found Papago stock a strong lure for increased raiding activities.
Since the Apaches also had acquired horses they could travel far and
fast. Expanding Apache raids forced the Papagos to defend themselves
by means of more carefully organized military activities than had pre-
viously been common. Despite the Apache problem, cattle and horses
brought the Papagos a greatly increased meat supply and increased
mobility.

For many years, the Papago Tribe has ranked among the lowest in
income of any tribe in the Southwest. The principal livelihood in the
reservation is cattle raising. Livestock were introduced by the Spaniards
around 1700, but the herds have remained relatively small due to the
general lack of natural surface water and the sparse vegetation cover
which is typical of this Sonora Desert region. The Bureau of Indian
Affairs began the drilling of water wells and construction of dans and
charcos (water collection pits) during the Civilian Conservation Corps
days of the 1930's. Since that time, an extensive water development
and maintenance program has been carried out on the reservation to
support the cattle enterprise there. Most of the reservation is now
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used for rangeland a square mile of natural forage supporting less

than three head of livestock per yeer. However, stock water is being

increased by adding new wells and improving water catchment structures

on the reservation. Also, new clearing and seeding techniques now being

used hold promise for upgrading range capacity. Cattle land management

instruction and training are regularly provided in summer youth camp

and at special agricultural courses.

The tribe collectively owns a small registered herd of Hereford

cattle which is under professional management. Two specially seeded

pastures are used to support the herd. Ry selective purchase and

rotation of quality bulls, both the tribal herd and privately owned

herds on the reservation are constantly being improved.

Generally, there is no extensive farming due to lack of an adequate

water supply. Some of the Papagos do have small garden plots on which

they raise native corn, beans, and other vegetables depending upon

run-off water from washes during the rainy season for moisture. Approxi-

mately 1200 acres of irrigated land have been developed at San Xavier

where the water table is relatively shallow and a system of electrically

powered wells has been installed.

The Papago Indiana are now entering a new stage in their deve3i-

opment progress. Two large mining companies, Hecla and Newmont, have

each discovered significant deposits of high grade copper ore in the

northern part of the reservation and are now preparing for full-mining

operations there. Training of Papagos for this kind of employment has

begun and several hundred individuals will eventually be hired as

regular full-time workers receiving full-scale wages. A third mining

company -- American Smelting & Refining -- has begun copper mining

operations at San Xavier near Tucson.

More jobs and land lease income will be generated by the start-up

of the San Xavier Industrial Park in 1972. Funded by a loan/grant

from the Economic Development Administration, the 40-acre park is

expected to quickly attract several light industries to the San Xavier

Reservation. Additional industrial acreage will be developed at San

Xavier to match demand.

A planned earth dam and reservoir, to be built by the Corp of

Engineers, is in progress. The project will Provid -un-off control

and a means to irrigate many thousands of acreas in the north section

of the main reservation. Campgrounds' fishing, and a recreational park

are being planned in conjuction with this water project.

Old traditional skills, however, are still being practiced among

the Papagos. Interest in the famous Papago baskets has increased to

the extent that nearly 3000 are marketed annually through the tribal

arts and crafts program, at rodeos, crafts shows county and state fairs.
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Some 149 separate and distinct locations on the main reservation
have been identified as settlements. Of the 149 settlements, 74 are

currently inhabited. Nine of the communities are considered as major
v. illages with populations of mare than 100. The major villages in-
cluded Ali ChuRson, Topawa, Covered Wells Santa Rosa, Gu Vo, Pisinimol

Gu Oidak, Sells and Chui Chu.

State Highway 86, an all-weather hard surface throughfare connects
Selle with Tucson, a distance of 61 miles to the east.and with Ajo, a
distance of 71 miles to the west affording easy access to points beyond
these cities. A paved highwayrunz north to Casa Grande and Phoenix.

A road program 1.5 presently in existence to pave 64 miles of the
reservation roads during 1973. Additional plans call for a total of
185 miles of road paving over the next three.year period.

There are about 980 houses on the reservation but almost 6 0
of these are considered below minimum standards. Many of the houses
are built of sun dried mud adobe which is vulnerable to hard rains
that last for 48 hours or longer. The side walls and roof will often
erode and collapse under such conditions.

The BIA and the Papago Housing Authority in cooperation with HUD
are providing modern housing on the reservation. Presently, 87 new
houses have been constructed, 110 are in progress and a total of 930

units are planned by 1975.

Education

It was not until 1917 that the first federal school was established
on the main reservation at Sells and it was not until after 1917 that
any attempt was made to develop Papago resources. Education facilities
are provided on the reservation by public, parochial, and Federal Govern-
ment schools. The Sella Public School (Indian Oasis District No, 40)
offers elementary and secondary education. The Federal Government
provides elementary education at day schools in three isolated villages
and a bording day school near Santa Rosa Village. Four parochial schools

are maintained by the Franciscan Order. High school education is also
available at Federal Indian schools throughout the country% Some students
attend public high schools in Tucson or Catholic high schools such as
St. Johns at Laveen, Arizona. Adult education classes are conducted in
several villages through the cooperative efforts of the tribal government,
the Office of Economic Opportunity and the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Con-

structici of a new public high school at Sells was completed in late 1970
and a new BIA elementary boarding day school ia now being planned for

San Simon about 30 miles west of Sells.



Traditional Decision Maldng Role -- Establishment and Descri ion of the
pepago TEibal Council

A long time ago the villages had chiefs These chiefs were always
men. The chiefs were selected by the people according to their ability
to be a leader. The qualities of a "leader" were not necessarily or
consciously stated. But, here are some considerations that probably
were taken into account. A leader was somebody people respected, some-
one dependable, a person that would coMe forth for the people and
would know he was representing all of the people. When there was a
problem in the village, the chief got together with the people and
called a meeting. Usually the problem was related to an environmental
condition. For instance, if a person needed help on their farm, the
village was called together and they offered to help. In exchange for
this help the person would share the crops with the people who helped.
If the problem was because of the environment or a condition where the
harmony was disrupted, then the village participated in a ceremony held
by medicine men that would be far the purpose of restoring the environ-
ment back to its harmony. After the village and chief got together
about a particular problem, a decision was made as to haw the problem
would be resolved; who in the village would be needed to solve the pro-
blem; and what tasks or responsibilities the individuals would carry
out to help resolve the problem. When the problem was bigger than that
village could handle or if the problem involved other villages then,
"rmnners" who acted as messengers were dispatched to notify the other
village chiefs and people. Then the chiefs assembled and discussed th
problem. When a decision was reached and plans made, the chiefs rettn'nad
back to their villages and informed the villAge of the plan.

For a serious problem, the chiefs fasted (and only smoked) during
the time of decision making until a decision was reached.

The chiefs were very cautious when makdng a decision tecause they
did not wish to offend anyone in the process. The problem was resolved,
but it vas extremely important to have solutions that would avoid con-
sciously offendLng anyone.

Once a plan evolved, the particular individual with certain skills
would do their part of whatever projects was implemented. For example,
if there WaS dance or feast, several things had to be arranged - a cow
was usually slaughtered. Those members of the village who were knowled --
able about livestock would select and slaughter the cow. A woman having
overall experiences in cooking would be selected to serve as head cook.
Wood gathering, repairing the feast house and many other tasks were done
by those people who were experienced in this. All was done in a coopera-
tive, voluntary fashion as a group and tasks were accomplished completely
with full participation.

This is the traditional way Papago people gover: d themeelves and
made decisions.



With Spanish exploration and occupation of the New World, the
Papagos cane under the rule of the Spanish crown. As subjects of the
King of Spain they received full citizenship and a large measure of
local self-government. However, except through missionary activities,
most Papagos remained isolated from Spanish contact. In 1812, Mexico
declared itself independent from Spain and until 1853 the major portion
of the "Fepagueria" was under the political jurisdiction of Mexico.
During the period of Mexican rule, the Papagos continued to remain
isolated, with little governmental contact.

In 1T53 the Gadsden Purchase added the lands south of the Gila
River to the United States. This resulted in the Papago Indians
coming under the political jurisdiction and protection of the United
States. At the time of the Gadsden Purchase, the land of the "Pape-
gueria" was considered available for non-Indian settlement, and many
springs, wells and grazing areas were soon claimed by- ranchers moving
into the area. Little was done to secure land for the exclusive use of
the Papagos until July 1, 1874, when a reservation of about 70,000
acres was established by Executive Order near the San Xavier Mission.

The second reservation for Papago Indians was established at Gila
Bend on December 121 1882. An Executive Order of June 16, 1911, estab-
lished email reserves of 80 acres each at Indian Oasis (now Sells)
and San Miguel. Four Executive Orders of May 281 1912, established
the Maricipa, Cockleburr, Chui Chu and Tat-murl-ma-lcutt reservations.

An Executive Order of December 5, 1912, added another reservation
at the foot of Baboquivari Peak -- Santiergos. An Executive Order
of January 14, 1916, established the "Sells", Nomadic Papago, or Papago
Villages Reservation which included the area formerly within the Cockle-
burr, Chui Chu, and Tat-murl-ma-kutt land (the Maricopa Reservation
became a part of the Pima Indian Reservation). Congressional Acts in
1926, 1931, 1937, and 1940 authorized the purchase of patented land
to be added to the Papago Reservations in addition to inclusion of
public domain land.

The net result of the various Executive Orders and Acts is a
land area totaling 2,885,874 acrea being reserved for the use of the
Papago Tribe. This consists of 2,774,370 acres within the present
Sells Reservation, 71,095 acres within the San Xavier Reservation and
10,409 acres within the Gila Bend Reservation. Little change of any
importance in Papago land holdings has been made since 1940'3, but
a very important change in the nature of Indian title came about in
1955 when, by Act of Congress, the Papagos were given all mineral, as
well as surface rights to the reservations.

With the Indian Reorganization Act of 1936 which was ratified
in 1937 by the Secretary of Interior, the Papago Tribal Council as
a form of government was established.
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The basic political document,governing the Fapago Tribe is the
Constitution and By Laws of the Papago Tribe of Arizona, ratified by
the tribal members on December 12, 1937. The governing body of the
tribe is an elected tribal council consisting of twenty-two members.
Regular council meetings arc held each_month. The council is ptesided
over by a chairman selected by the council members. Other tribal offi-
cials included a vice-chairman, a secretary, and a treasurer. For pur-
poses of tribal administration, the reservation is divided into eleven
districts - Baboquivari, Chnkut Kuk, Gu Achi, Gu Vo, Hickiwan, Pisinimo,
Schuk Toak, Sells and Sif Oidak. The non-continuous Gila Bend and San
Xavier districts bring the total to eleven. Each district is a local
governing body, selects its own local council and elects two delegates
to the tribal council. IsSues raised at council meetings are carried
back to district and village meetings for the people to reflect upon.
When concensus is felt, that is transmitted back to council.

B. The Office of Research and Development

1. Overview

The following two pages describe the mission and

organization of the Office of Research and Development headed by

Eugene Rabeau, /CD., a former Director of IHS. They are taken

from a report prepared for IHS in 1972, and available in complete

form from OSRD, F. O. Box 11340, Tucson Arizona 85706.
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INTRODUCTION
The Indian Health Servicyas organized in 1955.
Initial priority was placed an overcoming critical
staff shortages and facility deficiencies. By the
early 60's substantial gains had been made. While
the initial thrust was to expand provision of
services and facilities, this was done within the
fiernework of a mission which was and is, "to
raise the health status of the American Indian and
Alaskan Natives to the highest possible level."
This mission implies a conscious effort not just to
provide services, but to provide services with the
maximum possible Lmpact on the health of the
people. It became increasingly apparent, however,
that staff and facility resources would never be
adequate to fully meet Indian Health needs if the
delivery of health services continued to be based
on traditional organizational patterns in the
health field. This awareness brought about
expanded efforts to improve the organization and
management of health resources. Experience had
also concluvisely revealed that the effectiveness of
health programs is directly related to the mount
and type of involvement on the part of the health
services consumer the Indian people.

Centers for Training and 'Health Program
Systems Development were established in Tucson,
Arizona in 1966 for the purpose of increasing
health resource efficiency and effectiveness and
Indian involvement. To further accelerate
achievement of these goals, the Office of Program
Development was created in July 1969, bringing
together within one organizational structure the
Health Program Systems Center (HPSC) and the
Desert Willow Training Center (DWTC).

In March, 1971, the organizational statement of
the Indian Health Service was =ended to provide
a more accurate description of current
organizational structure, philosophy, and
functions. Within this reorganization, the Office
of Program Development became the Office of
Research and Development, and "as staff resource
for the Service Director: (I) develops and
demonstrates new methods and techniques for
Indian community participation in, and
management of their health program; (2) provides
consultation and technical assistance to all
operating and management levels of the Indian
Health Service and Indian tribes in the evaluation,
design and implementation of health management
and services delivery systems; (3) coordinates
health research and development activities within
the Service directed to the improvement of the
health of the Indian people."

The mission of the Office of Research and
Development is to develop a systems approach
to the delivery of health services. The overall
health system will be composed of a number of
subsystems and will be designed to make possible
the following:

a) Integration of available medical treatment
and prevention services required to meet
the needs as identified by a consumer
group.

b Coordination of health 'services by the
Indian people with all other community
activities (education, economic
de velopment, housing, nutrition, and
communications) so they can develop a
concerted and balanced drive -toward their
objectives.

Develop human resources by providing training
and related experiences to health staff and the
Indian people. Human resource development has a
dual focus:

a) provide and increase technical competency
b) accelerate the transition of program

decision making from health professionals
to Indian community residents.

Demonstrate the development process, both
human arld systems, within the Sells Health
Delivery System, and the integration of health
services into overall tribal operations.

The Office of Research and Development,
therefore, is dedicated to the development of an
approach that will incorporate health sciences,
systems technology, and community development
principles into a unified and dynamic force.
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THE FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION
The organization of the Office of Research and
Development is a functional or operational reflection
of its mission statement.

A. There are three majdr components of ORD that
are staffed and funded for the express purpose of
"production" in the form of:
1. the delivery of medical and related health

services for a specific population group (Sells
Service Unit),

2. the training of Tribal representatives and IHS
staff to meet managerial and technic4
demands for- comprehensive heth and
medical services (DWTC), and

3. the development of operational systems as a
means of increasing the efficiency and
effectiveness of health delivery systems
(HPSC).

B. There are three other components, representing
another dimension of ORD introduced for the
express purpose of influencing the "attitudes"* of
the preceding three functions:,
1. Research a continuing review of ongoing

research activities within the three components
an d the con ce p t ualization and initial
development of innovative alternatives to
existing management methodologies.

2. Community development concepts are
constantly being introduced into operations
and research activities. We are beginning to
identify and analyze factors that have
significant influence upon Indian mmagement
of their health (and all other) programs.
Several efforts have been initiated to test ways
of implementing this form of community
development.

Attitude as used here refers to both psychological and
physical, (as in 3eronau7: definitions.

3. Pluming and coordination is a third point of
emphasis. Emphasis is placed upon the
integration and interaction of all resources of
ORD to identify and achieve health objectives.
A sedondary role is that of coordinating
Research, Development and Training
achievements with the planning activities of
HIS field activities.

C. Interaction
Within the formal organizational structure,

Research and Development is an extension of the
Office of the Director, IHS, with the

responsibility for making its training, system
development, and research capabilities and
products available throughout the Indian Health
Service. At the same time, however, the Office of
Research and Development is directly engaged in
providing medical and health services within the
Sells Service Unit. This responsibility creates
continuing working contacts with a Tribal
governing body, Tribal health projects, and other
State and Federal agencies.

The linkage indicatedestablishes a pattern
whereby a full range of interactions can occur.
New possibilities regularly are being discovered,
tested, and utilized. For example, the Papago
Tribal Government is developing experience in the
utilization of ORD capabilities and it is the kind
of experience that will increase Tribal capabilities
for fuller utilization of all available resources. It is
this same linkage that results in an ORD staff
member participating in an international
symposium. on hospital information systems - and
mAing it possible for Indian hospitals to benefit
from developments made in. other parts of the
world.
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2. Health Programs Systems Center

As a constantl,vevOlving operation there are many activities

and programs being developed through OSRD, not all of which are limited

to the Papago Reservation. However, -ost systems design and training

programs are developed and pilot tested first with this population.

As a further example of this type of development, in 1973 OSRD began

the development of STARPAHC (Space Technology Applied to Rural Papago

Advanced Health Care). This involves a mobile van with medical equipment

for treatment and transportation of the ill or injured. This van is

linked to the IHS computer center, the Sells Service Unit, as well as

to the Phoenix Indian Medical Center by microwave Om way video and

radio enabling prompt and effective diagnosis and treatment. This

system utilizes Community Health Medics in addition to the usual range

of IHS staff and becomes fully operational in 75-76, with planned

evaluations and hopefully expansion not only to other THS Areas but also

to rural and isolated populations anywhere in the world.

a. __neral Relationships to IHS

Since OSRD is concerned with total health care, its

activities are often tangential to or apparently indep--dent of Mental

Health Program considerations. Problems of developing a central patient

record available to all outlying clinical service delivery points,

nluding Public Health Nurses andCommunity Health Representatives wIth

mobile telephone computer terminals in their cars has been one out-

standing achievement of HFSC and the Sells Service Unit. Mental Health

contacts are indexed, as are all other visits whether for routine

immunizations o- treatment of acute, traumatic or chronic health needs.
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Cara to protect confidentiality and to insure appropriate use of

information has been a sub problem which appears to be solved t-

satisfaction of field staff.

Mental Health needs also enter into the development of standards

of care for specific diseases such as gastroenteritis_among infants, and

for diabetic or hypertensive patients. HPSC has developed protocols

breaking these disease entities into stages of severity and corresponding

immediate and long range treatment procedures. It has been informally

observed that as severity and chronicity increase family disorganization

and emotional stress which may arise from other sources often interact

to complicate the utilization of medical services offered. Therefore

consultation with or referral to Mental Health staff is being considered

as part of the standards of care in these situations.

However, mental illness and emotional problems in general have not

yielded to the systems analysis techniques which are proving effective

for other disease entities. Primary focus of HPSC is on the 11-14

disease entities that c-- be shown from statistical analysis of the patient

records to account for most of the demand for IHS services on the

reservation. Those singled out so far have yielded to systems analysis,

a series of teadhable stages of severity and of treatment protocols which

can be utlized by all levels of IHS personnel.

b. Specific Collaborative Work Between HPSC and

Mental Health Programs

i. Alaska Alcoholism Project

As a part of the attempt to use systems theory

tools in a mental health related f eld OSRD, under the general direction

of Lawr mce Berg, has been working with the Alaska Native Health Board
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to develop standards of care in alcoholism treatment. One aspect

this effort is testing criteria for utilizing alternative treatment

programs. This proje t is described in more detail in the report on

the Alaska Area Mental Health Programs.

ii. Collaboration with Mental Hea hi ocial

Services Data Committee

In a general effort to develop a data base

for planning and evaluation, as well as to provide a more adequate

patient record system, the Mental Health and Social Services Branches

of IHS have introduced a problem oriented re-ord which can be entered

into the IHS computer record system at Albuquerque. The staff of HPSC,

particularly Charles McCarthey, has met with the joint Mental Health/

Social Services Committee throughout the three year period of introducing

this record system and its first revisions after preliminary evaluation.

This technical assistance as well as the exchange of information between

OSRD and Mental Health and Social Services programs has resulted in the

refinement and more efficient utlization of this instrument.

C. Desert Willow Training Center

The teaching arm of OSRD is the Desert Willow Training Center.

s most succinctly described in the OSRD Bulletin cited earlier :

The Indian Health Service-Desert Willow Training Center in
Tucson was established in 1968 as a training and resource aid to
the Indian people and the Indian Health Service staff to:

1. Provide and increase technical competency in health;
2. to aid in the transition of program decision-making

and operation from health professionals to the Indian
people;

3. to develop and provide training cou ses, technical
guidelines and field services to achieve 1 aad 2.
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The Desert Willow Training Center, operated by the Indian
Health Service, is located on the grounds of a former dude-guest
ranch, cradled in the living desert valley, surrounded by the
rugged Santa Catalina, Rincon, Tanque Verde and Tucson Mountains.
The area is enhanced by the ever interesting and changing desert
flora and fauna.

The training facility, located on the eastern side of
metropolitan Tucson, is within easy driving distance of many
historical, archeological, geological and international points
of interest. The facilities of the Center have been adapted to
meet training needs.

The Center serves as a resource and training facility for
the Indian Health Service, Public Health Service and the various
Indian tribes.

Tucson, Arizona is a very suitable location for the Indian
Health Service Training Center because its year around weather
conditions provide the optimum climate for a total training
environment. The close proximity of a number of Indian tribes
and reservations allows for unique cross-cultural exchanges and
field training experiences.

Services:
The Desert Willow Training Center is engaged:in the provision

four (4) related types of services and training:
1. Technical and community development training
2. Audio-visual services
3. Field and health facilities services
4. Facility and logistical assistance and support to

other training.

Among the training programs developed at Desert Willow Training

Center are the cycles held several times yearly for Community Health

Representatives, a two year program for Community Health Medics, Special

Courses of varying lengths for Management training or designed to meet

needs of staff in the field, and a program for training Mental Health

Technicians.

The Mental Health Technician Course is described in outline as

follows: (USD Indian Health Selvices Bulletin, p17)

The need for trained community workers in mental health has
been apparent to the Indian Health Service for quite some time.

The first group of Indian Mental Health Technicians started
training at the Indian Health Service Desert Willow Training
Center, Tucson, Arizona, in May, 1971. The trainees in this first
group were members of various tribes located in Arizona and Nevada.
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Role of Mental Health Technicians:
As mental health specialists, they like the non-Indian

professionals, work along side other health specialists to provide
for the comprehensive health needs of the community. .They help
other health personnel understand the wpy people view their needs
so that services and needs are most effectively complemented.
He must be familiar with the Indian language. He must underst -d
relationships and interrelationships of more than one culture
and be able to translate each way.

MHT Training Program:
The Mental Health Technician training program is designed

to train Mental Health Technicians who are generalists, yet
flexible enough to shape their role or alter their activities to
meet the demands of their work situations and the variable
needs of the community in which they serve.

Correlating academic instruction, professional skills
formations and on-the-job experiences so that they relate to
the trainee.

Aid the trainee in envisioning the scope of his field --
the learning and unlearning necessary -- the tasks ahead.

Skills Necessary:
Interviewing normal and disabled persons
Interpersonal relationships
Observing and recording
Reading and reporting
First aid and first-level physical diagnosis
Counseling
The training is a combination of classroom study, work

experience under a p eceptor and continuing education at a
field location.

Purpose of Training:
The purpose of the MHT training is to prepare them to deal

directly with major emotional problems of individuals, and to
develop partnership programs with commnnities and other workers
in related health fields.

Summary:
The Indian Mental Health Technician is employed by both

Tribal and non7Tribal agencies. He has a career potential in the
professions as well as the community. He has an opportunity to
work with and assist juveniles, young adults and older people in
the areas of misuse of alcohol and drugs, glue sniffing and others,
school dripouts, ill-prepared marriages as well as cultural and
daily life problems in general.

In 1973 Jerry Meketon, Ph.D., who has had charge of the MHT programs,

Nadine Rund a training consultant and Marjorie Myren, Phoenix Area Chief

of Mental Health Prograns presented a description of the program after
1

its first ftill year of implementation:
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MENTAL HEALTH TECUNICIAN TRAINING AND

THE AMERICAN INDIAN

Jerry ._eketon
Chief, Mental Health Training Program
Indian Health Service Training Center
Tucson, Arizona

Nadine H. Rund
Training Consultant
Management Training & Field Assistance
Indian Health Service Training Center
Tucson, Arizona

Marjorie E. Myren
Chief, Area Mental.Health Branch
Thoenix Area Indian Health Service
Phoenix, Arizona

Portions of this article were read or discussed at the
Seventh Annual Joint Meeting of the U.S. Public Health
Service Commissioned Officers Association and Clinical
Society ,NYC, May, 2972 and the American OrthopsychiatricAssocia ion Annual Meeting, Detroit, April, 1972.
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The need for trained community woricers in mental health has

become increasingly apparent to the Indian Health Service. The

communicable and chronic diseases which occupied health staff so

greatly for the past 15 years are being brought under control.

Facilities .have been built and expanded. Water, waste and housing

systems are being completed in an increasing number of communit

As communicable and chronic diseases are reduced, the comparative

importance of accidents, suicides, alcoholism and other social and

mental health problems increases. These are health problems which

cannot be solved solely by outside input. The community and indi--

viduals must be actively involved in uncovering solutions and

carrying out programs.

Role of Mental 1ea1th Technician

Although there is considerable role" ariation among mental

health workers throughout the nation, Indian Mental Health Techni-

cians regardless of where they work have at least this much in

common: They must walk carefully in two or more 'cultures without

being captured exclusively by any. As mental health specialist5,

they are as non-Indian profess -nals, working alongside other h alth

specialists to provide for the comprehensive health needs of the

community. As community members or ones who have a special und

standing of and relationship with the communi,y; they help other

health personnel understand the way the people view their needs so

that services and needs are most ef ectively complemented.

Such cross-cultural mental health work is most difficult. The

skills and knowledge demanded of the vo ker from non-Indian profes-

sionals and Indian communities are immense indeed. For exa ple,

the Wo ker must be familiar with the native l_nguage. Without such
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knowledge, his comprehension of the subtleties of the culture would

be blunted and he would be essentially cut off from many of his

clients (See, Jewell, 1952 for what ignornace of a litnguage cost a

Navaho). The Indian worker must understand relationships and inter-

relationships of more-than one culture and be prepared to translate

them back and forth. He cannot assume that the Indian community a- d

the hospital staff share the same concepts of health and illness, or

individual responsibility for cause and cure of illness, or attitudes

toward the patient-practitioner relationship and distinctions between

mental and physical health. FinallY, the Indian worker must be cautio-,

that he does not fall into the common trap of co- -unity programs. The

person who h s been an effective unofficial community worker is given

official recognit on and training, but in the process loses the very

acceptability that made him so effective. In the community's eyes,

he may become a captive of an alien culture -- and eutsider -- or worse

an Indian replacementfor an ineffeetual Anglo position.

Perhaps :Dne more point should be made that Reiff and Riessman

(1964) give special emphas s. If we were only concerned with fill_

the gaps l- t by shortages in professional manpower, then it would

make little difference whether or not the health worker was drawn

from the same com--nity he is to serve. Anyone with similar training

could do the job. But i our intention is to reach people who have

not been s- ved befo served ineffectively because of language

or social differences, then th'e community based health worker is a

necess ty. Regardless of how difficult or tenuous his position may

be, he cannot be replaced.
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On Indian reservations, the Co- unity Health RePresentative (CHR)

is probably the definitive example of the indigenous In alth wo k

He must be of the people; he is politically selected :and tribally

e ployed; his influence is based upon being among the first to know

his pe ple's needs and providing them with direct assistance for a

wide range of social problems; and his career opportunities are

co munity based, not professio ally determined. It is easy to under-

stand.why tribal leaders, often see. the CHRs as rivals, since their

methods of reaching people are similar (for a non-Indian example

an analogous situation, see Levine Levine,'1a70, Ch. S). On the

other hand, CHRs are often in the best position to gain the support

of tribal leaders to fight for and obtain improvements in health care.

The Indian Mental Health Tec nician however, occupies the

middle ground bet.een the CHR and the professional health worker.

He is employed by both tribal_and non-tribal agencies; he has career

potential in the professions as well as the coMmunity; and though

he may not have either the influence to ffect social change as the

CHR indigenous,worker nor the credentials of the traditionally

trained health professional neither is he locked into the demands

of their roles. In short, he is'in an ideal position to bring together

the strengths of both groups -- or be crushed by them.

Sundry Problems

Culture_ Clash and Trans' ion:

Until the Europ ans arrived (bringing with them cholera, plague,

smal pox), the medicine man was quite capable of handling the 'll-

nesses of his pc ple (Levy, 1972). Changes were inevitable, no; ver,
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and most Tribal and large urban cultures are breaking down

rapidly chanoing. Both Indian and non-Indian mental health

practices are in trouble. How can, we save and utilize what

helpful in both systems.

Para professional Status:

Although para-pr fessio als were first considered chiefly as

an expedient resource in providing custodial car- for the m ntally

11 Or charity for the poor, now they are carrying out other roles

themselves, roles that some believe they can fulfull bett

than professionals because of t eir special characteristics and ,

attributes (Sobey, 1970). Still; there is resistence to the "new

careersu concept from many quarters and it is common to find para-

professionals stuck in dead-end.jobs.

Similar ties and Differences:

There is no one Indian people, but a wide variety of tribes

with different customs, probl ms and needs. Opinions are expressed,

both Indian and non-indian about local circumstances being so unique

the. t only local inserVice t-aining is called for or acceptable.

Purtheiore-, a variety of expectations concerning the role of the

Mental Health Technician exist w thin the different t ibal areas,

as seen by the trainee, his employer, his community. How can

separate the trajning that is useable and r 1-vant to all, from

training that could be or should be given _at the 1: al level?

Credentials:

Despite same movement toward change, academic crede_ials a e

still noe4ed in nany places slap 5, to get a job -- not nut:- -Y

to perform it. Such emphasis on formal credits tends to exaggerate
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manpowe shortages and bar persons (often from mino:ilty groups)

from even considering a Professional career (DHEW, 101). Yet

a mission of the Indian Health Service is to helP American Indians

gain access to the professions. Tra_ning, therefor should be trans-

ferable to academic credits if this goal is to be me,..

Reservation Life:

Perhaps more so than other groups in the United States,

American Indian is very attached to the land of his.people his

tribe. Those who leave the reservation frequently return; And

those who stay and occupy an influential positi'on among the people

(persons most sought after for mental health work) fi-d it most

difficult to leave'the reservation for prolonged pe iods of time.

They may be bright and academically prepared for college, but family'

obligations, kinship ties and community . responsibilities are so

. great that they could not move away for t o to four years without

losing their ties and place in their community. For the most part,

ext nded trainin- would have to be brought to them.

The Development of a Profession:

"All health profe sions were estab ished first on a preceptor

basis, th over a period of years were developed ifl separate

schools and hospitals and finally incorporated into college and

university education (Matarazzo, 1971)." The practitioner-apprentice

relationship is a powerful educational tool. But which practitioner

to choose and how long an apprenticeship?
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Planninx sessions began in February, 1971 and an arran ement

was Worked oxdt between the Phoenix Area (one o nine Indian Health

Se vice Area. ) and Desert Willow Traini g Center in Tucson, Arizona

to develop traini g for Nlental Health Technicians . Within four

months, three confer nces w e e held and six trainees were launched

e nt ated program of training. We tried, to give the trainee

as varied s curriculum as possible so they could help us t the

structure for the program, In July,, Central -Ari zona College joined

our efforts a d by Oc Joel., 1971, the first s emester started,

brtging iii z geth r the resources of acadi ic, profes ion l h- lth

toDkers an ribal representatives. The class then contained ten

ne year period we introduced the students to instructors

who two5ked in. health services representing 16 different disciplines,

frorn P,ediatri cs to applit..d anthropology, psychiatry to Indian medicine.

Convention
Trainees atte nded the American Cr thopsychiatric A

and cord vted wo ksh ps for mental health professionals. Tribal Health

Board Represeltatives were introduced to mental health concepts by the

trazmees and -their consultants th_Ough a th ee day training pro g- am

In addf.ttoa , the trainees were coxupleting course work in Psychology

(geriez 1 abnorrqa1, developmental); Sociology (social problems, the

commu ty); ArIth pology (cultural), Eng 1 _ h and Social Sciences, plus

leariirg sk ills from their preceptor -superv ors and carrying out

projects in their communities. Curr

-their first year, eight the firs t series

and in

y, nine trainees have finished

nine most recently admitted,

ha ve taken a summer session in residence at Centr 1 A. izona
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come from si states and 13 different tribes.

Current Froram

As a result of the pooled experience of students, pecepto

and instructors gathered during the past year, we are taking a new

approach to the progran which we hope will .acconiplish several things:

Turn out Mental Heal-11 Technicians who are.gener Lis s,

but fl xible enough to shape their role ovalter their

activities to meet the deina.nds of their work situations

and the variable needs of the community they serv

b) Blending acad -ic instruction, professional skills fo-

mations and b-periences encountered on the job in such

a way that they make sense t- the trainee.

Helping the trainee to enis ion the scope of his field --

how much there is to learn and unl6arn; how -u h needs

to be done.

Expectations of the Developing Mental Health Technician;

Building on the guiáelines suog ed by the Southern Regional

Education Board (DREW, 1971), we ha- all agr ed to work toward the

following objectives for Mental Health Technicians:

Attitudes and Valu s

1. Aware ess of one's own limitations and wi lingness to seek

help. If there di ficulties in intra or interpersonal

relationships, on or off the job, is the trainee se ki g help

in understanding and correcting these difficulties?

Arizona, California, Montana, Nevada, New MeNico and Utah.
Apache, Cherokee, Cocopah, C_row, Hopi, Hualanai, Miwok,
Navajo, Paiute, Pnpago, Pirria, Pueblo and Ute.
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2. Convic_ on, that organiza 'ons, agencies and social policies

sh-uld be open to change to better meet client and community

needs. Noes the trainee show an interest in analysing the

possible reasons for an agencies' ineffectiveness or d es he

settle for pat answe.
. and scapegoat solutio

Conviction that knowledge, skills and attitudes are in con-

tinuous change and that commit ent to continuing self-

development and education is necessary. Has the trathee recog-

nizable long range vocational goals toward which he is working?

Does the trainee ask meaningful questions provoked by rending

or patient contacts?

Respect for the dignity of _he individual-.-his person, privacy,

decision- and o- nions Is the trainee condescending, patr

n zing or arbitrary in his relat ons with othersincluding

both his clients and his supervisors,

5. Importance of e --cising personal responsibil ty and initiative.

Can the trainee be counted on to ca-:y out assignmen and share?

Does he perform adequately within a system having time expecta-

tions? consis ently. sporadically? Does the trainee use his

superior kn ; ledge of his culture for the benefit of clien s

and communi

Skills

1. Skills in interviewing normal and disabled persons:

Talki

Obtain

th people comfortably and,productively;

_foroation, --ding" the fee1g con

people say, and observing and reporting the behaviors people
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exhibit in interviews;

Giving and interpreting information and appropriately respond-

ing, to feeling tones and to the implications of what people

say and do in interviews;

Relating to a wide range of the disabled--the aged, the mentally

ill and retarded, children, alcoholics, etc.;
,

Sensing the impact of self on the per _n being interviewed,

and responding appropri tely.

Competence in interpersonal skills:

Establishing interpersonal relationsbips w th clients either

as individuals or in groups;

Deal ng with other health workers in various role relationships'

Superv sing others in a 'consulting relati -ship;

Skills in observing and rec rding:

Observ ng behaviors, enotions a d physical characteristics

people and settings;

Using o dinary check forms to record -bs a on

Recording observe and interview data ia siiple descriptive

fashion (this does not mean terpretiv e language,

"patient is delusional" but in graphic descriptions of e ac

what the person is saying and doing);

Recording subject-ve impressions of the individual.

Competence in reading and reporti

Organizi

skills:

informat on lato logical and clear reports, both oral

and written, including reports of clinical informa ion, program

development, problems or osals.
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Skill in first aid and first level physical diagnosis:

(This does not call for first aid in the full range of orthopedic
-
situatiorts, etc, or physical diagnosis comparable to that of a

nurse. Rather it is that level of skill in first l vel diagnosis

that would be expected of a rather sophis icated parent).

Recognizing the therapeutic, toxic, allergic and sidt effects of

the most commonly used psychotropic drugs;

Recognizing and evaluating the signs and symptoms of generally

common illnesses such as childhood diseases, heart attacks, as

well as illnesses which may be uncommon for the general popu-

lation, but frequent in their co_mun ty. Basic skill in taking
a

temperatures, pulses, and knowing the elementary significance

of several commonly used cl nical tests.

Making approp

when physic

te refe -als or counseling clients and fam les

signs or symptoms present themselves. (This in-

volves avoiding inappropriate a a unnecessary refe rals as

would a sophisticated parent).

Skills in consultation:

Counseli , with other workers about individuals and their

problems ( .e., _larifying the problem and helping the

consultee at solutions);

Counseling with local agencies about their mental health

problems.

Know 1 edc, e

1. Knowledge of the educational backgrounds, roles, functions

and status iclurations of the human service 'professionals:
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The health professionals and their pr fession's poker and

influence. (Medicine, Health Educators, Sanitariatis, Psychiatry,

Psychology, Social Work and Nursing)

Health related professions, such as Tehabilitation counseling,

occupational therapy, chaplaincy, recieation, physical therapy.

Middle-level mental health worker (psychiatric aides and

attenderits, alcohol counselors, CHRs etc.)

Kno_led e of personality theory and function. This would

include:

Some knowledge of the most common conc pts of normal personality

growth and development from infancy,to matur ty and old age.

Some kno_led e of the terminology and basic concepts of the.

more common theo ies of psychological functioning and especially

knowledge of the kinds of situationsfor which the va aous theories

seem especially useful.

Some kno ledge of mental funerlons and their implications and

applications.

Some knowledge of common personali y patterns and behaviors

passivity, aggressiveness, dependence, independence, compulsive-

ness, mood swings, etc.) All of this should be aimed at recog-

nition and understanding the m aning for counseling and managing

persons with these patterns.

Knowledge of abnormal psychplog

Some knowledge of abnormal beha 'ors; descriptions, natural

history and psychodynamic aspects of psychoses, neurosis

personality disorders, and psychophys _logic disorders.
fi

Basic knowledge of psychopathologic c nditions related to

children, adolescents, and the aged as well as young and
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middle-life adults.

Basic knowledge of the behaviors, natura_ h_story, and p

dynamics

ho-

f special problems such as mental retardation, sex

problems and alcohol and drug abuse.

4. Knowledge of the conceptual bases for various theories of inte

vention; knowing one system treatment well.., r

.Basic knowledge of the various models for individual client

intervention (i.e., medical model, social learning mod 1, etc.)

Basic knowledge of the principles of supportive treatment used

for rehabilitating the physically and psychologically disabled.

Basic knowledge -f the concepts of prevention,'positive health

promotion, social system intervention, anticipatory guidance, etc.

5. Knowledge of sociology and anthrop:_ogy:

Basic knowledge of concepts of family and kinship systems.

'Basic knowledge of concepts of. specia .group behaviors and their

implication' for practice, e institutions, communities, minority

groups, public officials.

Basic knowledge of dynamics and processes of small and large

groups and their uses.

Academic Links:

We decided from the very beginning that advancement as a Mental

Health Technician would depend upon performance on the job, not

academic credits. We believe that one would complement the other.

However, academic advancement has other purposes--job mobility,

preparation for other mental heal profcssions and st mulation to

"stretch the mind". In any case t e trainee can leave the program
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th credit, at several stages: Three weeks at DWTC = IHS Certificate;

1 year to IHS Testification and/or an Arizona Career Development

Certificate in Mental Health Technology; 2 years.( ay be less depending

upon prior aining) for A.A. or A.S. degree in Mental Health Tech-

nology from Central Arizona College; transfer of credits possible to

four year college or university.

The t a ning p ogram fo lows the academic calendar. Each semester

started with a three week stay at Desert Willow. The trainee

educed to all of that semester's courses (though each three week

at DWTC is a program in and by self) which he continues out in the

eld under preceptor guidance and tutoral assistance. The following

ster beg ns with four weeks at DWTC. The first week is set aside

for trainees and instructor to review the previous semester's work,

take examina ons and counse- for weaknesses and strengths.

The preceptor-supervisor, among other things, is responsible for

developing the practicums and directing the trainee's learning so that

he is on course with local needs and demands. He also arranges for

the trainee's field tutors a d encourages the tra nee's full partici-

pation in the program. Since a preceptor can be any mental health

professional, the preceptor has the responsibility of introducing the

trainee to other profess onals in the field.

The trainee

culture and heal

en, has the responsibility for understanding tl

practices of his own people. It would

tuous for us to teach him Indian medicine except

outlines. He

p esump-

broadest

make his own local contacts, and reach his own

conclusions on how best to proce d a.s a mental health pract tioner.

Together, over a period time, all of us might share our expe _enees

to cul.1 the best from both worlds. But that is for the fu
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During the summer, courses that cannot be efficiently taught

in the field are handled at Cent_al Arizona College or elsewhere.

In addition, a two week clerkship in Mental Health Technology

re erved for the second year of training, to be held at the Arizona

State Hospital under the guidance of the Mental Health Technology

Depa tment. Other training activities may be introduced for all

trainees from time to time, depending upon resources and studerltrs

needs. And p ans are currently unde way for an eight week intern-

ship at Fort Logan Hospital, Denver, Colorado, upon completion of

the associate degree.

Indian Heal h Service Civil Service Carder Ladder for Mental
Health Tech icians (a rough overvie ):

CS. grade 3: entry trainee level; requires 1 year general

experience.

GS. grade 4: advanced trainee level, but more complex

assignments. Requi es 1-1/2 years gen--al experience

1/2 year specific experience.

NOTE: For promotion in grade level on all of the

follo ing, MHT must be pc forming at the

higher grade level according to supervisor's

evaluation.

GS. grade S: beyond trainee level; general guidance rather

than detailed supervision. Requires 2 years generdl

and 1 year speciali cd exper nce.
fi
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GS. grade 6 advanced performance level. Supe vis

Requires 2 years general, 2 years specialized experience

and 1 year of training. Worker must demonstrate ability

to help develop programs with Service Unit professionals.

GS. grades 7 & S: proposed, but not operat onal. Worker mus

be fully independent. Develops, modifies and evaluates

mental health programs.

on mal.

Pro e-sional Deve o m -ts

During the past few years, a proliferation of middle-level

profeasional workers has arisen on the national scene, Role defi-

nition, intercommunication, educational and professional standards

are all presenting problems for these workers. Despite the diversity

of their se vices, be it educational, guidance, mental health , reha-

bilitation, correc ions, they all deal dir -tly with their clients

and their personal response to their.c nts is often the major

ingredien_ involved in helping produce desired changes. On this

basis, the National Association of Human Services Teahnology (formerly

the Ca iforn a Society of Psychiatric Techicia _s) has offered to

gather these work s under one roof so that standards can be agreed

upon roles clearly defined and public recovition accorded this new

group of professi -als.

This national association is also aware of the un que circum-

stances of American Indians living on reservations and is considering

the possibility of chartering an Indian chapter that would cut across

state lines, but have the same rights and privil ges as state chapters.



Such a move would bring us that -_uch closer to learning from one aaothar.

3Personal conversation with Zoltan Fuzessery, Director of
Research and Publication, N.A.H.S.T.

Addendum November 6, 1972
The N.A.H.S.T. has agreed

SDAY JULY 5

DWT C

admit an Indian Chapter

DESERT WILLOW TRAINING CENTER
Community Health Medic Program
Mental Health Training Unit

July 5-28, 1972

AGENDA
Revised 7/3/72

9:00 - 12:00 p.m.

1:00 - 4:00 p.m.
Dr. Dan Levinson

St. Mary's Hospi al* 9:00 - 2:00 p.m.

Dr. Justice's Address 7:00 p.m.

Orientation taff)

Assignment o Special
Projects

Introduction ZQ
Syndromes Throu h ra
Interviews

Introductori to

Staff

Preparation før A
Field Studies

Evening with JuSO.ce

d nator and Senior Preceptor for program at St. Dr.
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10:30 a.m. Meeting with Kansas
group

10:30 12:00 Introduction to Concepts
of Psychological Defense

1. 0 2:30 p.m. Mental Status Review

2 0 4:30 p.m. "A value system for Me -al

Al Flores Health"

MONDAY, JULY 10

DWTC 9:00 12:00 p.m.

Dr. B. Kuhr

TUESDAY JULY 11

St. Mary's Hospital

DWTC

WEDNESDAY,: JUlY 12

DWTC

*Coord ato-

1:0 1:30 p.m.

1:30 4:30 p.m.
Dr. J. Hill

9:00 a.m.

Feedback

Inte ing tape models)

Handling the Psychiatc
Emergency

Elements of Counseling

Video Role Playing

Feedback

Case Work and Lecture

Video Tapes -- Incarcerated
Narcotic Drug Abusers

Feedback

9:00 11:30 a.m. Illegally Abused Drugs

Detective Anaya

1.00 - 2:30 p.m. Alcoholism
Dr. C1dfein

2:30 4:30 p.m. Psychopharmacology
Dr. P. Thut

d Senior Precepter for Program at St. Mary's: Dr. Elliot Heim
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St. Mary

DWTC
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Y 1

pita1* 9: 0 a.m,

PPM, _ Y 14

DWTC

MONDAY, JULY

DWTC

TUESDAY _JULY 18

9:00 - 1200 p.m.
Dr. Nadine Ruud
Dr. Dan Lewlslaon

Case lork and Lecture

Review

Feedback

Concepts of Health and
Illness

1 00 - 2;10 p.m. Lecture - "Problems of

Dr, Kerr Sexuality"

2:35 - 4:

Al Flores

9:00 - 1
Percy Pavatea, MHT
Austin TiUa MNT

1:00 - 4.

Mike Spesh

St. Mary's Hospital 9:00 a.m.

WEDNESDAY

DWT0

p. m.

k, msw

9:00 - 11;00 p.m
Dr. M. Levy

1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

"A value system for
Mental Health

Feedback

Concepts of Indian Med eine:
Hopi
Navajo
Apache

Social Case Work
Interview

Feedback

Case Work and Lecture

Review

Feedback

The Psychological
Interview - Using
Psychological Tests

Exam: On psychopathology
and Interviewing

*Coordina _or and SenIor Preceptor for progran at St. Ma -'s: Dr. Elliott Heiman



TRURSDAY TULY 30_

DWTC Drs. Justice, Neketon Special Pr'ojets Presented
and others will be and Dis asee en

discussants report ue)

PIDAY, JULY 21

St. Mary's Hospi 1* 9 00 a.m. Case W rk and Lecture

MONDAY, JULY 24

TUESDAY_ JULY 25

St. Mary's Hospital*

WEDNESDAYI JULY 26

Sells, Arizona

9 :00 a.m.

9:30 a.m.
Cecil Wil
MHT

Eugene a1v.z, UiI

Open for Student
Requests

Case Work) Re .e

(written case presenta-
tion due)

Case PrestaIons

rapago PsrhcJ.ogical
Services - Selis

UAITC Review

Feedback

*Coordinator and Senior Preceptor for program at St. Mary's: Dr. Elliott aethan
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vuEs_cio,_JULY 27

, Mary s Hospital

ERITAY .11LY 28

9:00 a.m.

0 12:00 p.m.

Case Work
. Review

Case Presentations

Review

Final Exam

Final Feedback

Coordinator and Senior Preceptor for Program at St. Elliott 1-leirnma

By

James W. Jus rice
Elldott Heiman
landel Levinson
Jern-y Meketon

1974 it became apparent that the first wave of critical need

of Indian. paraprofessionals in Mental Healtil had passed. In

cadclitioli the Desert Willow Training Center staff 'became aware of a runnler of

probLetas Ln t.he training it elf, and especially in the nplication of that

training and in the role definitions of Mental Ifealth Technicians, These

clbservations were sunnier zed as follovs by Dr. Neketon in the spring of 1975:



cm_

SUMM_ARY

Nental Health Technician Program
Desert Willow Training Center

P-st, Present, Future

ch 21, 1975

The Mental Healt- 'Technician program was founded in 1971

and designed to allow Indian Health Service trainees tp take

as little or as much training as they needed to fiaL their

agency's requirements and their own career axnh1tins, A full

complement of courses leading t.0 the assoita degree in Mental

Health Technology was developed for Desert 'Allow T-aining Cnter

and accredited through Central Arizona College.

Durin- the first year and a half, only the Phoeni.x Area

contracted for full participation in the program. Later, the

Albvquerque Area sent their mental health workers, but the

remaining Indian Health Service Areas, for a variety of reasons,

had minimal participation. Consequently, in order to utilize

the program's resources to the fullest a broader range of

trainees with different backgrounds and needs were admitted.

Almost half the trainees were non-IES employees at any given

time after the second year of operation.

A variety of pr blems i scheduling, coordina ion, etc.

developed, but in any case, we cane to realize we were

unrealistic in cur original formulation of the program.

For example:

1. When the curri ulum is fixed, it

characteristics of the trainees (their values and

1 6 6



exper ence)1 when they enter the program that

prinarily determine the outcome of the traini

experience ( .f. Axelrod et. al., 1969). Since

we d-d not select the trainees, the curriculum

had to be more variable and individualized.

2. Similarly, unless the students are fai

homo eneoUs in learning style and experience,

is unrealistic to expect them to learn in accorda

with flow charts or boxes carrying the labels of

ticular courses and arranged in particular order .

nore commonly, trainees vary in mode and rate of

learing and then only accept operationally what is
I.

personally meaningful and useful to them. Again, it

was necessary to re-examine our teaching efforts--

p.rticularl he "back home" experience of the trainees-

Perhaps mos- important, the whole process

of becoming a clini-i n--or human services worker--

is far more a personal enterprise 'ad far less a func-

tion of what a training program looks like on paper

(c.f. Strupp, 1974). The trainee might learn parti-

cula- techniques and theories but if they do not fit

with his cultural set, personal aspirations and work,

situation, the most significant_ aspects of the training

enterprise are lost both for the trainees and his

,agency. Consequently, we had to find better ways

bringing the work situation, the trainee personal

characteristics and the curriculum content closer

together.
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Pro Re-orientation

By 1974, we had suff ilat experience with different kinds

of workshops, modularized courses, alternate, non-IHS training

centers, instructional styles and varieties of trainees (CHRs,

CHMs, mental health professionals) to put together a progr

proposal that capitalized on the skills common to all effec ive

direct service worker (e.g., skills in Listening when and how

to give advice, w1;_m and bow to refer to others) but varied

enough in content to satisfy field speci'lties, such as recre-

ation leader, alcoholisn counselor, mental health worker.

A two wee "Inti.dt Yon. to Human Services" course

was drafted and schedulEd for Nov mher 1974 to see if the

concept would work. E owever, the course had to be postponed

until 1½.pril 1975.

the meantime, Arizona State la. s governing tuition and

college class procedures changed. Out of state students taking

7 credit hours or more would he charged $ 2.00 per credit hour

up to a.maximum of $625.00. Formerly t ere was no charge of

any sort for accreditation. The Mental Health Technology program

at Central Arizona College would be phased out during 1975.

Although a new program, taking into account the changes', could

i-troduced at any time, no new students uorking toward a

ee in Mental Health _echnol gy could be admitted into the

old program after the ring session, 1974.

Activities of the Desert Willow Training Center mental h-alth

staff have also been changing
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We have become more responsive to field requests for brief

programs serving immediate field needs. We have worked.more

closely with specific agencies in the field. We are more

closely identified with Community Health Representative and

tribal employee training. These experiences have confirmed

our belief in the plans we have projected for Fiscal Year 1976.

Essentially, we plan to extend the Human Services Concept,

expand our field services and move slowly in offering any

elaborate, long range program (but preparing the groundwork

for such a program if it is needed).
.<

.Statu Mental Heal Teclnicians: Fiscal Year 1975

Between Ma. 971 and May, 1974, 41 trainees_ entered the

Mental Health Tech i i-n program. Some wanted just the basic

three week course or a practicum or two others a career

certificate and still others, an associate degree and more.

Some trainees did very well academi ally but not so well

personal arc1th and maturity. Others developed rem-rkable

skills in working with people, b t Were not so successful i

articulating theory. Most trainees developed themselves along

several lines. But how successful has the program been in

aiding trainees... "to function effectively in a variety of

positions in social services, social development projects,

rehabilitation agencies...?"

Qualifi ations:

Approximat ly 75% of the participants in-the Mental Health

Technician program are currently working in human services in or near
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reservations. According to superv ors ratings all

performing at the acceptable to exceptional levels. Pour

trainees have enrolled in or are enrolling in universities

this year. Three lost their jobswhereabouts unknown.

One is a housewife, another on maternity leave and a third

on extended sick leave. One is now deputy sheriff and .a

parttime mental health worker, and one is deceased..

All trainees have either initiated or aided in -he devel-

opment of new community projects. These projects ranged from

the construction and imple entation of recreation and human

services centers to the development of volunteer programs for

teenagers.

All trainees comp eted the basic three week course; 32

co pl ted a minimum of one semester college equivalentS; 24

completed a minimum of one year college equivalents and earned

the carae:r development certificate in Mental Health Technology;

eight completed all requirements for the assoc._ te degree in

Mental Health Technology and 11 more could complete the associate

degree this year. All of this work was done while they were

fully employed.

The Mental Health Technology program will have fulfilled

all its commitments to trainees by the latter part of 1975.

At this stage, the rainees primarily need guidance to select

approp-ate cours s available elsewhere to complete their

program. All the courses unique to the Kent 1 Health Technology

program, however, have been taken by or are currently being

completed by trainees still actively involved with Desert Willow

Training Center. 170
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Human Service Movement at Large

Once it was recognized that thecountry's needs for mental

health services we e unlikely to be met by increasing the numbers

of traditional mental health professionals (Albee, 1959) , several

experiments to increase the non-traditional mental health manpower

pool were undertaken (c.f., Gartner & Riessman, 1971 1974;

Pattison & Elpers, 1972). For example:

1. Non ental health professionals such as genera

physicians, nurses, ministers, were exhorted to expand

their practice to include mental health problems. But

these professionals already had enough work to do, liaison

with m_ tal health professionals did not develop and con-

servative forces among the mental health professionPls

stymied innovation. It was clear, though, that a variety

of colmunity agents had significant helping skills and

could manage major mental health problems within the

context of their roles.

2. The idea that people with natural abilities and

broad life experience could learn to function as mental

health counselors without extensive formal schooling

prompted the recruitment of housewives to enlarge the

manpower pool. Although these projects demon trat-d that

housewives with intensive inservice training were quite

effective in the counselor role (Rioch, 1963) their

lack of formal professional credentials prevented them

from being utilized very widely (Grosser, Henry & Kelly,

1969).
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3. -The poverty programs of the 1960s which

supported the creation of new jobs also' stipulated

experimentá for testing the value of indigenous

_community mental health workers. The local recruit

was expected to bridge the gap between his community's

needs and conventional mental health services while he

worked his way up a career ladder to professional

status (Pearl & Reissman, 1965) . This "new-careers"

movement also hoped to,change the roles of mental hea1_th

professionals to form a more efficient bond with ihe

clientsthey serTed.

Indeed, when the indigenous worker ---s given the

chance, he did provide new services, had a broade-

more -effective contact with his community and given

the tra ning and backup, funoti_ned fairly_ well in the

pr y care role (Neleigh, _t. al, 1971). Unfortiinately,

care- ladders rarely developed, the indigenous worker

did not necessarily accept the liaison 'role. Sometimes

he faught the mental health e-tablishment and sometimes

he identified with it forsaking his roots in the community.

in part, the "new careers" did not develop because the

"old careers" resisted change.

4. In the late 1950s, e__ly 1960s, the crisis

center movement (suicide prevention centers, freeclinies,

walk-in centers ), began turning,out another type or nierital

health worker. Train d volunteers appeared to rendez

more effective treatment at times than the professionals,
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Although volunteers and psychiatric aids have been

utilized in hospitals for decades, their roles in the

1960s were exr hded and taken more seriously.

5. Associate degree programs for mental health

paraprofessionals started with an NINE grant to Purdue

University in 1965. Since then, more than 140 degree

programs have been initiated throughout the country,

all having as a major co-iponent of their currIculum,

supervised clinical experience in community service

programs (McPheeters, 1972).

Shortly after the Purdue program began, a

few m ntal health institutions developed a career

sys . alliance with community colleges. P ychiatric

hospitals, for example, hired untrained personnel as

full-time entry-level mental health workers, offered

them academically credited in ervice training and

allotted them time to pursue the remain ng courses

needed to complete the associate degree. A variation

of this r:,ethod was adopted and modified by Desert

Willow Training Center for Indian mental health

technicians.

The associate degree progr- s appear to be

achieving more success than the earlier manpower

models. "There is modest, but widespread professional

sanction for such workers... numerous civil-service

career series that have been established reflect th

growing bureaucratic sanction (Pattison & Elpers, 1972).



6, Recent developments suggest a growing trend

toward amalagmation of parap ofessionals to form_a

single group of Human Services Workers.- "This human

service movement appears to be budding in almost all

of the 50 states and in most of the service fields--

mental he lth, penology, publi 7,aw, law enforcement,

religion, education, and public affairs Fisher Mehr

& Truck nbrod, 1974)."

Despite variations in titles there is a growing

recognition on the part of both paraprofessionals and

employers that.these workers share in common a core -f

skills and a philosophy _of practice. The National Associ-

ation of Human Services Technologies is one organization

that capitalizes on these commonalities and accepts more

than 40 different job titles as belonging to the Human

Service Profession. Mental Health Technicians Alcohol

and Drug Abuse Counselors Social Work Associates,

Welfare Workers, among many others qualify for

members

In view

experie ces

past four yea

P.

Implications

-he developments on the national scene and Our

h the Mental Health Technician program over the

believe the demand for-training in human

service skll1s will increase. Nor is there reason to suspect

that the need for Mental Health Te hnicians at IHS installations
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has decreased since last evaluated in 1973,

However, it would be extr-mely difficult to reconstitute the

Mental Health Technician program currently being phased out

ithout IHS wide participation and commitment of trainee lots,

and increasing the current budget at least fourfold. Ev n,

then, this may not be the most efficient direction to take,

There are approxi ately 3,000 outreach workers in a V4rlety

of jobs on Indian reservations and the number is likely to

increase. Although their tasks and roles might vary, there

appears to be a foundation of activities basic to all such wQrk .

For example, they must have some conceptual basis for under-

standing their clients. They must have skills for communicati

aningfully with them. They must have skills for aiding oLien s

d velop their own strengths. They must have means to wor%

h complicated social systems--the same categories iproposeel

by IHS administrators for mental hea th technicians.

lthough spoken of quietly for some time, traditional nentJ.

health professionals now openly admit there is considerabl ever-

2,ap in both content of graduate training and piofessioaal zr.ctice

among the different disciplines (Henry, Sims, & Spray, 19

No on denies the need for the special services associated wi

the different professions nor the type of meticulous r se4xch a d

testing that can come from these e phases. But professionals

have had great difficulty in shari,,g their common activities and

the client has often been the one to suffer.
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On the other hand, the Majority of outreach workers or

er-ices workers are nOt specialists in the sense they

OZA focus on one aspect of a clientsneeds (Brill, 1974). By

the very nature of the de and' of their jobs, they are pre-

ventive and crisis o iented either helping clients to handle

the overall demands-of living or assisting them to utilize the.

specialized services of media1 care, education, psychotherapy,

etc.

Since training should be directly related to role perfor-

mance; and since theSe workers roles have much in common

regardless of job title; and perhaps mosl important, they have

not yet fo_med competitive coalids (as the professionals have

done), why not train them together to work together:

Recommendations fe rt Willow Training Center:

1. Introduc a I--niman S i-e program to train small

groups of field workers from the same locale to work

as a team .

If this two week pr shows signs of success,

repeat it t o or three time during fiscal 76 and

include two or three b-ief courses that will build

upon'the introductory -gur-

2. Increase field wohops, work_ ng with all

categories of personnel at one time in one agency

to help them clarify roles and relationships.
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Th- Health Services Mnagerient program already

ental Health Technician

p:ogram has been of some assistance. A greater colla-

bo -_tive effort is needed, however, to meet field

demands and collect data for relevant curriculum

development.

performs this function.

nue to develop brie: courses that reflect

fi id needS'and train field p, arsonnel to administer

these courses.--In most intanes, this means updating

and strea lining materials we -lready have on hand and

teaching ethers to use them.

4. Work toward accreditation of training through current

IHS paraprofessional personnel guidelines G- 699-4/9),

and academic and professional association recognition.

Until we )criow whether a deyiree program in Human Ser, -35

is feasible or desirable, Jets attempt to articulate

whatever cour es are given with existing college programs.

Where we cannot offer courses let us offer accurate and

appropriate guidance.

Add -n

In contrast to the dismal reports on Indian education for

half of this century, Indian,pe pies have made enormous strides

over the past few years. "There has been a rapid increase in

the numbers of Indian college st den - during the decade from

1960'to 1970., =tpproximately 00C students are now in
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c llege. This constitutes about 12'percent of an age group that

finish high school, 20 percent 'enter college! 10 percent enter

another post high school in3titutlon, and 5 percent graduate

from college with a four-year degree. These are relatively

high proportions, compared with other American social groups

with low family incomes (Havighurst, 1970)."

Furthermore, based upon self-report inventories and questi

-es sampling 30 different- Indian communities, Indian youth turn

out to be as well adjusted.and have as high a self-esteem as

their counter parts in the majority population. (c.f Dreyer

Havighurst, 1970; Dreyer, 1970). One might questi A the

seach tools and the use of majority youth as a no-mtive .T?ase

.h_y are having serious problems too). Nevertheless, the trend

apparent--educated, sophistic- ed Indians are beoomlng

o e singly available for service to their communities for

ofessional training, for opportunities in the county at large.

Still, we would be mistaken if we thought that t- 'ning men

and women is simply a matter of funding and organizatio The

process is a much more subtle and personal undertaking. The

frustrations of college we might recall (if we haven't repressed

them) are multiplied for the Indian student. Aside from the

red-tape of application forms and mass registration; aside f om

the coldness of large institutions and unfamiliar roUtines; the.

Indian student must also adapt to crnpus values, dress, language

and social life that are not simply strange or puzzling bu-- may

threaten his most deeply felt beliefs. Finally, unless one knows
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how to "work the sy- tem", one ,::an get lost in college. It

would not b= difficult to find many Indians who have hld

year or more college credi , without compl ting a sIngle

bas c course to graduate.

There is no doubt that this rapid increase in Indian

college student _ part attribut=ble to an increase in

available funds. But one must look elsewhere for the influ-

ences producing the mo±iest incre se in college graduates.

One likelv source are the orga izations (such as the United

Si_hola ship Service, Inc. )- whose dedicated personnel help

sustain the Indian student in ol, lending him e:c.ot onal

support and acting as liaison with school and -oth r in-titutions

to ensure proper attention to individual and group educational

needs.

If Indian. HealthService training is to continue its

involvent with academic credits -.7e would be well advised to

supply our trainees with guidance if they pursue a college

degree. But we cannot do it on our own. We cannot affora to

isolate ourselves from other organizations seeking to help the

Indian student through the educa ional system. We should plan

now to borrow the efforts of _ther organizations and lend our

own strengths to fulfill comm n objective--trained Indian men

and vo .6-- who can man and manage their own affairs.
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From this summary, and knowledge of Area training effor s, it is

to be expected that Desert ti11ow Training Canter -ill phase out trainLng

Mental Health Technicians. However, short unkshops and special

intensive courses developed i: response to arrQ Area's special request

are still very much a part of the rhinking of the Desert Willow Training

Center staff.

Meanwhile a fairly large component f mental health material

is in=egrated into the CHR and CHM training programs. Audio visual

materials have been and can continue to be developed by Desert Willow

Training Center staff for use in Mental Health education and in-service

training.

D. Papago Health System

1. The Bith Haa Model

It -ay seem to some paradoxical to change the focus

attent_ .n from Space TeChnology to Tribal Control of health programs.

Powever the Pvpago Executive Health System has beer . carefully developed

by th tribe to preserve the distinctive qualities and values of Papago

tradition. They are organized in such a fashion that the processes of

program developmen: cont ol are intimately related to tha life styles

and ways of thinking characteristic of this tribe.

The Papago Heal-h System is in one sense parallel with the IHS

Service Unit and in another is its extension or complementation arm.
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It is comprehensive in its activits, and includes IHS services

as only one part of its concerns. In order to better grasp its

breadth and context the following material prepared in 1973 by

the Papago Planning Department is quoted extensively.(From Descriptive

Analysis of Tribal Health System on_Lasea-
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The History and DevelopmELaLlaalth_Lutems and Health Programs
on_Papago

Papago Health System
a

Traditional medicine and Papago Health programs and their
development.

The road to power iS the killing of an eagle. The tale of the
first dangeluus eagle and of his subjugation by Ditoi (Earthmaker)
has its place in the origin myth.

A monster eagle lived in a mountain cave, where he took a woman
to live with him and had a child. From the cave he flew down
daily to the settlements and carried off the inhabitants for
his food.

Ilitoi was appealed to. He promised to come in four days, but
actually came in four years. Then he made various incomprehen-
sible stipulations as to the weapons which were to be provided
him. The people guessed his desire and gave him an obs' ban
knife and a number of sticks of hard wood. He drove the sticks
into the rock cliff and mounted on them to the eagles' cave.
Tnere he turned himself into a fly and waited until the eagle
was asleep. With the 1191p of the woman, he cut off the head of
the monster and of his child.

After the victory, he placed the eagle feathers in a bas2cet w
is supposed to be kept by th-e inhabitants of Kaka. But he was
sick from the power of the feathers end so taught the people
the process of purification. He then promised that anyone who
killed an eagle in the future should have power, but he must
go through the same purification.

The Papago medicine man (ma'kai), is primarily a diviner and
prophet. He "sees" the date of the first summer storm, the outcome
of games, or the cause of disease. The function of the medicine man
in his role dealing with diseases is primarily as a "seer" and diagnos-
tician more than a healer.

This is because in the Papago area, there are diverse explana-
tions of disease, each demanding its own form of cure and practitioner.
The medicine manls "seeing" of one of these forms of disease has noth-
ing to do with symptoms. These are ill defined at best, and any one
of them might be attributed to any cause. Diagnosis is a purely intro-
spective matter, in which.the supernatural influence, which has sent
disease, i5 revealed to the medicine man in a vision.

There are three supernatural causes of disease, all treated on

the principle that like cures like One is ceremonial lapse, which

183
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meant some error or disrespect committed at a ceremony. Agairst such
a breaking of taboo, the medicine man is powerless, and cure is in the
hands of the ritualists who managed the performance. A second cause
is the ill will of animals. Each of these controlled some particular
disease, sent as punishment on human beings who has offended it. Again
the medicine man is powerless unless he has dreamed of the animal in
question. Only one kind of disease is usually treated by the medicine
man himself. This is the kind caused by the intrusion of a foreign
object in the patient's body, an explanation which is, perhaps, the
most widely accepted of all. The object is thought to have been shot
into place by sorcery, and thuefore the medicine man, a potential
sorcerer himself, is the proper person to remove it. His remedy is
sucking and many of the medicine man-prophets add this to their spcial-
ties. Sore diagnosticians, however, "do not have it in their dreams",
and in that case them call in another medicine man. There are some
medicine men who prescribe herbs diets, and steam baths, which cured.
clore have the ability to set bones or perform operations. Treatment
is done by singers who restore harmony by appropriate songs and/or

rituals.

The medicine man is eprhaps the only individualist in Papago

society. He receives genuine pay for his services. He is not afraid
of being rich, (in the way perceived by other Papagos as having more
than his neighbors) nor does he have the stigma of being "stimnr",
which would blight another man. He pays for his eminence with the
constant risk of his life.

The Papagos have always valued health and their lifestyle tradition-
ally was geared to maintaining the health of the individual, fami4,
and community. Critical t sui.- as "living in harmony with the

environment". Medicine men were , continue today, to serve a pri-
mary role in preventing, diagnosing, maintaining, and in prescribing
treatment of either the individual, family, or community.

Today medicine men still practice even though their number has
diminished. Their role in a complex health system cannot be ignored
for the Papago medicine man is powerful, respected, and feared by many
of the people on the reservation, and they will continue to play a
major role in community health.

When the Tribal health programs began, the medicine men were
consulted and their advice followed. The Tribal health staff and
all Tribal health programs in their development never forgets their
presence and the Papago health system reflects this.

Prior to 1968 there were no Tribal health programs. The major
source of health services was provided by Indian Heaith Service. In

1968 the Papago Tribe was approac'Aed by Indian Health Service and asked
if they would like to participate in a new program called the Community
Health Representative. This program gave to Tribes, in a cont'

form, monies to provide services. The first subcommittee on
was appointed by the Tribal Chairman -En 1968 when the Tribe agz_
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initiate a CHR program. It was coLiposed of six members from various
sections of the reservation who worked closely with the Tribal Chairman
and the Service Unit during the planning and training phases of the
CHR program.

With the establishment of the CHR program, the subcommittee began
to serve as a health board, with the Tribal Chairman serving as an
ex-officio member. This board functioned from about 1968, thro
spring of 1971, as appointees of the Tribal Chairman. In spring of
1971, the chairman of the health board resigned and the board grad-
ually became inactive.

The CHR program was to be the beginning of a Pa'eago oriented
health system. Vifla througo their leaders, would be selecting
the CHR's for their particular areas. A traditional decision making
process was followed that would later be reflected in a health organi-
zation modcl rootIld in a traditional form of government and decision

making.

In April of 1971, the Papago Tribe found itself managing a growing
number of programs made possible by Federal funding and tribal resources.
The Chairman, at that time, became increasingly concerned with devel-
oping a tribal organization capable of managing these resources and
being responsive to the ndds of the people. He consequently indtiated
a number of actions, one of which was the appointment of an Ad "--
committee to investigate alternativg approaches to formatiol,
tribal health organization. Papago Lribal staff members, IF Loyees,

and a consultant experienced in pablic health, were asked to ,erved

on the Ad Hoc committee. The first meeting of the Ad HG cco ,ee was

with the Tribal Chairman. At this meeting, the need to cluster programs
around the functions of human development, physical and economic dsvel-
opment and supporting services was discussed. It was felt that general
policy formulation ie, Chairman and Council should be separated from
operating policy formulation ie, Chairman and Tribal staff. Health

was seen as a necessary p.ogram in human development. Shortly after

the formation of this Ad Hoc committee, and after its first meeti'lg
with the Tribal Chaiman, he was killed in an airplane crash. Several
meetings were held and the Ad Hoc committee terminated in May, 197.4',
when its study was completed. (See "Report to The Papago Tribal Chair-
man of the Ad Hoc Committee for Papago Health Organization and Related
Activities, May 15, 1972")

Between 1968 and 19711 the number and scope of tribally operated
health programs grew. In the fall of 1971, there were six operating
arograms funded by various agencies. These programs were: Community
lalth Representative (CHR), Emergency Food and Medical Services (EF1S)1
-ago Nutrition improvement Program (PNIP), Papagf71 Psychological
Tices - usually called Mental Health 00, Alcoholism Prevention
7,ducation Program, and Otitis Media - now the Disease Control

DC

183
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In the fall of 1971, following irw.i Tribal Health

Workshop, the directors of these grA to t ber info

mally as a means of getting acquain ee exc!flang- iint1on
abotri, their particular programs. fie a reselt ci these info:-

ings, the directors readily sew the need fee. a _weer working
ship, coordination2 and planning. They begen te coet once a month

and elected a r iirman and vice-chairman from tiwir group. During

this time, the group was not a formally recognized Tribp1 organization.
At these sessions, the health directors began to raise various ques-

tions. A major question raised was one of organization. Questions

such as: Should we organize? How do we organiee? Shall we follow

typical organization models? Can we organize and still include Papago
tradition and culture? This last question was critical to stimulating
the group to think in a direction that used their historical mind
collectively and to develop an organizational model based on the tradi-
tional Papago decision making group procese. This model is called'

le Bith Haa Model.

Several months after the death of the Tribal Chairman, the new
'chairman met with two of the health directors and delegated them to
look into and carry out the necessary taske in Tribal health.

By M ch of 1972, after a series of meetings with the other health
directors, the group prepa _ '_,(3 report to the Chairman and present

him with the current status ef the Tribal health programs. Size of

staff, monies, activities, problems, and future nrojects. They had

a preliminary plan for the coordination of these health activities and
presented to him the idea of the EHS and the Bith Haa model.

In May of 1972, the Tribal Chairman, Vice-Chairman, other Tribal
departments, Director of ORD, BIA Superintendent, Sells Service Unit
Director, and Planning Department Director met with the health directors.
At these ,meetings the same information which Yas given to the Tribal
Chairman in March was discussed and the idea of the Bith Haa model

and EHS presented.

Beeween March and July of 1972, ssveral events began to take
place which had to be presented to the Council. A major one was a

telecommunication project. (To be discussed in detail later.) The

health directors realizing the significance and need for total Tribal
involvement, met with the Papago Council in June 1972, and informed
them of some very preliminary discussions regarding a potential tele-
communications project. This was a major task since it had to be
discussed in the Papagc language so that it could be understood in spite

of its complexity and technicality. The health directors also pre-

sented a resume of all the Tribal health programs, activities, monies,,
etaff size, to give them an appreciation of the scope of Tribal health,
-ts future and the need for a coordinated, planning, and managing and
policy maldzig group.



The directors discus-ea,: the Bith Haa organizational model and
the iclJa of an EHS. They prepared and presented a resolution which
wound authorize the EHS to net in behalf of the Tribe in all health
matters. Oe July 7, 1972, resolution 43-72 was passed unanimously
hy the Papago Council. The Bith Haa and EHS were naw formally recog-
nized.

Shortly thereafter, ome pilot project monies were contracted
by IHS to the Tribe for "Coordination of Health Services". This

contract provided money to begin staffing afcentral office with a
secretary and facilitate carrying out some:activities necessary for
Tribal participation and coordination.

1. The Bith Haa model

How was the name Bith Haa given, and how did it come about?
In early 1972, meeting with the Ad Hoc committee, two directors of
the Tribal health programs began to describe how the directors were
beginning to work as a group. During the discussion, it became appar-
ent that they were simulating in a modified form, an organizational
model known as the Porterfield model. As the similarities of their
approach and the Porterfield were discussed, the health directors
realized consciously or came to the cenaCious level of awarenes_
that they were fuctioning organizationally in a Papago traditien form.
As this was illustrated to the Ad Rdc members, the Bith Haa model came
to being, and became the syrtolic form for graphical:le' trying to des-
cribe what and how the Tribal health programs were trying co develop.

The following is an attempt to deeeribe ehe Bith Haa model and
the Bith Haa process. What does Bith haa mean? Bith Haa teanslated
from Papago means clay pot. The Ilse of clay ie verT intrinsic to the

symbolasm for clay represents man Ind earth. Man, lfice other living
thiags, comes from earth and retr-ns t-J earth, aee m-eher. Man is

one with earth, and formed from earth. This ie w'ey the clay, "Pith"

is so very critical. Clay is earth, earth is the Not'ier who gives

liTe to man; man comes from and returns to earth. Earth nourishes
and suppoits life and is part of the continual procaes of creation.

The Bith Haa is ba3ed o verY deep philosophical and spiritual
roots -- mother earth, man an:1 his relationship to earth and man as
a member of a more holiatic eeiroament and universe. 2he Bith Haa's
arigin reflects an Indian philosophical approach to life, and is ex-
pressed in the goal, as defined by the Executive Health Staff, of

the Papago heaath system: "to live in harmony as 010dham in :,he

environment".

What functaoh clees the ith Haa eerve? A Bith Hee s a cl y

pot ueed for cooldng food, syebal was chosen by the heelth

1 8
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directors to illustrate the dynamics of a group process -- a process
similar to that traditionally used by villages to functionally define
problems, and make the necessary decisions to carry out the activities
essential in reaching a goal.

How does this process work in developing, operating, and coordi-
nating health programs? Ideally, the Bith Haa allows all participan
the fluidity and flexibility to merge in an appropriate manner when
it is necessary to analyze problems, develop alternatives and se'co.

those most appropriate to Papago.

A pot is a fragile vessel that can
and this is always considered important
the Bith Haa model. The form of the po4

the ingredients. In the Bith Haa, who
the pot? Usually the ingredients are he

be cracked or broken,
ember when speaking of
f enables it to contain
:p the ingredients inside
Jtaff, but it is not

exclusive to tribal health staff or health program directors. The

ingredients, which generally refer to human resources, can at times
be identified by prograles such as CHR, Disease Control, but these latels
used are for the convenience of identifying specifically funded programs
In the actual dynamics, program identification is used only when useful,
but is always secondary to the concept of the group. The individuals
forming the group come from various parts of the reservation bringing
different skills and experiences to enrich the whole. The group merges

in various forms at various times. A group can be pairs of clusters,
but always forms for the purpose of action oriented decisions. Some
of the decisions are not made until the appropriate time or group can
be brought together. Other community resoursPs can become part of

the Bith Haa. For example, Head Start most recenly became a permanent
addition to the Bith Haa. Others, either individuals or agenc'es may

be part of the pot on an ad hoc basis. The Bith Haa can include
profc,sionally trained, technical resource people, traditional practi-
tioners, community members, and other types of community workers such
as community development workers. The major point is that usually
the pot contains a combination of people with skills, ideas, and
knowledge needed to resolve problems. The "ingredients" or mixture
of human resourses, ,fary then, depending on the nature of the task

or problem, its scope, and its complexity. The Bith Haa process is

not intended to be exclusive. People go in and out of the pot as

appropriate. The "ingredients" can Lally become nourishment or "food"

when the "cooking" is properly done. The ingredients are the human
resources and their ideas in the pot. The poolcing is the dynamic

process within the ::t that enables the ideas and resources to become

a reality. E224 nourishes and promotes life and may vary derteiding

on the need and on the ingredients.

The mouth of the pot represents the Executive.Health staff, the
official spokesman for Tribal health prog,7amo. At present, the EXecu-

tive Health Staff is made up of health program directors, a representa-



tive from Head Start one from the Community Action ee Eram. The

Community Health Medic is an ad hoc, non-voting member of the EHS.
This group is responsible to the Council of the Papago Tribe for
managing and operating health programs and for making or recommending
dee4_sions to the Council on health or related matters.

The first puff of steam represents the Office of Health Affairs.
office is nut filled by any one individual and is not a position.
%1th affairs office is a function to be implemented as necessary.
leer of the Bith Haa can be the spokesman and asSu'llS ',11e func-

tion of ehe health affairs office whenever appropriate. At times the

function of the office may be served by one member of the IeccrAve
Health Staff. At other times, a team of two or more people may func-
tion Jel that office. The representatives and functions of that office
varies with the situation. Although the Executive Health Staff does
have a chairman and vice-chairman, their duties are primarily relateel
to calling the group together, chairing meetings or being initial
contacts for the group.

Here are some examples of : the health affairs o fiee worla.
In the Diarrhea Control project, tne primary spebesman is the Director
of the Disease Control program. Thet person coordinates end speaks
for the group in this particular activity. For the telecommemications
project, four members were given the responsibility for working with
all the agencies involved in the MASA project. These four members

have been in the situation from the beginning and make reconuiiendations
for changes to NASA, Indian Health Services, and Lockheed. They
regularly report back to the rest ef the group, to the Tribal Chairman,
or to the Council. These four members are the health affairs office
in this situation. In presentine health issues to the Council, all

the Executive Health Staff fenction as epokesmen in the health

a_firs office When the Tribe is asked to send representation to
outside health groups, the heLlth program directors either ask two
of the directors or other health staff to represent the Executive
Health Staff and Tribe. For example, ehe member representing the
Tribe at the Matioaal Indian Health Board is the CHR dieector who
was considered a natural !eeeection sire%
the godfather of the othee Tribal hea'
readily see that there are no "Chiefse
ship qualities and experiences surface for,
whenever the occasion demands and according
quired.

'"IR program is considered

ems. Thus, one can
ndividuals whose lead -

ed are used by, the group
the specific role re-

The second puff represents the Chairman of the Papago Council.
He acts in behalf of the Council and is the cc:tact fer the Executive
Health Staff on a day to day basis. He is kept irformed of health
matters in a monthly briefing session held with the F'ecetive Health
Staff and the Vice-Chairman of the Tribe. A bi-menthly eetailed
narrative report is alSO distributed to the four executiee officers
If the Tribe. If a health matter comes up that needs to be disctesed

with the Chairman or Vice-Chairmaal then the Executive Health Staff

or their representatives get together with them.



The third puff represents the Papago Council who is over all

Tribal programs and activities. It is the Council, the elected repre-
sentatives of the people, who passed resolution 43-72 in July, 1972,
giving the health program directors the authority to act in their
behalf as an Executive Health Staff. (See appendix 1) The Executive

Heaah Staff, who in turn represents Tribal health programs, then
relate to the Council by meetine with them and calling special Coun-
cie meetings on health to discuss and report in detail, health prob-

lems programs and activities. Any Coerzil member can request the

ExecLive Health Staff to work on a specific situation. For example,

one district requested the Executive Health Staff to investigate a

sewer line problem involving Pima County. The special Council meet-

ings on health, conducted in Papago involves the program directors and

their staff members.

The program direct rs, acting as an Executive Health Staff, deter-
mines what decisions must be taken to the Council for retion. When
the telecommunications project was first brought to th- attention of
the Executive Health Staff, they immediately took it tn the Council.

The Council in turn asked tee Executive Health Staff investigate

this furtner and report back. The Executive Health etaff reported

back to the Council who then passed a resolution apteeveing the NASA

project. Another example of how the Executive Heal' Staff worke
with the Council is the Nursing HOW- project. When e private non-
profit corporation expressed an interest in finenciee, on a lease

agreereee. basis, a nursing home facility, the Executive Health Staff,

repreeeni,ed by the chairman of the Committee on Aeeng, went before

the Goueeil and explained the details as then known. The Council,

at aictr meeting, passed a resolution which authorized the Chair-

man .i th Council e 1 the.Executive Health Staff to enter into

negotietL . eith thee corporation. The Executive Health Staff, at

the reqeee eoittee on Aging, added a staff member to work

on the nese home project and all other projects related .,ce the

elderly. Tney also hired a consultant firm who specializes in pro-

grams for the elderly. In the coarse of the negotiations, it became
clear that this corporation did not have the financing needed and
wanted the Tribe to be responsible with them on a bank loan. This

corporatior -Leo did not seem to have experience in the planning of

a nursing home facility. The coreoration finally decided to terminate

the negotiations the staff persoi hired to work specifically on this,

reported back .to the Council to explain why the negotiations were

droppee. This particular project involved several agencies and indi-

viduals including Legal Services, a consultant specialist on the

nursing home, people in the Bith Haa, the Planmieg department of the

Tribe as well ae the Executive Health Staff and repreaentation from

the Comaittee on Aging.

The logs under the Bith Haa represent fuel. The fuel can be

provided by the agencies serving the Tribe as resources. Fuel.can

either be dollars to finance progeams esources. The fuel has



to be enough to cook the foou 1;) that it is neither raw because o

insufficient, wood, nor burnea because there was too much wood burn-
ing at one time.

The wood, the pot, the ingredients, and the puffs of steam, would
have no meaning without the community, represented in the drawing by
a bow, and without the match, representing commmnity needs. The commu-
nity is the bow that activates and ignites the match to start the fuel
and get the process in the pot cooking. On the other hand, it the
community had a match, but no fuel or ingredients to cook, some of
the needs would remain unm t.

This, in essence, describes as NI. ly as pesfLinle the Bith Haat
its model, evolution, and process up to June of
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Contrasts ecn typical organi_ze.tions and Bith itaa

From the foregoing it can be readily seen that the Bith Haa pro-
cess differs in many respects from tyyical organization moOdels. These
differences are discussed below as an Aid to future evaluations.

Typical - As ures we have adequate knowledge to specify what is
to be done, how it is to be done and to direct the implementation.

Bith Haa - Assumes we have adequate knowledge to start doing and
that the organization must learn and develop implemelttation strat-
egies as learning progresses. An example is found the develop-
ment of the Diarrhea Control Project. A plan was formed after the
field health groups, in the thinidng sessiens on health identified
the need for looking into this.

TYPical - Assumes a major manage
things that are wrong. Change i
is to be controlled.

nt objective is to put right
often the result of error and

Bith Haa - Assumes that the organization must be continually self-
correctirg, that change is to be expected and channeled. These
changes are not seen as "errors".

Typical - Assumes we know more than we are a.le to uee. The prob-
lem is usi what we already ciow.

Bith Haa - Assumes that we may not know what is neededt -hat we
must continue to learn. The problem is to avoid transmitting and
using erroneous inform ion.

Typical Assuree we know what should be done. The problem is
in doing it well.

Bith Haa - Assumes we know how to do many things. The problem
to determine what is worth doing and most important to do, hence
the "thinking sessions in health", where directors and health
staff identified priorities, objectives, goals, and the concern
with two-way staff communication.

5. Typical - Assures that effective internal management will lead
to effective exte nal relations.

Bith Haa Aseemes that attending to the external relations will
lead to more effective internal arraugements. The cross-cutting
projects have demonstrated this. The infant gastroenteritis pro-
gram revealed one program's need for monitoring toole tor supervision.

-ical - Assumes we know what is to be done and have sufficient
prior knowledge to do it, Plans are fcrmulated and fired before
action is undertaken.



111th Una As:iuren prior knowlece is siiiumed to
Plans sire cntt1v e and action I-2ads to replanning as a ropetitive
proce

Typical - ksunes that or gahi
that men COM arld go.

elative ly unchangeQbIu and

Bith Ilan - A.solirrICS that men pe sist and the
and formL a .e changeable, several examples
above.

8 Typical A t
ternal events cause

atidrs

ganizftion.aL struc.
_his were disowned

able inherently irid e)c-

Bith Haa Assurrs that crinizations are basicaLly changeful and
stabib.e onJy as vents wazTant.

Typical - ASSUI that chango is rodaced by- focuing on a za-
ticaal Cornponento.

Bith [Ina - Assumes that cnang
denciez tpetween units, hence

groducod by
he erapiasLm on

ccusing on int
int projects,

10. Typical - Assi that having decided cjhat tim to be done an organi-
zation is i112tit ..itionalizeal to do it.

Bith HRa - Assumes that action is started and an organization is
rented to continue the action and stabilize, if and as it is

warrntcd by the problem.

11. Typical_ Assunrs that the manager is the central authority and has
sufficient information to make decisions and get them implemnted.
He does not have to be accountable to staff for decisions or reasons
behind those dacisiene,

Bith flaa - Assumes that the manager should bring together the skrifls
needed to make good decisions and removes inediments to their imple-
mentation. As izz'og-ram managers they are directly accountable to staff.

12. Typical - Assusnes that conflict is to be suplressed as evidence
rnisunderstanding

Bith Iiaa - Assumes -that conflict represents search for alternatives
and is encouraged.

Ty-pical ASSUIreS that problems are to
-ations.

assigned to existin.r orga

Bith }-laa - Co t ts organizations it warren ed to solve pcñlerris.
As in the case of the Diarrhea pr ojeet where personnel from th.ree
programs were formed into tempo ary teams,

193



14. Tjpica1 Assum that men and orar1iattorai elements are inherently
agresivc and competitive.

Bith Haa Aswne that men and organizations are cooperative and
supportive.

15. Typical - Assumes that rards in the form of cash, commenda
from higher authority ard hierarchical promotion motivates per-
formance.

Bith Haa - Assumes that increased motivation i, Aot necessarily based
on mon,71y. Achieving recognition in the form of recognition, confi-
dence and respect by peers motivates appropriate performance.

16. TypicaT - ASSUM45 that people are controlled by rewards and punish-
ments ,.q-th development opportunities for revard.

Bith Ha a - Asstums that people are to be provdded devlopmental
opportunities wlth reward and punishment a secondary consideration.

17. Typical - Assure- that access to ind'oratiori should be restricted
to enthance competitive positions

Bith Has - Assumes jizt the opposite, hence the etnphsis on open
continuous program project information exchan8e in many modes.

The above listing of elements and contrasts was adapted from one
developed by obert Biller, Professor, School of Public Administration,
University of CaLifornia, Berkeley, California.

2. Papago Psychol gical Services

In the Monograph quoted there follows a description

and analysis of the varioue Individual prorams withint the Bith H

including Conmuaity Health Rcpresentatives ut ti a Program, Papago

Disease Control Program, Diarrhea Education program, Alcoholism Prevention

and Education, and Papago Psyoholgical Services,

This last, the Papago Psychological Services, is referred to as

Xental Health both An the schematic r ntation of the Bith Haa and

among the tribal leaders. The description of this program is given

on pages 33-40:



1311.22211211thQl°gical Servi_ce

The Papago Psychology Service was established in November of 1969.
The development of this clinic on otir Indian Reservation came about as
a result of several factors. The University of Arizona Psychology
Department clinic was seeking a more relevant model for training and
program development and so was responsive when approached by a represen-
tative of the rndian Health Service Psychiatric Team which had recently
made a visit to the Papago Reservation. 7he request by IHS was a mode-t
one; exploring the use of graduate students to do testing with Indian
children. The Indian Health Service Reprecentative was, however, quite
responsive to the Tribe's suggestion of exploring a much broader involve-
ment which was to assist in developim, a comprehensive mental health
program. The first year (1969) for the P.P.S. Clinic started out as a
traveling clinic from the University of Arizona to the reservation on
a one-half day per week basis to prwide testing and some Lndividual
counseling service. Staffing consisted of advanced clinical psychology
graduate students and faculty supervisors. The Clinic maintained an over-
all philosophy of respecting and worl-d.ng within Papago values and Papago
culture. In 1970, the first Papago Mental Health worker was hired; that
same year the Indian Oasis School asked for assistance in evaluating
students for the purpose of developing a special education program.

It was telt that the basic model of the clinic ,as w
and the more that it became involved in the activities of
greater the possibilities of developinz further services.

killg well

he Tribe the

The pressure for crore services and more personnel for handling the
services grew. Referrences came from IHS, school, legal,'and CHR
programs.

1.-.11 keeping with the conmuritj psychology approach, the clinic stressed
the employment and training of indigenous Papagos as case finders, trans-
lators, relationship links, and agents to carry out recommendations of
the clinic's professional staff. Papago mental health workers were very
important in the plan. Training them and encouraging them to develop
professional skills and to obtain a professional education becane a major
objective along with the provision of services. The clinic consulted with
Papago medicine nen on cases which involved traditional Papago beliefs.
The medicine nen were considered professional consultants and paid at a
professional fee. For example, ore female client developed sytptomo of
continued weeping and depression. 'then she did not respond to initial
treatment, two healers were consulted. They agreed that the source of
her problem was that she had not fulfilled her responsibility to dead
relatives with aptrobriate ritual. When .she terformed her responsibilitiec;
her symprwms left her and she continues in good health.

It should be noted that the conimun.ity mental health approach worked
very well, in most respects, to the conditions on the reservation. FIrst
language aad cultural differences between the middle class caucasian,
professional staff and the pepple on the reservation were minimized by
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working through Papago .en al health loorker:i arid Papago medicine men.

Second, because the profes ional time on the reservaltion is limited,
consulting with persons who deal directly with uatients was much more
practical.

The growth of the clinic staff 11E10 not been able to keep up with
the need for services. The primary staff growth has been that o
increasing the number of Papago mental health workers from the original
one to a current total of five. A social worker and a secretary have
been added since then. The problem is partially alleviated by load
sharirg wjth PHNs, CHRs IHS Clinic staff and others as appropriate.

In 1972-73, the Papago Psychology Service for the first full year
was entirely under Tribal control and direction.

The staffing pattern includes the clinic's Director, a Deputy
Director, three Papago mental health technicians, and one professional
clinical psychologist who continues as the program's senior consultant
on a two half-day a month basis. His services are primarily used for
case review and consultation. The Indian Health Service liaison social
worker with the clinic has been unable to continue in that role. Conse-
quently, staff are maldng their own arrangements for consultation with
IHS staff. Sar4 services have been anticipated from Dr. Daniel Brown,
Phoenix Area Office, although the details for this have not been, as yet
fully worked out.

The service continues to maintain its orientation as a total
community consultation service facility. Direct services to Papagos
with emotional problems still constitutes an imyortant proportion of
the clinic activities. In addition to attending regular hospital
rounds, being available for consultation and referral, from Sells Hospital
Unit, the clinic has established regular consultations and activities
with a number of programs on the reservation._ These include projects with
the Baboquivari High nool, Indian Oasis School, the Topawa School; occa-
sional consultations are carried out at Santa Rosa Boarding School, and
the San Xavier School.

The Psychology Service continues to consult 'with the Alcohaliam
Program. Other consulting activities with regard to developing a pro-
gram for mental retarded, for the elderly, in consultation with law
and order, the Tribal judge and other Tribal pimpams continue.

Some of the special projects indiaated during this year included;
Group therapy weekly with high school boys and girls continues along the
model of the previous year's group. Last year a therapy group for junior
high school girls was instituted and worked very successfully.

Monthly grand staff meetizs continue. Every few months this grand
staff is held in Tucson as a training meeting at the University of Arizona.
The completion of an evaluation of the first year's group therapy pro-
gram was very encouraging.



The 5uirrner nerital health experi Ace program for tm Papago uni r-
sity students was continued by a grant from the Southern Arizona Mental
Health Association. A grant at the sae level of funding for thiz sum-
mer experience 1973) program was also awarded.

Participation continues in the training of mental health workers
sert Willow and the attendance by several of the clinic's staff

for training and as trainers.

TWo-day-a-week mental health coverage in San Xavier District con-
tinues. 7ne program coordinates with mental health agencies in the.South
Tucson area. Several Papagos have been hospitalized in Tucson during
the yaar throuh oul. services.

The staff participated in several conferences concerning furiding
and record keeping which were sponsored by the National Institute of
Rental Healt:h and the Arizona State Department of Health. The service
has affiliated wA1.1 the Mental Health Clinics Organization of Arizona.
Various nenbers of the clinic's staff participated in the Western Psycho-
logical Association meetings, both in terms of reporting the results of
the group therapy evaluation program and in a symposium on activities of
mental health workers. Three nembers of the staff also were involved with
the AT2rican Psychological Association, held in Montreal, Canada, and
presented an over-all view of our mental health clinic and its operati ns.

Just recently f_ur members of our staff attended a m- ting of the
American Association of Family Counseling in Palm Springs California,
and out presentation was on Papago marriage and family counseling.

A graduate student in clinical psychology is presently helping out
on a two one-hali day pet month basis as an instrument in setting up
group therapy and vill gradually phase out a$ the mental health techni-
cians develop to the point where they can carry on the therapy groups.

Dr. Janes Shore has been the Papago Psychology Service outside ad-
visor during this past year. However, it is uncertain that he will con-
tinue in that role.

As the individual caseload and the number of group therapy projects
increase, the clinic is increasingly hard pressed to adequately cover
all needs which emphasizes not only the need for increased staff, but
increased sRilis in load sharing.

3. Alcoholism Prevention and Education

Since the problems of Alcoholism are closely identified

with nenta1 h-alth in nearly any thinking about community programs the

description of the Alcoholism Prevention d Education program is also

quoted here from pages 44-46:



lectol'em P evention and Education jroErgm

Alcoholism and severe problem drin1ng ore substantial eroblems
among the Papago people.

Prior to 1969 there was little ur no recognition of the problem by
tribal or governmental agencies. However, in June of 1969 a sub-commdttee
f the Tribal Health Borad was established to investigate the alcoholism

problem. Investigation substantiated that alcoholism was a serious prob-
lem and a funding proposal was prepared and submitted to 0E0, HEW, and
IHS. The original proposal was for three years of funds at an average
cost of $62 000 per year. Some recent etatistice are:

--July 11 1972 - Jun 10 1973: 70 arre ts for Driving While
Intoxicated were made on the reservation, 1,379 males and 143
females were arrested for Public Intoxication,

Approximately 801 of all traffic accidents on the reservation
were alcohol related. Seventy percent of the cases handled by
the Tribal judge involved domestic problems resulting from alco-
hol abuse. Ninety-eight children were abandoned and pLaced in
custody - these were directly attributable to drinleing in the home.

--Total caseload of the alcoholism program is about 31010 clients:
Of this, 95% are male between the ages of 25,35 years old. There
is a potential caseicad of 1,200 if services were to be expanded.

Principal emphasis was on an education and counseling pr gr

Initial funds were promised from 0E0 in December of 1970, but
we e not available until May of 1971. Fortunately, assistance from the
Tribal Mental Health Program permitted hiring of the first two ccumselors
in December 1970. Training for thuse counselors began in November of
1970 at the Southwestern Regional Indian Alcoholism Training Center of
the University of Utah operating under an 0E0 grant.

The remaining three counselors were hired in April of 1971 and were
also entered in the Counselors Training Course at the University of Utah.
All five counselors are still with the program. Of the five counselors
one counseler has been promoted to Director of the Alcoholism Program.
One other counselor has been promoted to Supervisor/Counselor. There
also have been five new staff members hired. They are two counselors,
one female and the only woman counselor on the staff, one secretary, one
Halfway House Manager and one Assistant Manager, Halfway House. This
brings a total of 10 staff members presently working lathe Alcoholism
Program.

In the beginning? the Alcoholism Program started havi,ng Alcoholism
Education Meetings in eight villages on the reservation. There now are
weekly meetings in thirteen viIleges with an average attehdamoe of thirty
to forty people per meeting. These Xicoholism Education Meetings were set
up to inform the people of alcoholism and make them more aware of the
problems of alcOholism, its warnings signs, symptoms, and the effects of
alcoholism. At present, the program has set up Alcoholism Education Meetings
In approximately thirteen villages, two boarding schools and one day school.
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In the near future, the program is planning to go into more public
schools and more boarding schools on and off the reservations. This
is a result of having more attendance of youth at our Alcoholism Educa-
tion Meetings. They are very much interested in our program and would
like us to come and talk to them about our program.

The Alcoh lism Program receives referrals from the hospital, Law
and Order, TWEF, CHRs and Mental Health. They also get self referrals.
The referrals are, for instance, referred as a single person, as a hus-
band and wife or as a family. From January 1972 to December 1973, there
were twelve walk-ins. This type of self referral is expected to increase.
Treatment for these referrals is done with support ranging from the 1HS
Health Medical staff to the traditional practitioner. There are approxi-
mately 35 clients to each counselor.

The Alcoholism Program coordinates and eommunicates with outside
agencies and is utilizing some of the following agencies. The Sacaton
Halfway House, 23rd St. Halfway House, Maverick Hplfway House and the
Tucson Reception Center. This relies upon the individual's interest and
a person can stay as long as he prefers in the Halfway House. Counsel-
ing is also provided. Individuals whe prefer detoxifying are taken care
of in Tucson at one of the agencies. The individual's preference for
utilizing the services usually relies upon the family situation at home.

Probleme of this progran which are bein ked on e:

(1) Counseling - very limited staff for rragnitude of problem and
the size of geographical area (3 million acres ) and a widely
dispersed populetion.

(2) Rehabilitation Services - no on-r5eriraticn facility like
a halfway house. Planning is underway to develop such a
facility at Sells. The facility mill be a halfway house
where persons can be referred for stablization, observation
and treatment. The halfway house is being planned to serve
approximately 20 day care clients and 12 intermediate long-
term residents. The half way house will also assist in job
training and/or placement and will work with the family and
outreach workers toward full rehabilitation. This will faci-
litate coortdination of activities and referrals from surrounding
communities in particular, the Gila River Alcoholism Program
and Sacaton Hospital (detoxification center) and penal systems
in Kma, Final and Maricopa counties.

) Establishment of standards of care like those employed for
the gastroenteritis project so that diffe ing preventive and
treatment programs can be evaluated.

(4) Improvement of documentation and analysis of data on clients
and their families.

(5) Assess impact and quality of educatio
so that it serves the purpose and so
oriented to Papago life styles .

L program activities
at it is continually
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hg dialogue with traditional healers to gain the ne-
their insights with respect t- catoe alooh014

One area in hich the program hopes to expend more effort is in
the area of schools. This is an area that has not been fully developecL
kt present, the counselors, due to insufficient time and staff have been
meeting in an assembly with the elementary and junior high school stUdehts
and have shown films. More in-dept contacts with students will be done
as they are intercraliv involved in the family settinw,

Fro e rogran tne Fanao planning Detartnerit secured st.temen ts

objectives and goals, for each of the other rorarns These are gi en

Le retort as follows:

Llcohelism

Coals: To provide a broad based program which ilJ. aid
people to deal with alcoho

Objectiv

an intelligent and controlled manner.

1. Lden.tification of the alcoholic and other problem
drinkers.

2. Identification of the causes of alcoholism,
3. treatment and rehabilitation of the problem drinker.
4. Counseling and rehabilitation of the problem drinker,
5. Prevention of alcoholism and alcohol problems

especially among the young people.

tnl Health

ls: To provide mental health services to the ?apgo in a
nanner which respects Papago tradition and culture and reflects
uith the desire of the Papago-people. To further the mental
health clinic aims at training and developing Papagos in and for

mental health area to ultimately make the clinic a basically
Papago staffed one.

Objective

1. Development of succesaful techniques for grouptherapy
with high school boys.

2. Development of successful techniques for group therapy
with high school girls.



3. Start actions to begin group sessions with mixed
sex groups.

4. Obtain outside funds to support activities to acquaint
several Papago university students with mental health
interests while working directly with Papagos, and to
attract them to training in the Mental Health field.
To make staff available as counselors to the activities
at the teen center when it becomes operational.
Will work toward the development of a Sells based
mental retardation program.

It can be seen that these two programs funded from different

sources and staffed by personnel with complementary types of training,

have much in common. Without the model of the Bith Haa which includes

both in a comprehensive context with free exchange of information,

rivalries and competition for scarce resources could easily arise.

Here both are functioning wIthout losing identities, in a coordinated

fashion of potential mutual support.

4. Evaluation of the Bith Haa Model After ImplementatIon

With these specific programs as illustrations of the levels

of program development is easy to return to the total model and to

ask haw has this worked out? Are there difficulties in impler nting a

model based in very different thinking and using processes of admInIstration

and decision making that contrast so markedly with the usual American

bureaucratic style

These questions are at least partially answernd. in this same

report in a frank discussion of problems encounterad and how attempts

were made to resolve them: pages 57-64)
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An Analysis of_th.g pith Haa Mode

Problems: While the pith Haa ncLel and process, and the Exec
tive Health Staff are somewhat unique Tor health or other service
organizations, they draw upon the traditional mechanisms of the
Papago for organizing, planning, and decision making discussed ear-
lier in this report. Nevertheless, the development of the Bith Haa
has encountered problems with which the staffs continue to struggle.
When the attempt to weld all programS into a common effort was ini-
tiated, the various Tribal health programs were functioning with few
formal ties either among themselves or the IHS Service Unit. They
were conceived and established as i:Idependent, categorical projects.
Although most had developed from needs identified by the CHR program
they had different funding sources and independent objectives. This
initial mode of establishment was to be the basis for several of the
problems. The problems encountered in the development of tlie Pith Hata
model the first year were:

1. The Executive Health Staff dlLal role: As program Direct
and as Executive Health Staff members.

The perceived threat (by individual 'ogram staf
autocratic, centralized ana remote power.

) an

The difficulty of external agencies and other Tribal pro-
grams in adjusting to the idea of a group rather than an
individual as decision maker,

The difficulties of implementing the traditional concept of
leadership emerging, with the constraint and pressure of
time and externally imposed deadlines often forcing issues.

5. Probleam of communications and perception internally, exter-
nally, and across program boundaries.

ach of these problems and the method of coping with them will
cussed in turn.

Dual Role: Each member of the Executive Health Staff is
also the program director of one of the tribal health
programs discussed earlier, rile meetings and joint activi-
ties of the Executive Health Staff were initially very time
consuming and while this time requirement has diminished
somewhat aver the past year, time pressures remain great
upon individuals who already hold full time positions. Since
staffs of the programs posse$sed an incomplete understanding
of the Bith Haa goals, objectives, and process, and to some
extent, still do, and saw little benefit to them in exchange
for less time from their program director, the EHS was re-
sented and/or the absence of their "boss" or "leader" was
resented. Staffs perceived this as a loss of time and atten-
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tion t at s mad be spent oi them or the p ogram. Interest-
ingly, since most program staffs operate internally within
the pith Haa framework, they identified these negative feel-
ings early and expeesed what they felt was a serious problem
to their directors, In discussing this, the directors felt
that the problem in their dual roles lay partly with the need
to develop their own Ttaffs much more. That type of complex
development could not happen overnight, and could not be
imposed. The directors expressed a great deal of frustration
during this phase. ks managers and EHS, they were going
through their own period of self development, and at the
same time attempting to develop their staffs, delegating
responsibilities so that the program work would continue
when the director was not around to make decisions. Parti-
cipation in the EHS would be impossible unless staff within
the individual health peograme are developing to function
when the director i9 not there. It may take months or even
years for a person to be developed to the point whore they
are unafraid to speak if for years they nay not have issued
an opinion about anything. Learning to think through varioue
decisions or opLions as health staff was also part of their
developr et. The directors realized how hard it is to
attempt eevelopment of human resources in a multiplicity
of areas, all crucial to keeping alive the Pith Haa process.

Another factor in the problem of the dual role was that
three of the five programm were very new and for some of
the directors this was their first experience in the role
of managers and for all the directors it was their first
experience as Executive Health Staff. With new programs,
the program director had many details to attend to as part
of establishing and beginning to operate a full field pro-
gram. In the role as EES members, with the responsibility
given them by the Papago Council, it was some time before
they felt comfortable with the awesomeness of the emerging
role and the responsibility in the area of total health
development for the Tribe.' It was like being immersed in
whatever was happening in total Tribal health, responding
to it, while trying to communicate problems and dialogue
with the Tribe, administration, health.staff, and varioue
agencies.

Approaches to these problems varied. Two programs identi-
fied alternate leadership to handle things when the director
was unavailable. One directer sought to strengthen line
supervision through formal and informal training. Another
director, pulled away temporarily from active participation
in the En while making changes in the staff of the program
to permit it to operate with less detailed supervision.
Another program director continued to function in the dual



role ut stressed more detci.led progr&m staff reviews, of
what the EIS was doing to help staff understand total pro.
gran benefits and therefore help him to fulfill the require-
ments of the dual role. The EHS, as a total group in dis-
cussing possible solutions, tried various things. As part
of developing staff they had very early, a "thinking session"
on health. Directors and various members from the health
program net for two days and dialogued about tribal health
goals, health problems, and health priorities. This brain-
storming session produced a series of actions but perhaps
the must crucial one was that th tribal health programs,
as a group of Papagos and as a group htalth workers, got
together and defined for the Tribe their own health goals,
needs, and priorities. The Bith Haa process and Bith Haa
model was discussed so that its impLacations could be better
understood and seen. The idea that health workers night
be better able to work together in a team approach began
to emerge, Infant Gastroenteritis and environmental health

e iAeritified then as major health problems and priorities
ch eventually led td the development of a diarrhea con-
l project. Another thing that the directors did was to

restructure the Third Annual Health Workshop to make it
more functional. This reservation wide health worhop held
annually, was initially conducted for the purpose of inform-
ing the people about various health program and explaning
what they do. Health workshops also enabled the health
staffs to hear from the people - get their reactions, per-
ceptions, and expressions of health problem and needs.
At the thira workshop held in December 1972, each program
had individual rooms where small groups of people could meet
with each crogram staff - in a seminar-style settirg, and
ask questions, and get a deeper exposure to that program's
acttvities. The Bith Haa model was explained for the first
time to a large group composed of residents from all parts
f the reservation and the officers of the EHS met indivi-
dually with small groups of people and discussed the Bith
Haa

The EIS also began to call special Tribal Council meetings
al health to explain in detail to the Papago Council, the
various issues am health that were coming up, to apprise
them of the current statue, and to get their opinions.
Again, the directors and the grogramstaffs uere involved in
this as phases or joint development and responsiblility to
the Papago Council. None of these approaches is considered
final; they are all tentative and the dual role will continue
to be an area of concern for directors and staff. The
approaches and possible solutions are working with varying
degrees of success. The saccess iS derendent largely on
the personal growth of the tribal health staff and in their
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ability to 1dentir areas discontent ewIy, dialogue sbout
then, and be un raid and open to try various approaches .

Una_nirnity waste on ne point; by whatever mechanism, staff
dels-elopment for more appropriate int:dependent operation arld
dec ision making is seen as a good for bob-h practica1 and
humanistic reasons. rIle resporsi.biaity ror seeing that this
happens is seen as the responsibility of the prograrn direc
tor-. Projects Like Jr/Ant gastroehteritiA have served to
facl1t&te this process by giving acme project staffs experi-
ences in warking togetler acroas progran or agency boundaries

rna-keci success and hare demonstrated. actiaal beneYits
or some cf the abstract principles of the Eli_th

2. The perceived t1Lreat by individual progrvi atafts of an au -
cratic, centralized and remote power: While consensual deci-
sion rnalzirz is a Papago tradition., most program Imre inter-
nali.y organized along the typical_ chain o Onsman.d model and
up -until_ late 1971, these peropants had bedsn operating inde-
pendently, The prograis direetcrs hardly Inew cne another
and had /ittle ccmtact prior tc 'Ole Fall de 1971. When the
directors began to :met, the need tcm overall coordination
and pLanning became critical. This led too tie deve1oprent
of art orgarAzation ?Lam and finally to tile orral erAcTsernent
by -the Papago Council of the EI1S hi yes dismosed in
Section lir.

As an BS Inept ing weelc2y, ther egan to attend to the itu-i
tude of problena and Lsaes needimg their de cision. _Agen-
cies and inLdiorichials now having los resproilpe grotp" tilat
was formally recognized by the Cotnci1 awe -to the OiS with
problems or tox advice, decisions or svpport. The EHS was
ha-raged and alrrist overwilelred by reverts and activities
all needing their attertion. Ihe pressures 4f being over-
all eocrclinatora and policy makers were felt At this same
time, two aoncies, RAZA .and University ol A.rizonts, were
presenting the MS 'vitt, a telecomunications project. A

rtew Service Unit Director was hired and tre diarrhea project
was in its initial plarnile ategee. Iri tine neantlme indivi
dua ). porowarie tact to be attended to, by theta' direct ors,
new pr4grarns were energing and the heaJ.th eter soon realized
that thir directors were th-rown int 0 eno-ther rate.

The directors, now more visible as a grouv, car e t,eing per-
ceived by acne of the health workers as 'Ithose higher lir.
This perceptiorl is understandable as the OS was not meet-
ing with the Trlb-al Councl and its exeartive of:leers,
NASA oifialals g and agency officials like the Direct or or
ORD 1, ard BIA S tvezinterde rt. Them ass eclat ions `elere inter-
preted by none th.at the EFIS vould become z^emaved from the
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field 'icrkr &n4 wou.1 begin to be bureaucratic. They feared
that -the EfiS would be t,ellirj health staffs IOW td0 operate
their programa and wou.14 teGin irxterfering with internal
pr=grans decis ions ar14 autonomy.

The SIIS dj 1 it cculii to allay su.ch feax3 arid ortinued
stVorlitly stppurting and advaoating the efforts of indivi.-
dbal yrograms while attecnpting to begi.n cocadi.nation of

pr ograrc efforts. How the director c orcounicates
with, relates to, arid imps his etarf Lnforrned of the MS
ctiritles is primary. '1121.3 area of irldividtaL ptrograza

atrtoncroy and overall Tribal health elfcats is one where a
delicate balance must be waixtained because of the Lacreas-
ing inter-dependency of various health programs and agency
resioutees i the creation Of a team effort arid optional utili-
zation and development of Its h.urnan resources i.n realth.

The objectives, methods and. belavior of the MS Ms not
ported the image of a w'rermot e cerrtralized authori.ty"

The fear of sone of the staff is apparently dormant, how-
ever, not completely gone. Ca17 constant proof by appro-
prd_ate behavior over a yeriod of tine put those fears
to rest. Tits onlv happen, vith the test of ttne; how-
ever the chances of the ENS bec oming a centralized, auto-

gatto group is aLmost Jinpossible. The Tribal health staffs,
e Bith. Hea organi.zation model and pxocess, and the grou.p
emelt directors would not allow it.

Several. approaches to tbis particular probleni were tried,
These approaches and their relationship to the 4eveLoprnent
of inclividual health staff have been discussed in the dual

Thv joirrt projects such as putting togethar en annual health
ricaliop - developing joirrt training activities whicl involved

1.1. hearth prover:7s con,duottng inforral thinidnig ses sions
or hea1.t1 where stiffs and- directors developed health prior-
iti.es have helped. stati to see the benefits of joint actisn,
Thery have begun to recognise the desire of the 11115 for input
from ell levels of mall', field workers s ecretaries field
supervisors end °tilers -to yroblern definition and soittion.

Th rotiy as a leader! While decisions by- conoenaus is a
Pepago tvadition, -the traditi.onal modes for decisioi maidng
wer'e riot draneoliately seen is appropriate either tnternally or

.Althotgh mat health directors solici.ted staff
input fox thdiriduJel program objectives cud operatiorls, the
rec ogrAtiors Ltd acceptance of this process applied to over-
all. Tribal health coordlna-tion vithirt and across programs,
hie and is coring slowly, Perhaps part of this can be
attaibated to the rawness of coordinated rxibal gr inn and
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the Conviction that the Bith Haa, a result of a Papago pro-
cess personified by the EFS, could 'work "organizationally'.
Leadership on,Papago is oray earned over a long period of
time. This leadership has to be put through the various
tests by health staffs, reservation residents, district and
Tribal councils before it will fully be accorded the recog-
n.ition it deserves. These "tests of performance", an inter-
nal pr ocess have, and. will continue t o be difficult . The
EFIS has already had to defend or explain certain positions
before the Council and has gone through various district
meetirxgs for the same purpose. Within the health programs,
the directors have alwav been. accountable to their staffs
and encourage the opert discussions of any discontent or mis-
apprehension. Since the MIS has been formally recognized by
the Tribal Council, it has supported various individual
health program efforts - When the Disease Control program
vas having a problem with the 'Regional Medical Program and
questioned a contract RMP had from IHS to provide tecludical
assistance, the Chairman of the EHS, together with that pro-
gram director and Tribal health advisor, met with the Direc-
tor of CRD arid administration from Regional Medical program
and resolved -the problem.

The Nutx-ition. Program was having problems assuring future
funang when -the CDC demonstration grant was up. The EU
advocated for supplemental funding and approached IHS.
Indian Health Service was able to fund part of the Nutri-
tion program through -the funding mechanism of five CHR spe-
cialist positions. The Alcoholism program found itself in
a dilemma because of funding restrictions through their
ELM grant. The EIS advocated for budget reallocation so
that funds could be used more realistically. Because of the
competence the IMES has show-n, the Tribe h.as been able -to nego-
tiate more on its orn terms so that monies and grants or con-
tracts are negotiated to protect Tribal interests and so
that some control can be maintained by the Tribe.

'These are examples of how the as, by its behavior, is com-
mitted to an advocacy and supportive role to individual
'Tribal programs. Criticism will always be part of the job.
Slowly, +he feelings of fear and dissent are being replaced
by- confidence that this group will act in the best interest of
the Tribe. The majority of the health staff and other Tribal
employees support and respect the EHS. The mounting respon-
sibilities placed on their shoulders is indicative of the
recognition it has gaimed. Again, joint projects had facili-
tated this reco tiori as has discussion vith individual
program staffs.
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Externally, most agencies ha7e no concept of Fapago culture
and tradition. They are not accustomed to a group decision
process, hence find dtcision making by the Bith ilea foreign
and perhaps not real. From this perspective seelring the
decision maker or boss is normal. Sone attempts have been
made to iselmte mne or more program directors to reverse
decisions se.n. as unfavorable, but the grgup has coalesced
around the indivitrAL and provided support. Locally, IHS
and NASA STARPAHC managements seem to understand and are
supportive of the MS, both administratively and technica
However, the problem will continue with othmr agencies who
deal with EHS an a more transitany and less intensive basis.

4. Emergence of Leadership: Open, aggressive competition for
leadership positions is not favored by Papago tradition.
Leaders energe ami are followed because of demonstrated com-
petence. (Respect is conferred by peers after being earned.
This process is implicit in the Bith Haat but is highly
stressed because of accelerated time, schedale demands not
always compatible with time requirements for leadership
development.) In thm case of infant gastroenteritis, the
program director mwst appropriate by trainimg and skills
emerged as leader, and not the project director who commanded
the greatest number of staff involved in the project. For
interface with rHS and NASA on STARPAHC, IHS selected those
program directors most concerned with the technical and ser-
vice issues raised by the project as well as an 1HS Papago
CHM. The recently initiated Area Health 'Team meetings will
provide another vehicle for cross program leadership to
emerge and will probably evolve additonal organizational
forms to facilitate joint activities and decision naldrig at
a local level with EES working more towards removing block,
ages to those decisiors by marshalling inter-agency or tribal
support of a technica4 organizational or financial nature.

5. Communications: Aal of the problems discussed above could
probably be at least partially sulsumed under this one. The
atner problems all have communications aspects, however, the
most critical communications at this tirm are those between
DIRS and programVprcject staffs. Two way commnnioations with
villages and districts are also perceived by HS as in need
of improvement, but with the size and distance it will take
longer. Communications are not seen simply as the exchange
of messages but a commonly agreed to and accepted concept of
goals, objectives and methods. In Papago this concept is
better described by analogy. Communication of real understand-.
Lag is expressed as illumination - like rays of sun shedding
light on all, illuminating full and even so that perceptions
are clear, not distorted by shadows. 'Taken in this meaning,
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the problem will probably nev r be completely solved. How
ever, discussions with staffy joint grojects and area health
teens and planned district health fairs are solutions being
attemgted. The MS has sound, like prograns in many other
contexts, that fully informing program secretaries are a most
helpful comnunication device. Given full information they
can provide linkages for staff.

5. Concluding Coerits

As Director of the 'Papago Psychological Services, Cecil

Williams has been a member of the Executive Health Staff from the time

of its formation. Together with his assistant, Director Gene Galvan

and other staff, he has enargeti ally developed funding sou c s, supelvised

students from nearby college programs, developed training materials

for the Desert Villow Training Center's Mental Health Technici

Community Health Representative programs, as well as developing several

forms of service delivery to the peopl whom they se e. IRS has

contributed funds from its Headquarters budget and a liaison with the

Phoenix krea Office is maintained eNen though this Manta' Health

program is not adminis ered by -VS.

It has seemed appropriate to present this material in some detail

because it is one of the few examples of successfully operated Tribal

Mental Health Programs. While the Bith Haa model in detail is unique

to this particular culture, similar processes and am openness to admini-

rative models adapted to the tribal context are essentially replicable.

It is not ncomgruous to hold in mdmd simultaneously the i age or

ancient clay pot simmering over a fire mad of a space satellite capable of

broadcasting impulses to a computerized record system and. video communi-

cation between isolated patient and the most modern specialist. As th se

tmages become realities the objectives of both IHS and the Papa o Health

System arid those of other tribes can become actualized.
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Summary of Mental Health Status in Tucson S- Area

Problems Yet to be Resolved

1. Concepts of Mental Healtb and liental Illness are

confo-ded at many levels of stress r d with many perception- of

deviaat behavior. There has not been sufficient clarity in role and

task definitian, nor in description of behavioral signs of distress

and pathology to develop adequate systems analysis tools for Mental

Health. This is true for the field as a whole not just in IHS setings.

This poses serious probler- for integrating the liental Health Programs

into the Health Programs Systems Center system and results in rather

low priority being given to these fact in plan ing. and in applying

space age technology to problems of service delivery. HFSC has very

little access to mental health personnel sophisticated in both cross

cultural behaviors and Community Mental Fealth as yell as systems

concepts. This basic gap needs to be narroted if halite' Health programs

are to be integrated into total comprehensive Htelth delivery systems

developed by the ORD.

2. Desert Willow Training Center is too locally oriented, both

in geog- phie distance and in its experiential base,to be able to

function as a central IHS training facility for14.ntalliealth TIchnicians.

The Desert Willo- Training Center program in this Area has served the

Phoenix and Albuquerque Areas in their initial phases of paraprofes_ional

development and finds even this roughly f ur state region (Arizona,
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Nevada, New 1exico, and Southern Col do) too vast for its staf

to reaLn in close contact with local needs and too heterogeneous in

its salectd.on procedures for efficient training programs.

3. The Papago Psychological Service is presently viable, but its

ability to depend on IHS resources other than those of OSRD is tenuous

and xtclear. Contributions fr m IHS of consultants, personnel and

budget have no sure channels, and those presently available could

disappear almost overnight with changes in personnil or tHS policy.

To be explicit, should the Phoenix Area Office or Nental Health Program

Headqu-arters budget for this program, in addition to the Tucson Sub-Area?

4. Similarly, the experience and model of the nth Haa and the

role of the Mental Health Program in the total context of the Papago

Health System is not widely known throughout IHS. This is true in

c averse to some extent although the Paper) staffhave partial acc

to iformatIon from -ther Area programs. There has not been adequate

bangs -ver tine between this staff and program and others throughout

2. Accomplishments in Mental Health

1. A developing awareness of the role of emotional stre

im the problem of delivering health services at all le els of severity.

Particularly some evidence of awareness of the barriers social and

imnal problems present in the ability of patients and their families

to utilize health services. These perceptions are still at an inforal ,

alnost stiblitinal level but are becoming,discussable among OSRD staM

2. rle accumulatIon of ex perience and the sharing of expertise in

n defined situations between OSRD staff and Area/Service Unit
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Mental Health programs. This is particularly evident to the loam of

0 RD staff to the 121/SS committee devtloping a computerized problem

oriented record, and in the loan of staff to the, Pho nix Nental Health

Program Area Office.

3. The training at tesert Willow Training Center of all Mental

Health Technicians for the Phoenix Axea, most of those in the

Albuquerque Area, and a number from other Areas and for positions

outside of TES.

4. Linkage of this in-service training with academic tastitutions

so that trainees can earn recognized degrees.

5. Maintenance of A sufficiently flexible attitude at OWTC to

be able o phase out the :31-a1 MAT pr gra_ and adopt to needs expressed

for field courses and other training assistance.

6. The development o a viable tribal Mental 11Q

part of a Comprehensive He lth System for the Papas
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